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April 22, 2019
Ms. Sarah Heidema, Director
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
U.S. Department of State
240 I E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
Subject: Review of USML Categories IV and XV in response to Federal Register Notice Vol. 84,
No. 46, March 8, 2019
Dear Ms. Heidema:
Aerojet Rocketdyne, Inc. (AR) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments in response to the
subject Federal Register Notice related to Review of United States Munitions List Categories IV and
XV. AR supports the Department of State's goals of revising the USML into a more positive list
without inadvertently controlling items in normal commercial use. As described below, AR believes
that the existing control text in Categories IV and XV should be revised to improve clarity.

USML Category IV{h)(lS) Injectors specially designed for articles controlled
AR recommends revising USML Category IV(h)(l5) to clarify what is meant by the term injectors.
Injectors can be interpreted as the completed injector assembly which includes the injector faceplate,
propellant manifolds, inter-propellant plate, injector elements, baffles, and control cavities. AR
suggests revising "Injectors" to "injector assembly" to positively capture the completed assembly and
adding "specially designed components and parts therefor" to avoid inconsistent classification and
capture significant technologies included in parts such as the injector elements.

USML Category IV(h)(16) Solid rocket motor or liquid engine igniters
AR recommends revising USML Category IV(h)(l6) to clarify what is meant by the term igniters.
Igniters, as a general term, can be interpreted as a completed assembly which includes the energetic,
simply the energetic, or a spark plug for liquid engines, or the exciter box. AR suggests revising
"igniter" to "ignition system" to positively capture only the completed assembly or "ignition system
and "specially designed" components and parts therefor" to avoid inconsistent classification.

USML Category IV(h)(28) ... and attitude control equipment specially designed for use in
rockets and missiles enumerated in paragraph (a)(l)
AR recommends adding a note to USML Category IV(h)(28) to state this category does not control
thrusters or actuators used in attitude control systems (ACS) and such thrusters. Thrusters designed
for rocket and missile ACS simply execute commands of the control system. While thrusters
integrated into rocket and missile ACS are "specially designed" to perform reliably in the harsh
environments of rocket and missile launch environments, similar thruster designs (< 150 lbf. thrust)
are used in spacecraft ACS and considered "dual use" items controlled on the CCL as ECCN
9A515.h.
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USML Category XV(e)(ll)(iv) Spacewbased systems, and specially designed parts and
components therefor - Electric (Plasma/Ion) propulsion systems that provide a thrust greater
than 300 milliwNewtons and a specific impulse greater than 1,500 sec; or that operate at an
input power of more than lSkW
AR appreciates the progress regulators have made in refining this category since the initial Final Rule
implemented in November 2014, and understands challenges this technology poses in developing
clear positive control language.
State of the art commercial satellite systems available world-wide are capable of providing 20-30 kW
of power and typically use electric propulsion in the 8-10 kW range. These commercial satellite
systems can easily add capability up to 20kW and higher, and are limited only by cost concerns.
These commercial systems are typically high mass with low power/mass ratio.
State of the art electric propulsion system components (i.e. hall and ion thrusters, and their associated
power processing units) are currently commercially deployed at up to 5 kW per thruster and are being
developed up to l 5kW per thruster for future commercial use. These thrusters have thrust capability
of -260 - 600 milli-Newtons, respectively, with specific impulse of 1,500 sec, well below any
applicability to missile technology, such that these commercial designs are captured on the USML
while operating at power levels below the 15 kW threshold of the USML.
USML Category XV(e)(l l)(iv) currently controls electric propulsion systems and specially designed
parts and components therefor. Propulsion system is not a defined term; and, as such, leads to
confusion as to what is positively controlled by this category since the performance (thrust and
specific impulse) is controlled at the propulsion system level and not at the thruster level. Typical
propulsion systems contain a propellant management sub-system (PMS) - tank, manifold, propellant
control valves or orifices-, a power processing unit, and thruster(s). Propulsion systems that operate
multiple plasma thrusters at the one time can readily exceed the ITAR thrust and specific impulse
threshold, while the thruster and power processor are not "specially designed" to achieve the
controlled performance level.
AR recommends USML Category XV(e)(l l)(iv) be revised to enhance clarity and usability by simply
controlling plasma/ion thrusters and specially designed parts and components, including power
processing units, that warrant ITAR control (i.e. thrust and specific impulse commensurate with
power input levels greater than 15 kW).
Suggested language would be as follows:
USML Category XV(e)(l l) - "Plasma and Ion thrusters, and specially designed parts and
components to include power processing units therefor, with thrust greater than I Newton
and a specific impulse greater than 1,500 sec; or that operate at an input power more than
15kW.

AR believes such revisions would make these USML entries clearer to industry and more
aligned with normal commercial use.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on USML Categories IV and XV. If you have
questions regarding these comments, please feel free to contact the undersigned at
stacy.christofferson@rocket.com or via telephone at 425-869-4515.
Sincerely,

~
~d.~~~
Stacy S. Christofferson
Export Empowered Official, International Trade Compliance
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On behalf of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) and our member companies, we
appreciate the opportunity to provide comments in response to the Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPRM) regarding review of the Commerce Control List for Items Transferred
from United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV. We support the effort the
Administration is undertaking to draw upon all available government, industry, and academic
resources to update the export control regulations as necessary to encourage the growing
commercialization of space. We believe that this effort can reinforce U.S. technological
innovation and leadership in the commercial space sector while safeguarding national security
interests.
Below selected questions are responses from a number of AIA member companies. We do not
have industry consensus on each of the following responses, but wanted to send these
responses from our member companies. We appreciate this opportunity to response, but
respectfully request additional time for open discussions with the government before regulations
related to these Categories are finalized. We support the regular and mandatory reviews of the
USML and CCL with industry feedback on necessary changes given the ever-changing aspects
of this technology. Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments in response to the
ANPRM. We look forward to collaboration on these regulations.

Response from Company A:
Request for Public Comments Regarding Review of the Commerce Control List for Items
Transferred from United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV
AGENCY:
Bureau of Industry and Security, Commerce
1. For technologies controlled under ECCN 9A515—examples include habitats, planetary
rovers, and planetary systems such as communications and power—what factors or
specific technologies should be considered for movement to a different ECCN or
paragraph under ECCN 9A515 with less stringent licensing requirements
•

An overwhelming majority of spacecraft parts and components are captured under
9A515.x, requiring a license or license exception to export to all countries other
than Canada. It is recommended the Department of Commerce to evaluate and
assess ECCN 9A515.y and expand the list of parts and components that do not
pose a threat to National Security and Regional Stability. Such examples include;
environmental control and life support systems, spacecraft internal and external
lighting, humidity and CO2 removal systems, thermal control, spacecraft tires,
wheels breaks and landing gear, and electrical power distribution and control units.
9A515.y items should also include those to outfit a habitat (e.g. crew lavatories,
exercise equipment, plant and vegetable/vegetation growth systems).

2. The USG is considering further refinement or updated controls on the various
technologies listed below. Are there additional specific space-related technologies not
described in the list which warrant further review by State or Commerce given their
current or anticipated near term commercial applications?
• Satellite thrusters (bi-propellant, electric, and liquid apogee engines);
• gyroscopes;
• inertial navigation systems;
• large aperture earth observation cameras;
• spacecraft antenna systems and adaptive Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) antennas
• suborbital systems with propulsion systems currently controlled under USML
• kapton tape;
• star trackers; and
• astrocompasses
• Docking systems other than the NASA Docking System
• Altitude determination and control systems that provide a spacecraft’s geolocation
accuracy with respect to spacecraft that are not earth orbiting. For example,
cislunar orbit.
3. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in USML Category XV(a). If moved to the CCL, what would be the appropriate
controls to apply to items associated with the Lunar Gateway, e.g., ECCNs 9A515 or
9A004?
•

The Lunar Gateway should be appropriately listed under ECCN 9A004, with a new
subparagraph listed similar to how the James Webb Space Telescope and the
International Space Station and all parts and components specially designed
therefore are explicitly enumerated.

4. Are there technologies controlled in the USML for either Category IV and XV, which are
not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity which the commenter
believes should be controlled under the EAR? While this notice discusses specific items
based on initial communications with industry, the list is not exhaustive and commenters
are encouraged to provide additional examples within both USML categories.
AIA members submitted the following regarding technologies that should be controlled
under the EAR:
•
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USML IV(h)(11) controls separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and
interstages “useable” for articles enumerated in IV(a). The use of the term
“useable” inadvertently captures separation mechanisms that are not intended nor

are they specially designed for use with articles enumerated in IV(a). Small
diameter separation mechanisms, for example, those with a bolt diameter less
than .75 inches, specially designed to deploy on-orbit solar panels, instrument
covers, or utilized for cargo resupply should be controlled on the CCL under ECCN
9A515.x or specifically enumerated under a new subparagraph within ECCN
9A515.
•

USML Category IV(h)(11) should be revised to read as follows:
“Separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages specially designed
for articles enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category, and specially designed
parts and components therefor…”

The following amendments were also offered in response to Question 4 from the DDTC
NPRM:
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•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV
that aircraft specifically designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space
launch vehicles, spaceplanes, or spacecraft, are not subject to the ITAR, and, do
not fall within the definition of “mobile launcher mechanisms” in Category IV with
respect to the launch of space launch vehicles.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and XV
that differentiates between “space launch vehicles” and “space vehicles” by the
performance capability of carrying human passengers in a pressurized cabin in
outer space after shutdown of any integrated propulsion.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(a)(11) to
make clear that propulsion systems incorporated into such items are controlled
under XV(e).

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) to
make clear that the act of carrying a foreign payload for scientific or commercial
research aboard a space launch vehicle, spaceplane or spacecraft is not a
defense service.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) that
foreign space flight participant activities related to scientific or commercial
research or foreign payload management or observation are not subject to the
ITAR or the EAR.

•

Amendment to the CCL to unilaterally clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN
9A004 so that such air-launch platforms also include those for space vehicles,
spaceplanes, spacecraft, etc.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV
that crewed spaceplanes, space vehicles, spacecraft, etc. are not subject to MT
control because, e.g., they are crewed (“manned”) vehicles.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(b) that
superficial access to training simulators, including those used for spacecraft,
during the course of a facility tour is not controlled.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) that
information regarding general foreign spaceport requirements related to hangar
size and building requirements, apron and runway width and length, ground
support equipment, vehicle processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and
loading, chemical handling and storage, and other basic facility-related information
is not subject to the ITAR or the EAR.

5. Are there specific defense articles which have entered into normal commercial use since
the most recent revisions? If so, please provide sufficient detail in describing and
identifying the article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to
support this claim, e.g., product information demonstrating what is currently in the market
(web pages describing products and product brochures), or scientific and industry
articles, in particular those also describing trends in commercial products, that resulted
from new technologies or manufacturing methods.
6. Are there defense articles for which commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated
in the next five years? If so, provide sufficient detail in describing and identifying the
article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to support this
claim, e.g., product development or marketing information describing what products will
soon to be in the market (web pages describing products under development, press
releases related to products under development) or scientific and industry articles, in
particular those describing new products that may soon enter the market place as a result
of new technologies or manufacturing methods.
•

The following response also addresses Question 3 from the DDTC NPRM: An
amendment is needed to the CCL to create a specific entry in ECCN 9A004 to
conform to the Wassenaar Arrangement’s newly added 9.A.4.g, “Aircraft specially
designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles.”
Reference: Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018, Pg. 157.

7. Are there other technical issues for these items which BIS should address, e.g., the
addition of technical notes or defined terms used in the control parameters to make the
controls easier to understand and apply consistently?
4

•

The industry would appreciate and benefit from a clarification of the term “spacebased logistics”. The term captures cargo resupply missions to the ISS, but it is
unclear beyond that application. What else would apply (i.e. Is it just for logistics to
and from LEO only? What about cislunar?)

•

Industry would also benefit from clarification of the term “servicing” of another
spacecraft. Does this only include refuel, and/or repair?

8. What are the cost savings to private entities by shifting control of additional specific
commercial items from the USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the
current cost of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a
particular change was implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of
regulatory uncertainty over whether certain items are regulated as on the USML or the
CCL. This reduced uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach of the USML to CCL
review process, would allow both BIS and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork.
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Request for Comments Regarding Review of the United States Munitions List Categories
IV and XV
Department of State
1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the referenced
categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity?
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If so,
please include documentation to support this claim
3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which commercial
use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so, please provide any
documentation.
•

The following response also addresses Question 6 from the BIS NPRM: An
amendment is needed to the CCL to create a specific entry in ECCN 9A004 to
conform to the Wassenaar Arrangement’s newly added 9.A.4.g, “Aircraft specially
designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles.”
Reference: Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018, Pg. 157.

4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
The following amendments were also offered in response to Question 4 & 7 from the BIS
NPRM:
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•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV
that aircraft specifically designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space
launch vehicles, spaceplanes, or spacecraft, are not subject to the ITAR, and, do
not fall within the definition of “mobile launcher mechanisms” in Category IV with
respect to the launch of space launch vehicles

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and XV
that differentiates between “space launch vehicles” and “space vehicles” by the
performance capability of carrying human passengers in a pressurized cabin in
outer space after shutdown of any integrated propulsion.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(a)(11) to
make clear that propulsion systems incorporated into such items are controlled
under XV(e).

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) to
make clear that the act of carrying a foreign payload for scientific or commercial

research aboard a space launch vehicle, spaceplane or spacecraft is not a
defense service.
•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) that
foreign space flight participant activities related to scientific or commercial
research or foreign payload management or observation are not subject to the
ITAR or the EAR.

•

Amendment to the CCL to unilaterally clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN
9A004 so that such air-launch platforms also include those for space vehicles,
spaceplanes, spacecraft, etc.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV
that crewed spaceplanes, space vehicles, spacecraft, etc. are not subject to MT
control because, e.g., they are crewed (“manned”) vehicles.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(b) that
superficial access to training simulators, including those used for spacecraft,
during the course of a facility tour is not controlled.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) that
information regarding general foreign spaceport requirements related to hangar
size and building requirements, apron and runway width and length, ground
support equipment, vehicle processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and
loading, chemical handling and storage, and other basic facility-related information
is not subject to the ITAR or the EAR.

5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN) 9A515.a.1and by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and
XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical telescopes
generally can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA tends to use
larger optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial bodies these
missions observe are many light years away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot
physically meet the relevant science requirements. At the same time, because NASA
missions are designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are
physically incapable of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects
that NASA's telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth.
Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet the
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technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the Department
of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth.
•

In the past, this issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory
categories for specific missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope,
NASA's next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory
activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled by
the Department of Commerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise meets
the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be impractical to
issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new astrophysics mission,
the Department is seeking comments from the public on a way to provide technical
differentiation within U.S. export control regulations between the space-based
optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those used for Earth observation.

6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size of the
clear aperture of the telescope's optics. However, not all space-based telescopes use a
disc-shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively determine the size of
the “clear aperture” of a specific space-based electro-optical/infrared (E.O./IR) remote
sensing system for the purpose of the regulations. Are there suggested revisions that
would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of “clear
aperture”?
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station and
other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as “servicing” the space
stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category XV(a)(12).
Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph, such as a
definition of “servicing”?
•

Yes, a definition of servicing is highly recommended. Current interpretation of
servicing is mainly refuel and repair, whereas cargo resupply to the ISS and
potentially other space stations would fall under “space-based logistics” under the
CCL.

8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
•
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Lunar Gateway should be appropriately listed under ECCN 9A004, with a new
subparagraph listed similar to how the James Webb Space Telescope and the
International Space Station and all parts and components specially designed
therefore are explicitly enumerated.

9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested specific
item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current cost of
compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular change was
implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory uncertainty
over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. This reduced
uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach described in the Administration's Export
Reform Initiative, would allow both State and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork for a
particular change
Response from Company B:
Department of Commerce
1. For technologies controlled under ECCN 9A515—examples include habitats, planetary
rovers, and planetary systems such as communications and power—what factors or
specific technologies should be considered for movement to a different ECCN or
paragraph under ECCN 9A515 with less stringent licensing requirements
•

An overwhelming majority of spacecraft parts and components are captured under
9A515.x, requiring a license or license exception to export to all countries other
than Canada. It is recommended the Department of Commerce to evaluate and
assess ECCN 9A515.y and expand the list of parts and components that do not
pose a threat to National Security and Regional Stability. Such examples include;
environmental control and life support systems, spacecraft internal and external
lighting, humidity and CO2 removal systems, thermal control, spacecraft tires,
wheels breaks and landing gear, and electrical power distribution and control units.
9A515.y items should also include those to outfit a habitat (e.g. crew lavatories,
exercise equipment, plant and veggie growth systems).

2. The USG is considering further refinement or updated controls on the various
technologies listed below. Are there additional specific space-related technologies not
described in the list which warrant further review by State or Commerce given their
current or anticipated near term commercial applications?
• Satellite thrusters (bi-propellant, electric, and liquid apogee engines);
• gyroscopes;
• inertial navigation systems;
• large aperture earth observation cameras;
• spacecraft antenna systems and adaptive Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) antennas
• suborbital systems with propulsion systems currently controlled under USML
• kapton tape;
9

•
•
•
•

star trackers; and
astrocompasses
docking systems other than the NASA Docking System
Altitude determination and control systems that provide a spacecraft’s geolocation
accuracy with respect to spacecraft that are not earth orbiting. For example,
cislunar orbit.

3. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in USML Category XV(a). If moved to the CCL, what would be the appropriate
controls to apply to items associated with the Lunar Gateway, e.g., ECCNs 9A515 or
9A004?
•

Lunar Gateway should be appropriately listed under ECCN 9A004, with a new
subparagraph listed similar to how the James Webb Space Telescope and the
International Space Station and all parts and components specially designed
therefore are explicitly enumerated.

4. Are there technologies controlled in the USML for either Category IV and XV, which are
not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity which the commenter
believes should be controlled under the EAR? While this notice discusses specific items
based on initial communications with industry, the list is not exhaustive and commenters
are encouraged to provide additional examples within both USML categories
•

USML IV(h)(11) controls separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and
interstages “useable” for articles enumerated in IV(a). The use of the term
“useable” inadvertently captures separation mechanisms that are not intended nor
are they specially designed for use with articles enumerated in IV(a). Small
diameter separation mechanisms, for example, those with a bolt diameter less
than .75 inches, specially designed to deploy on-orbit solar panels, instrument
covers, or utilized for cargo resupply should be controlled on the CCL under ECCN
9A515.x or specifically enumerated under a new subparagraph within ECCN
9A515.

•

It is recommended that USML Category IV(h)(11) be revised to read as follows:
“Separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages specially designed
for articles enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category, and specially designed
parts and components therefor…”

5. Are there specific defense articles which have entered into normal commercial use since
the most recent revisions? If so, please provide sufficient detail in describing and
identifying the article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to
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support this claim, e.g., product information demonstrating what is currently in the market
(web pages describing products and product brochures), or scientific and industry
articles, in particular those also describing trends in commercial products, that resulted
from new technologies or manufacturing methods.
6. Are there defense articles for which commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated
in the next five years? If so, provide sufficient detail in describing and identifying the
article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to support this
claim, e.g., product development or marketing information describing what products will
soon to be in the market (web pages describing products under development, press
releases related to products under development) or scientific and industry articles, in
particular those describing new products that may soon enter the market place as a result
of new technologies or manufacturing methods.
7. Are there other technical issues for these items which BIS should address, e.g., the
addition of technical notes or defined terms used in the control parameters to make the
controls easier to understand and apply consistently?
•

•

Clarification on the term “space-based logistics”. The term captures cargo
resupply missions to the ISS, but what else? Is it just for logistics to and from LEO
only? What about cislunar?
Clarification on the term “servicing” of another spacecraft. Is this only refuel,
repair?

8. What are the cost savings to private entities by shifting control of additional specific
commercial items from the USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the
current cost of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a
particular change was implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of
regulatory uncertainty over whether certain items are regulated as on the USML or the
CCL. This reduced uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach of the USML to CCL
review process, would allow both BIS and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork.
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Request for Comments Regarding Review of the United States Munitions List Categories
IV and XV
AGENCY:
Department of State
1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the referenced
categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity?
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If so,
please include documentation to support this claim
3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which commercial
use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so, please provide any
documentation.
4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN) 9A515.a.1and by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and
XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical telescopes
generally can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA tends to use
larger optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial bodies these
missions observe are many light years away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot
physically meet the relevant science requirements. At the same time, because NASA
missions are designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are
physically incapable of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects
that NASA's telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth.
Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet the
technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the Department
of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth.
•
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In the past, this issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory
categories for specific missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope,
NASA's next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory
activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled by
the Department of Commerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise meets
the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be impractical to
issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new astrophysics mission,
the Department is seeking comments from the public on a way to provide technical

differentiation within U.S. export control regulations between the space-based
optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those used for Earth observation.
6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size of the
clear aperture of the telescope's optics. However, not all space-based telescopes use a
disc-shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively determine the size of
the “clear aperture” of a specific space-based electro-optical/infrared (E.O./IR) remote
sensing system for the purpose of the regulations. Are there suggested revisions that
would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of “clear
aperture”?
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station and
other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as “servicing” the space
stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category XV(a)(12).
Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph, such as a
definition of “servicing”?
•

Yes, a definition of servicing is highly recommended. Current interpretation of
servicing is mainly refuel and repair, whereas cargo resupply to the ISS and
potentially other space stations would fall under “space-based logistics” under the
CCL.

8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
•

Lunar Gateway should be appropriately listed under ECCN 9A004, with a new
subparagraph listed similar to how the James Webb Space Telescope and the
International Space Station and all parts and components specially designed
therefore are explicitly enumerated.

9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested specific
item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current cost of
compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular change was
implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory uncertainty
over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. This reduced
uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach described in the Administration's Export
Reform Initiative, would allow both State and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork for a
particular change
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The following responses are from Member Company C:

Request for Public Comments Regarding Review of the Commerce Control List for Items
Transferred from United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV
AGENCY:
Bureau of Industry and Security, Commerce
1. For technologies controlled under ECCN 9A515—examples include habitats, planetary
rovers, and planetary systems such as communications and power—what factors or
specific technologies should be considered for movement to a different ECCN or
paragraph under ECCN 9A515 with less stringent licensing requirements.
•

Given ever evolving commercial and civil space technologies, recommend BIS
consider adding new subcategories under 9A to address rovers, robotic space
equipment, habitats and commercial crew vehicles. In addition, a distinction should
be made between items designed to operate/function in outer space vs. hardware that
is “specially designed” for a satellite or spacecraft. Such items should not fall under
9A515.

•

Consideration for new subcategories should include reviews for items such as:
environmental control and life support systems, spacecraft internal and external
lighting, humidity and CO2 removal systems, thermal control, space vehicle tires,
wheel brakes and landing gear, and electrical power distribution and control units.

2. The USG is considering further refinement or updated controls on the various
technologies listed below. Are there additional specific space-related technologies not
described in the list which warrant further review by State or Commerce given their
current or anticipated near term commercial applications?
•

Comments with specific rationale were previously provided by industry for these items in
the Fall of 2015. We respectfully request that the Department continue to review and
consider the comments previously provided.

3. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in USML Category XV(a). If moved to the CCL, what would be the appropriate
controls to apply to items associated with the Lunar Gateway, e.g., ECCNs 9A515 or
9A004?
14

4. Are there technologies controlled in the USML for either Category IV and XV, which are
not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity which the commenter
believes should be controlled under the EAR? While this notice discusses specific items
based on initial communications with industry, the list is not exhaustive and commenters
are encouraged to provide additional examples within both USML categories.
AIA members submitted the following regarding technologies that should be controlled
under the EAR:
•

USML IV(h)(11) controls separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and
interstages “useable” for articles enumerated in IV(a).
A Note to IV(h)(11) should be added to clarify that spacecraft to launch vehicle
separation mechanisms, associated payload adapters, satellite launch dispensers,
and satellite-to-satellite interstages are controlled under 9A515.x as they are
specifically designed for a spacecraft.

•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and XV
Request definition of a “Space Vehicle” in both the ITAR and EAR to better define
the differences between a “Space Launch Vehicle”, “Spacecraft” and “Space
Vehicle”. Request a new category be created for space planes / space vehicles
which carry passengers in a pressurized cabin in outer space.

•

Recommend a clear distinction be made between propulsion systems specially
designed for a satellite or spacecraft and systems specially designed for a launch
vehicle or missile. We recommend moving spacecraft thrusters from XV(e)(12)
and electric propulsion from XV(e)(11)(iv) to the jurisdiction of the US Department
of Commerce under 9A515.h.

5. Are there specific defense articles which have entered into normal commercial use since
the most recent revisions? If so, please provide sufficient detail in describing and
identifying the article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to
support this claim, e.g., product information demonstrating what is currently in the market
(web pages describing products and product brochures), or scientific and industry
articles, in particular those also describing trends in commercial products, that resulted
from new technologies or manufacturing methods.
6. Are there defense articles for which commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated
in the next five years? If so, provide sufficient detail in describing and identifying the
article to support your claim. Commenters may include documentation to support this
claim, e.g., product development or marketing information describing what products will
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soon to be in the market (web pages describing products under development, press
releases related to products under development) or scientific and industry articles, in
particular those describing new products that may soon enter the market place as a result
of new technologies or manufacturing methods.
7. Are there other technical issues for these items which BIS should address, e.g., the
addition of technical notes or defined terms used in the control parameters to make the
controls easier to understand and apply consistently?
•

Request that the Department include an identical note in USML Cat IV and EAR
Category 9E as in Note 3 to USML Cat XV paragraph (f) and Note 2 to EAR
Category 9E to specifically state that Space Launch Vehicle housekeeping /
telemetry data is also not controlled.

•

Request that the Department allow technology related to star trackers controlled in
ECCN 7A004 (7E001 and 7E002) to be added to the list of ECCNs in 740.2(a)(5)(i)
that are subject to MT controls but are nevertheless eligible for certain License
Exceptions, similar to ECCNs 7E003 and 7E101.

•

In addition, a definition of “service” would be helpful to distinguish between
servicing spacecraft that augment or enhance the existing capabilities of an onorbit spacecraft, which may merit a higher level of control as compared to a
servicing spacecraft that repairs or provides maintenance and life extension
services without enhancing existing on-orbit spacecraft capabilities. Clarification is
also needed to highlight that providing supplies or cargo does not meet the
definition of “servicing”.

8. What are the cost savings to private entities by shifting control of additional specific
commercial items from the USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the
current cost of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a
particular change was implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of
regulatory uncertainty over whether certain items are regulated as on the USML or the
CCL. This reduced uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach of the USML to CCL
review process, would allow both BIS and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork.
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Request for Comments Regarding Review of the United States Munitions List Categories
IV and XV
AGENCY:
Department of State.
1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the referenced
categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity?
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If so,
please include documentation to support this claim
3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which commercial
use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so, please provide any
documentation.
4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
•

Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and XV
Request definition of a “Space Vehicle” in both the ITAR and EAR to better define
the differences between a “Space Launch Vehicle”, “Spacecraft” and “Space
Vehicle”. Request a new category be created for space planes / space vehicles
which carry passengers in a pressurized cabin in outer space

5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN) 9A515.a.1and by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and
XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical telescopes
generally can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA tends to use
larger optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial bodies these
missions observe are many light years away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot
physically meet the relevant science requirements. At the same time, because NASA
missions are designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are
physically incapable of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects
that NASA's telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth.
Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet the
technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the Department
of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth.
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6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size of the
clear aperture of the telescope's optics. However, not all space-based telescopes use a
disc-shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively determine the size of
the “clear aperture” of a specific space-based electro-optical/infrared (E.O./IR) remote
sensing system for the purpose of the regulations. Are there suggested revisions that
would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of “clear
aperture”?
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station and
other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as “servicing” the space
stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category XV(a)(12).
Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph, such as a
definition of “servicing”?
•

•

•

•

Yes, a definition of servicing is highly recommended. Current interpretation of
servicing is mainly refuel and repair, whereas cargo resupply to the ISS and
potentially other space stations would fall under “space-based logistics” under the
CCL.
USML Category XV (a)12 covers spacecraft that “Are specifically designed to
provide inspection or surveillance of another spacecraft, or service another
spacecraft via grappling or docking.”
Recommend that the Department remove this paragraph. All “servicing”
spacecraft, regardless of a grappling or docking feature, should be controlled
under the jurisdiction of the US Department of Commerce under 9A515.a.4.
In addition, recommend that the Department add the definition of “service” to
distinguish between servicing spacecraft that augment or enhance the existing
capabilities of an on-orbit spacecraft, which may merit a higher level of control as
compared to a servicing spacecraft that repairs or provides maintenance and life
extension services without enhancing existing on-orbit spacecraft capabilities.
Clarification is also needed to highlight that providing supplies or cargo does not
meet the definition of “servicing”.

8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested specific
item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current cost of
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compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular change was
implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory uncertainty
over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. This reduced
uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach described in the Administration's Export
Reform Initiative, would allow both State and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork for a
particular change.
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April 22, 2019
Mr. Richard E. Ashooh
Assistant Secretary for Export Administration
Bureau of Industry and Security
Office of Exporter Services
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW, Room 2099B
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington DC 20230
Subject: Request for Public Comments Regarding Review of Commerce Control List for Items
Transferred from United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV
Comments:
In accordance with the Department’s request to address additional technical notes or defined terms to
make the controls easier to understand and apply consistently, the following is offered for consideration:
Category 9A604.f controls the following:
Composite structures, laminates and manufactures thereof “specially designed” for the following
items controlled under USML Category IV.
f.1 Systems capable of a range equal to or greater than 300km;
f.2 Individual rocket stages usable in 9A604.f.1 systems;
Category 9A604.x controls the following:
“Parts”, “components”, “accessories”, and “attachments” that are “specially designed” for a
commodity subject to controls in paragraphs .a through .d of this ECCN, or a defense article
controlled under USML Category IV, and not specified elsewhere on the USML.
Recommendation:
Include a Note in 9A604.f to provide further definition and clarification with respect to the structures,
laminates, and manufactures this category controls.
Rationale:
Launch vehicle “parts”, “components”, “accessories” and “attachments” for a defense article controlled
under USML Category IV, and not specified elsewhere on the USML, can be manufactured of composite
and/or laminate materials. As such, there is potential overlap between categories 9A604.f and 9A604.x
requiring further clarification as to whether it is the Department’s intent to control “specially designed”
“parts”, “components”, “accessories” and “attachments” manufactured of composite materials, laminates
and manufactures thereof under 9A604.f or 9A604.x. Is it the Department’s intent to control “specially
designed” composite structures, laminates and manufactures thereof in 9A604.f if they are also deemed to
be “specially designed” “parts”, “components”, “accessories” and “attachments”? Or, are all “specially
designed” “parts”, “components”, “accessories” and “attachments” controlled in 9A604.x, even if they are
composite structures, laminates and manufactures thereof?
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and recommendations to support the Department’s
review of the Commerce Control List for items transferred from USML Categories IV and XV.

�

BOEING

The Boeing Company
929 Long Bridge Drive
MC 7949-5929
Arlington, VA 22202-4208

April 22, 2019
Sarah Heidema, Director
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
Department of State
SA-1, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20522-0112
Subject: Boeing comments on Review of USML Categories IV and XV, Docket No.
DOS-2018-0048
Reference: Federal Register/ Vol. 84, No. 46/ Friday, March 8, 2019/ Proposed
Rules
Via email: DDTCPublicComments@state.gov
Dear Ms. Heidema:
The Boeing Company ("Boeing") appreciates the opportunity to provide comments in
response to the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on U.S. Munitions List ("USML")
Categories IV and XV, consistent with the objectives in the Space Policy Directive-2. We support
the Department's initiative to ensure clear descriptions of controlled items and streamlined
licensing in these areas, and appreciate the interest in feedback on technological developments that
might warrant the transition of items from the USML to the Commerce Control List ("CCL")
under the U.S. Export Administration Regulations ("EAR").
As a satellite and spacecraft manufacturer, and prime contractor to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration ("NASA"), Boeing operates daily under the controls in
USML Categories IV and XV, and related Export Control Classification Numbers ("ECCNs") on
the CCL. In general, we see developments in the commercial communications satellite sector
rapidly evolving into areas described on the USML. Regarding space exploration, our comments
focus on the need for greater clarity around controlled items and technologies and consideration of
future NASA and commercial space exploration activities. Adjustments to controls in these areas
will enable Boeing and others in U.S. industry to better perform globally, enhancing U.S.
economic competitiveness without detriment to other national security considerations. We
reproduce and address below the specific questions posed by the Department.
1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the referenced
categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient clarity?
Boeing submitted a letter to the Commerce Department in January 2019, in response to the
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Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding potential EAR controls on emerging
technologies published by Commerce on November 19, 2018 (RIN 0694-AH61). In that letter,
Boeing provided detailed comments relating to hypersonics, thermal protection systems, and
position, navigation and timing technologies; please see attached.
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If
so, please include documentation to support this claim.
Electric propulsion systems, separation mechanisms and interstages, and star trackers are in
normal commercial use in communications satellite programs.
A. Electric propulsion systems described in Category XV(e)(l l )(iv) are in widespread use on
commercial communications satellites. Boeing recommends that thrusters meeting these
thresholds transition to EAR control due to their widespread use on commercial
communications satellites and foreign availability from companies such as Safran in France
and Fakel in Russia 1• Our recommended revision to the control language is as follows:
"[E]lectric (plasma/ion) propulsion systems that provide a thrust greater than J()().
450 milli-Newtons and a specific impulse greater than 1,500 sec; or that operate at
an input power of more than 15kW."
B. Category IV(h)(l 1) controls "Separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages
useable for articles enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category, and specially designed
parts and components therefor." This control catches at least two items commonly used to
facilitate launches of multiple commercial communications satellites at once: satellite
dispensers and satellite-to-satellite interstage adapters.
1. Satellite dispensers: Boeing controls satellite dispensers as separation mechanisms
under ITAR Category IV(h)(11). Because these items are in regular use for
launching multiple commercial communications satellites at one time, we believe
they should be enumerated in ECCN 9A604, since they are an accessory that is
bolted onto the launch vehicle to secure a satellite during launch.
2. Satellite-to-satellite interstage adapters: Boeing controls these items in IV(h)(l 1) as
"interstages." These items facilitate the stacking of satellites in a single launch
vehicle but do not interface directly with the launch vehicle. We believe these
adapters, or "interstages," and their respective interfaces between the stacked
satellites should be controlled under ECCN 9A515.x. Boeing designs and builds
these items for various commercial satellite programs, and we believe they warrant
1See "Jorge J. Delgado, Ronald L. Corey, Vjacheslav M Murashko, Alexander I. Koryakin, and Sergei Y.
Pridanikov, 'Qualification of the SPT-140 for use on Western Spacecraft' (paper presented at AIAA
Propulsion and Energy Forum, Cleveland, OH, July 28-30, 2014).
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EAR control because they are not part of the launch vehicle and are designed
around the interfaces of the satellites. These items are not peculiarly responsible for
any ITAR-controlled capabilities.
We recommend the addition of a note to this subparagraph, as follows:
(11) Separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages useable
for articles enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category, and specially
designed parts and components therefor (MT for those separation
mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages usable in systems
enumerated in paragraph (a)(1) of this category);
Note: This subparagraph does not control satellite launch dispensers and
satellite-to-satellite interstages, which are subject to the EAR.
C.

Category XV(e)( l6) controls star trackers that are commonly used on commercial
communications satellites. Boeing recommends that star trackers specially designed for
spacecraft be transitioned from ITAR to EAR control. U.S. industry is not on the leading
edge of this technology, and there is ample availability of this technology abroad. For
example, we are aware that Germany's Jena Optronik is currently developing a star tracker
for commercial communications satellites that will likely exceed the capabilities
enumerated in XV(e)( l6).
Alternatively, if star trackers that are specially designed for spacecraft are to remain on the
USML, we recommend a clarification note to the control text. As written, it is unclear
whether an item is controlled in this paragraph if it meets one of these thresholds-specified
angular accuracy or tracking rate-during normal operation, or if it must meet both
parameters at the same time during normal operation. Star trackers used on commercial
communication satellites generally meet these two criteria, but do not meet both at the
same time during normal operation. Our recommendation is as follows:
"Space-qualified star tracker or star sensor with capability to achieve
simultaneously an angular accuracy less than or equal to 1 arcsec ( I-Sigma) per
star coordinate, and a tracking rate equal to or greater than 3.0 deg/sec, and
specially designed parts and components therefor (MT)"

3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which commercial
use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so, please provide any
documentation.
The items we described above in our response to question No. 2 will continue to evolve
commercially further into thresholds described on the USML. For this reason, it is crucial to
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revise the technical control thresholds now to allow for commercial technological growth in
the coming years.
4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
Boeing recommends several revisions to address technical issues in these categories, as
follows:
A. Antennas: We recommend revisions to control language in Category XV to more
clearly control only items used in defense-related applications and to release to the
CCL items used in communications satellite applications. ITAR Category XV(e)(l )
currently controls antenna systems with specified features, with few enumerated
technical parameters.
As written, XV(e)( l )(ii) catches certain antennas used widely on communications
satellites, because of the use of the term "scanning." Antennas used on
communications satellites employ electronic scanning, but only for purposes of
repositioning or "steering" the antenna coverage to establish or retain a
communications link, and not for detecting objects or performing remote sensing.
Repositioning a communications satellite antenna for coverage is done either with a
steering mechanism (similar to ground tracking antennas) or by electronically steering a
fixed phased array (similar to modern Wi-Fi and 5G cellular antennas). This action
electronic steering--would seem to be caught in XV(e)( l )(ii) as "active electronic
scanning" when in reality the signal is being electronically steered to provide
communications in a certain geographic area.
Regarding XV(e)( l )(iii), the capability of adaptive beam forming is inherent in any
phased array antenna with externally controlled beam forming algorithms, widely used
in communications satellite applications.
We recommend adding the following note:
Note to (e)(l)(ii) & (iii): These features apply to antennas used for radar or remote
sensing applications and not for communications satellite applications.
B. NASA Docking System: The Note to Category XV(a)(12) states that spacecraft that
dock exclusively via the NASA Docking System (NDS) are controlled by ECCN
9A515.a.4. Certain visiting vehicles such as Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA)'s H-II Transfer Vehicle ("HTV") are caught by XV(a)(12) because they do not
dock using NDS. Because vehicles such as HTV are not released by the Note to
XV(a)(l2), U.S. contractors are required to obtain State Department authorization for
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exchanges with these International Space Station ("ISS") partners. We see no national
security risk from revising the note to include other docking systems. We recommend
that the NDS be defined and controlled, along with its specially designed parts and
components, in ECCN 9A515.x, and that the Note to XV(a)(l 2) be modified, as
follows:
"[S}pacecraft that dock exclusively using the International Docking System Standard,
including the NDS, are controlled by 9A515.a.4."
C. Data related to items integrated into CCL items: Note 1 to XV(f) is helpful to the
satellite industry, as it excludes from ITAR control certain data related to CCL
controlled satellites. By adding the terms "spacecraft" and "end-user," this note will
allow OEMs in other space-related sectors, including commercial and NASA-funded
space programs, to pursue EAR authorization to share data with foreign partners. Our
recommendation is as follows:
Note 1 to paragraph (f): The technical data control of this paragraph does not
apply to certain technical data directly related to articles described in paragraphs
(c) or (e) of this category when such articles are integrated into and included as an
integral part of a satellite or spacecraft,.subject to the EAR. For controls in these
circumstances, see ECCN 9E515. This only applies to that level of technical data
(including marketing data) necessary and reasonable for a purchaser or end-user
to have assurance that a U.S. built item intended to operate in space has been
designed, manufactured, and tested in conformance with specified contract
requirements (e.g., operational performance, reliability, lifetime, product quality,
or delivery expectations) as well as data necessary for normal orbit satellite
operations, to evaluate in-orbit anomalies, and to operate and maintain associated
ground station equipment (except encryption hardware).

_________

D. Update MTCR Annex reference: The MTCR Annex in ITAR Part 121.16, Item 9Category II (b) cites Category XV(d), but XV(d) is now "reserved." We recommend
updating the reference.
E. ITAR definition of "export" that excludes encrypted data: Boeing continues to
recommend that DDTC issue a Final Rule with further revisions to the definitions of
key terms used in the ITAR that were not included in the June 3, 2016 Interim Final
Rule, "International Traffic in Arms: Revisions to Definition of Export and Related
Definitions," RIN 1400-AD70 -- especially a definition of "export" that excludes
encrypted data. BIS finalized such an exclusion in the EAR definition of "export" in
June 2016 but DDTC did not do so for the ITAR. The lack of alignment between the
ITAR and EAR on this issue is a challenge for Boeing and its industry partners, since
many if not all U.S. exporters in the space and satellite arenas operate under both sets
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of regulations. Cloud computing is now a common means of storing and sharing data;
lacking an ITAR carve-out for encrypted data means that U.S. companies operating in
the space and satellite arenas are unable to fully realize the efficiencies of cloud
computing technologies.
5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the technical
parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of Commerce in
Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number (ECCN)
9A515.a.land by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2).
This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical telescopes generally
can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA tends to use larger
optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial bodies these missions
observe are many light years away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot physically
meet the relevant science requirements. At the same time, because NASA missions are
designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are physically incapable
of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects that NASA's
telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth. Essentially,
NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet the technical
definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the Department of State,
but are incapable of observing the Earth. In the past, this issue has been addressed by
creating separate regulatory categories for specific missions. For example, the James
Webb Space Telescope, NASA's next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of
specific regulatory activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is
controlled by the Department of Commerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise
meets the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be impractical to
issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new astrophysics mission, the
Department is seeking comments from the public on a way to provide technical
differentiation within U.S. export control regulations between the space based optical
telescopes for astrophysics missions and those used for Earth observation.
Boeing has no comment on this inquiry.
6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size of the
clear aperture of the telescope's optics. However, not all space-based telescopes use a disc
shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively determine the size of the
"clear aperture" of a specific space-based electro-opticaVinfrared (E.O./IR) remote
sensing system for the purpose of the regulations. Are there suggested revisions that
would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of
"clear aperture"?
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Boeing has no comment on this question.
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station and
other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as "servicing" the
space stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category
XV(a)(12). Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph,
such as a definition of "servicing"?
Boeing has no comment on this question.
8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
Boeing strongly recommends that the Lunar Gateway and future NASA-sponsored space
stations be controlled on the CCL. Given NASA's civil and scientific missions, it is unlikely
that a NASA-sponsored space station would provide a critical military or intelligence
advantage such that it warrants control under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations, per
22 CFR §120.3(b).
The only commercial space station currently enumerated on the CCL is the International Space
Station. To prevent multiple classification changes during the development, manufacturing,
and production stages of new stations such as Lunar Gateway, existing categories of the CCL
should be modified to prevent items related to these platforms from being captured in the
catch-all category of ECCN 9A515.x. Boeing recommends that ECCNs 9A004.w and
9A004.x include other commercial space stations, as follows:
w. The International Space Station being developed, launched, and operated under the
supervision of the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration and other NASA
sponsored space stations.
x. "Parts," "components," "accessories" and "attachments" that are "specially
designed" for the International Space Station and other NASA-sponsored space stations."
9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested specific
item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current cost of
compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular change was
implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory uncertainty
over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. This reduced
uncertainty, under the "bright line" approach described in the Administration's Export
Reform Initiative, would allow both State and industry to avoid spending hours and
resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As much as possible, please
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quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork for a
particular change.
In general, compliance with EAR controls requires fewer company resources-less time and
personnel devoted to drafting and submitting licenses and complying with administrative
obligations, to name just a few requirements--than compliance with Department of State ITAR
controls, given the greater flexibility of licensing and exporting under the EAR versus the
ITAR. The greater availability of license exceptions, the shorter timeframes for obtaining
licenses when required, and more current and nuanced definitions of terms in the EAR, all
allow for more streamlined but still compliant exporting of controlled commodities,
technologies and software.

*****
We appreciate the efforts by DDTC and its partner agencies to solicit and review public comments
in order to better define the items and technologies appropriately controlled in USML Categories
IV and XV. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need additional
information. I can be reached at 703-465-3312 or via email at arthur.shulman@boeing.com.
Sincerely,

/l

Arthur Shulman
Director, Global Trade Controls
Attachment: BIS Emerging Technologies comment letter

The Boeing Company
929 long Bridge Dnve
MC 7949•5929
Arlingtor VA 22202-4208

January 10, 20 I 9
Kirsten Mortimer
Office of National Security and Technology Transfer Controls
Bureau of Industry and Security
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, DC 20230

Subject: Boeing comments on Review of Controls for Certain Emerging Technologies, RIN
0694-AH61
Dear Ms. Mortimer:
Boeing appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on Review of Controls for Certain
Emerging Technologies, which was published in the Federal Register on November 19, 2018, as
an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM). The U.S. Government (USG) effort lo
examine emerging technologies for potential additional export controls is critically important to
industry and requires careful study and consideration to avoid unintended and adverse effects on
U.S. technological leadership and economic security.
Our comment below provide general observations, propose criteria for identifying
emerging technologies that may merit additional controls, and address the process for assessing
such technologies. We provide specific input regarding the Representative Technology Categories
included in the ANPRM in the Appendix.
I. General Observations
l . The new Emerging Technologies effort can serve as a useful adjunct to the current processes at
the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), including collaboration with industry through
exi c; ting Technical Advisory Committees (TACs). As you know, those engagements already
evaluate technology developments and use the Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
0y52 l series process to impose unilateral controls while seeking multilateral controls annually
through the Wassenaar Arrangement and other regimes. The Export Reform Control Act of
2018 (ECRA) specifically requires such a consultative, multilateral approach. In section
J 752(5) it states that "[e]xport controls should be coordinated with the multilateral export
control regimes. Export controls that are multilateral are most effective, and should be tailored
to focus on those core technologies and other items that are capable of being used to pose a
serious national security threat to the United States and its allies." And, the statute goes on to
explain that, "[e]xport controls applied unilaterally to items widely available from foreign
sources generally are less effective in preventing end-users from acquiring those items.
Application of unilateral export controls should be limited for purposes of protecting specific
United States national security and foreign policy interests." (emphasis added).
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2. Boeing relies on global operations and supply chains to develop, produce and maintain cutting
edge U.S. technologies. As we discuss in more detail in the Appendix, U.S.-based researchers
are not currently leaders in every emerging technological field. Accordingly, we closely
monitor global technological developments and bring the most promising developments into
the U.S. for application to our products and services. Such enrichment of the U.S.
technological base is often possible only through colJaborative undertakings with partners
around the world at early stages of development and involve sharing some of our U.S.-based
technologies. We believe this collaboration ensures the U.S. wilJ remain competitive. U.S.
export controls on new technologies, unless very carefully tailored, may hinder such
collaboration and stymie rather than protect U.S. technological advances. Poorly calibrated
controls would drive potential development partners to countries without such restrictions,
re ulting in faster development of products and services abroad rather than in the U.S. BIS
correctly states that the potential for harm and disruption to U.S. industry must be taken into
account when evaluating possible new controls. Furthermore, Executive Order 13777,
Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda, provides that "It is the policy of the United States to
alleviate unnecessary regulatory burdens placed on the American people."
3. The Representative Technology Categories listed in the ANPRM are extremely broad, making
it challenging to provide specific and meaningful comments. For example, item (9), Additive
Manufacturing, describes a process that has existed for over 15 years and is currently used in
many industries; at present over 50,000 commercially sourced parts are flying on Boeing
commercial airplanes. BIS should articulate technologies of concern with greater specificity,
so industry can provide more narrowly tailored and practical feedback regarding potential
controls on those technologies.
4. The ANPRM seeks input on creating emerging and foundational technologies as separate
categories. BIS has not shared a definition for either term. We understand foundational
technologies to be the existing technologies that underpin our core businesses. Boeing, like
many other companies, treats such core technologies as competition sensitive intellectual
property that we rigorously protect and share only after a careful analysis weighing multiple
factors. Accordingly, we believe that additional regulation of such foundational technologies
must be carefully assessed prior to implementation to avoid duplication and an unnecessary
burden both to government and industry. We also recommend that BIS consider a separate
process whereby it can meet with companie · confidentially to discuss those technologies that
are so highly proprietary that there may be strong disincentives to share information about
them via public comment. Notwith landing the legal requirements of public rulemaking a set
forth in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) (5 U.S.C. Ch. 5, et. seq.), we believe there are
appropriate ways to address such concerns.
5. Given the importance and potential impact of this Emerging Technologies undertaking, future
public comment request should allow no less than 120 days for industry to respond. We
appreciate that the USG extended the comment deadline for this ANPRM request from 30 days
to 52 calendar days, but this time period included the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year
holidays and so was still not commensurate with the in-depth, detailed analysis necessary to
provide the substantive feedback sought by the government.
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Criteria for identifying emerging technologies that merit additional controls

BIS acknowledges in the ANPRM (p. 58201) that the following factors, which are also
included in section 1758 of ECRA, must be considered when evaluating technologies for potential
controls:
• The development of emerging and foundational technologies in other countries.
• The effect export controls may have on the development of such technologies in the U.S.
• The effectiveness of export controls on limiting the proliferation of emerging and
foundational technologies in other countries.
It is essential that BIS propose for industry comment a narrow definition of emerging
technology. Considering the policy factors above, along with applicable existing provisions in the
EAR, the following framework for evaluating technologies for potential control as emerging could
form part of such a definition:
Two levels of criteria, structured as 'yes-no' questions.
l. At a threshold level. is the technology:
a. Already listed on the United States Munitions List (USML) or the Commerce
Control List (CCL)?
• If yes, it is out of scope because it is not 'emerging.'
b. "Fundamental research" as defined in the EAR?
• If yes, it is out of scope because it is not subject to the EAR.1
c. Already ubiquitous in the U.S. or globally?
• If yes, it is out of scope because it is not 'emerging.'
2. If the answer to all of the above is 'no', is the technology:
a. Essential to U.S. national security? For example, does it have "potential
conventional weapons, intelligence collection, weapon of mass destruction (WMD),
or terrori t applications"2?
• If yes, new controls may be appropriate and the Emerging Technologies
Technical Advisory Committee (ETTAC, see next ection) should consider
their nature and scope.
b. In development outside the U.S.?
• If yes, new controls may not be effective.
c. Such that control would have a direct effect on U.S. economic security by hindering
U.S. technological leadership?
• If yes, potentially not desirable to control if a new U.S. unilateral control on
commercial technology with no nexus to military application would harm
the U.S. economy.
See § 734.8 of the EAR.
: ANPRM. p. 58201, column 2.
1
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Process for Assessing Emerging Technologies

A process for rigorously reviewing and applying transparent criteria is essential for the
USG to identify and assess emerging technologies that may merit new controls. On August 8,
2018, BIS published a Federal Register notice announcing the creation of (and recruiting members
for) an Emerging Technologies Technical Advisory Committee (ETTAC) as the forum that will
advise BIS and other agencies on this effort.
Industry input on what constitutes an emerging technology, whether it is critical to national
security, and what the impact of a new control would be is essential in order to avoid inadvertent
negative outcomes, such as past controls on commercial communications satellites and industrial
machine tools. The ETTAC should be established quickly so that it can establish Technical
Working Groups in specific technology areas. The ETTAC will provide an important mechanism
for haring industry insights with the relevant USG agencies and, as with other TACs, for
proposing regulatory text that addresses national security concerns in terms that are understood by
the exporting community and that minimize harm to U.S. technological leadership and
consequently to U.S. economic security.
BIS has said in various forum that ANPRM re ponses will inform the publication of a
Proposed Rule that will include draft regulatory text. We recommend that future Emerging
Technologies draft regulations not be published until they have been reviewed and considered by
the ETTAC.
IV.

Conclusion

Our comments represent Boeing's initial feedback regarding the Emerging Technologies
effort generally and first input regarding the broad listing found in the ANPRM's Representative
Technology Categories. We hope that going forward, BIS will articulate technologie of concern
with greater specificity so we can provide more narrowly tailored and practical feedback regarding
potential controls. Based on our initial, abbreviated review, we asses that most of the categories
as listed in the ANPRM are not suitable for new controls. However, certain emerging elements of
cold atom technologies as applied to navigation, quantum computing, quantum encryption,
quantum radar development, and specialized materials for hypersonics might merit consideration
for new, tailored export controls. We look forward to continuing the dialogue regarding this effort
and relevant specific technologies, and contributing to the ETTAC.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need additional information. I
can be reached at 703-465-3312 or via email at mthur.shulman@bucing.com.

S i ~

Arthur Shulman
Director, Global Trade Controls
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APPENDIX
Specific Input regarding the Representative Technology Categories
NOTE: Numbering below corresponds to that u ed in the ANPRM.
(1) Biotechnology such as:
(ii) Synthetic biology;
Synthetic biology is the subject of extensive ongoing research and development largely driven by
the global pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry, and we defer to the experts in those
disciplines to provide detailed feedback to the USG. We assess synthetic biology a a technology
that is essential to national security only in the limited context of biological weapons and thi area
is already appropriately controlled. As significant development in the non-weapons field is
occurring in Europe, Japan, and China, broad-based export controls could substantially hinder U.S.
technology leadership in this area. In aerospace, ynthetic biology can help produce
environmentally friendly materials and coatings to reduce use of hazardous and toxic alternatives.
(2) Artificial Intelligence (Al) and machine learning technology, such as:
As a general category, AI is ubiquitous globally and has been democratized to the point that
anyone with an internet connection can obtain and apply the basics of the technology with some
training, which is readily available online. Though the USG ha funded some AI research, the
academic and commercial sectors have since taken this up, with extensive work being done outside
the U.S. Many of the best application of these technologies also use crowd sourcing to provide a
corpus of data sets for the algorithms to 'learn,· and the research community as a whole is moving
forward rapidly. Data sets relating to specific military applications may be worthy of
consideration by the USG and ETTAC to assure that the data itself (e.g., photos or information that
may not be considered "technical data" identified on the USML) is adequately controlled.
Sample application of AI for aerospace include engineering design, manufacturing and factory
operations, flight te ts, supply chain management, aviation safety, workplace safety, maintenance
and support activities, aviation operational efficiency, enterprise knowledge management, urban
mobility, and autonomous piloting. These applications require global data source to be developed
and integrated. To achieve the potential competitive commercial benefit from AI, Boeing need to
be able to work with global partners on data and its interpretation and manipulation. We rely on
being able to efficiently and quickly adopt emerging digitalization technology through suppliers,
partners, and at Boeing international sites that support, enhance and maintain Boeing products for
our customers. Imposing export controls will limit industry's ability to capitalize on the rapid
development occurring outside the U.S.
(i) Neural networks and deep learning (e.g., brain modelling, time series prediction,

classification);

Neural networks are beyond the stage of fundamental research and are deployed in many
applications in industry; however, some basic research in this area continues on more advanced
neural net architecture in academia and other re earch in titutions. This is a very active area both
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in the U.S. and globally. For example, the bibliography below on genetic algorithm applications
lists many international contributions. It is unclear whether the U.S. is the leader in this area, and
new export controls would significantly hinder U.S. efforts by limiting the type of international
collaboration required to advance the state of the technology domestically.
(ii) Evolution and genetic computation (e.g., genetic algorithms, genetic programming);
Genetic algorithms are u sed widely in the U.S. and globally. Significant development is taking
place internationally as evidenced by the bibliography of this page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of genetic algorithm applications. New controls could impact
the ability of U.S. companies to compete with products where this technology would be well suited
as a means of optimization.
(iv) Computer vision (e.g., object recognition, image understanding);
Technologie such as natural language, speech processing, and computer vision are already
prevalent in consumer industries as evidenced by applications such as Siri and Alexa. In the past,
cutting edge technology was based on hardware that presented a prohibitive barrier to advanced
development, whereas Al-related technologies today are based on abundant data that is readily
accessible worldwide. An example of current fundamental research is a program in the medical
field relative to 'pattern match' type approaches for medical imaging, see
http://www.ece.uh.edu/research/medical-image-lab. Work on computer vision and image mapping
is already ubiquitous in the U.S., see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simultaneous localization and mapping.
Boeing has applied for a palent in this area, see: https://patents.google.com/patent/US7773799.
New restrictions in this area will hinder U.S.-based companies and give an advantage to non-U.S.
competitors.
(3) Position, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) technology.
PNT technology in general is ubiquitous in the U.S. and globally. Satellite and inertial PNT
technology has been deployed widely in a plethora of consumer applications such as Google Maps
and marine navigation. There are active non-U.S. efforts in this technology area; key players
include Galileo (Europe), GLONASS (Russia), Beidou (China), QZSS (Japan), and NAVIC
(India). An example of international satellite work can be found at:
https: //www.thespacereport. org/resources/infrastrue ture/positioning-navigation-timing-pntsatellites. Non-U.S. entities are engaging in significant fundamental research, for example, in
chip-scale atomic clocks, neutrino navigation, and non-GPS techniques. An example of
fundamental research in thi area is UK coursework:
http://search.ic.ac.uk/engineering/research/impact/positioning-navigation-and-timing/. An existing
patent can be seen at: https://patents.google.com/patent/US7773799. Related theory contributing
to new solutions in this area is at: https://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual information.
An example of methods that would combine other technology areas such as computer vision into
PNT solutions can be found in an existing patent (https://patents.google.com/patent/US7773799)
and this sample article (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual information). Here image-based
inputs could be used to derive PNT solution s.
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Fundamental research is also being conducted with regard to 'cold atom' technologies that can be
applied to navigation; an example of research in the UK can be found here:
http://www.npl.co.uk/news/cold-atoms-for-guantum-technology. When mature, cold atom
technology could result in improvements to the performance of inertial navigation systems by
orders of magnitude, which could be valuable to the warfighter. Such performance improvements
would decrease the reliance on satellite navigation and limit the effectiveness of jamming and
spoofing by adver aries. Development of cold atom technology appears to be limited to a handful
of countries, according to the openly available literature. However, it is almost certain that China
and Russia have active development programs. Cold atom interferometry work is being conducted
in France and China, a well as the U.S. It is not clear that the U.S. is leading in this field,
therefore additional controls could hinder U.S. development work if they limit the ability of U.S.
entities to collaborate with non-U.S technology leaders.
(7) Quantum information and sensing technology, such as
(i) Quantum computing;

This technology is not currently listed on the CCL or USML. It is an active area of fundamental
research with a growing focus on applied research. Research groups are located worldwide,
including Australia, Austria, Canada, China, France, Germany, the UK, and the U.S.
Quantum computing could have aspects essential to national security. Researchers in this field
expect that breaking encryption code is one of the primary thing a quantum computer (when
developed and large enough) will be able to do. This capability is many years away, but has been
a principal motivator in quantum computer development. However, quantum computing also has
many non-security applications, such as solving logistics optimization problems. Today,
commercial prototypes are available from U.S. and Canadian companies, see:
https ://www.dwavesys.com/guantum-computing.
Collaboration with European and Canadian researchers is likely needed to establish such
computing capability in the U.S., so unilateral controls present a significant ri k to potential U.S.
technology leadership. Additional information on U.S. commercial offerings can be found at:
Google: https://ai.google/research/team /applied-science/quantum-ail
IBM: https://giskit.org/
IonQ: https://iong.co/
Microsoft: https://www.microsoft.corn/en-us/guanturn/
Rigetti: https://www.rigetti.com/
(iii) Quantum encryption;

Encryption is already controlled on the CCL (category 5, part 2). The CCL does not necessarily
cover Quantum Key Di tribution (QKD). QKD is the method for distributing the encryption keys
generated during a quantum encryption process but is not the actual encryption. Demonstrations
and products using quantum encryption are available in Switzerland, the UK, China, and Australia.
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Quantum encryption is a physicalJy provable method to produce unbreakable encryption, even
when a quantum computer is used to try to break the encryption. Financial institutions have been
among the first adopters, illustrating commercial uses. Yet, the technology has national security
implications. Additional information can be found at:
https://www.guintessencelabs.com/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/physics/research/quantum/research/quantum-communication/
https://www.idquantique.com/
https://link.aps.org/doi/ 10. l 103/PhysRevLett.119.200501
(iv) Quantum sensing;

There are many different variants of quantum sensing; some variants are fundamental research,
while others are more mature. See the taxonomy below and characterizations for each.
• Quantum sensing -- time and frequency
Atomic frequency standards are controlled on the CCL (ECCN 3A002.g). The technology is
ubiquitous and is found in Germany, Italy, Japan, France, and the UK. It i unlikely to have any
national security implications. Unilateral controls would prevent the U.S. from participating in
international bodies that will be setting worldwide standards for how time is measured. The U.S.
cannot be a leader without participating in this international activity. Worldwide metrology
organizations are debating using quantum methods to enable improved timekeeping as part of re
defining the International System of Units, previously known as the "metric system." This is the
internationally accepted set of measurements and their definition that enable vast amounts of
commerce to proceed unimpeded. The system is built on seven base units (including the second)
derived from constants of nature.
• Quantum sensing -- inertial measurements
Inertial measurement devices are already controlled on the USML under Category XII, paragraphs
(d) and (e).
• Quantum sensing -- magnetic fields
Atomic magnetometers are already controlled on the CCL under ECCN 6A006.a.2. The
technology is ubiquitous, with products available from U.S. and Canadian companies.
• Quantum sen ing -- imaging and radar
Radar systems are already controlled on the CCL under ECCN 6A008. An example of non-US
fundamental research can be found at: https://uwaterloo.ca/institute-for-guantum
computing/news/quantum-radar-will-expose-stealth-aircraft.
Quantum radar development could dramatically reduce advantages of stealthy aircraft, thus this
technology has national security implications. Several countries (China, US, Canada, the UK,
Germany, France, Russia) have research efforts to develop this capability into a product. The
Chinese are active in this area, see demonstrations here:
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/20 l 809/25/WS5ba96f86a31 0c4cc77Se7d08.html. A Chinese
prototype appears to be the furthest along in development.
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(9) Additive Manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing);
Additive manufacturing (AM) has moved out of the realm of fundamental research and is rapidly
becoming a mature manufacturing process with multiple applications. AM enables rapid
production and lower costs. Designing for additive manufacturing can provide greater
performance. The technology is widely used and shared, as evidenced by worldwide conferences
on this topic. The technology itself does not present national security concerns. While AM could
be used to produce militarily critical parts, the export of the military parts technology required for
production is already subject to U.S. export controls. The major manufacturers of AM machinery
are based outside the U.S. (Germany, Sweden, Japan, the UK, Israel), and are also engaged in
significant technology advancement.
AM technology itself is currently classified as EAR99; new export controls could significantly
hinder domestic technological leadership because U.S. companies often collaborate in this area
with both sta11-ups and established firms outside the U.S. or have team members that are not U.S.
persons. World-wide collaboration is required so that industry can be assured that the global
supply chain adheres to process and quality standards necessary to integrate AM parts. Close
collaboration is especially important to commercial aviation where parts must comply with Federal
Aviation Administration requirements.

(10) Robotics, such as:
Boeing is a user and developer of robotic systems for industrial automation. Existing controlled
technology within this area is described primarily on the CCL in categories 2B and 2D. Speaking
broadly, robotics is experiencing an explosion in capability due to the dramatic reduction in
computing costs. The major advances in robotics and automation are happening in concert with
advances in 3D measurement, perception, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, which are
enabling robots to be more autonomous, more adaptable to their environments, and more robust in
manufacturing processes. This technology explosion is happening world-wide and both
fundamental and applied research in these fields is being led by top technology companies around
the world, including Boeing. The International Federation of Robotics, headquartered in Germany
(see: https://www.ifr.org/), has member robotics associations from China, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, Sweden, Taiwan, and the U.K, in addition to the U.S.
From a mechanical performance perspective, the precision of industrial robotics continues to
improve, and the technology may begin to approach the performance covered by 2B00 l and
related controls in the near future. Much of these performance gains are due to developments in
kinematic and dynamic modeling and advanced sensing and control rather than through the typical
precision components used by machine tool manufacturers.
Additional export controls would be ineffective and counterproductive, given the wide availability
of the technologies and the global focus on continued development. Such controls on industrial
automation would place a substantial burden on U.S. companies leveraging these technologies to
remain competitive in global manufacturing. For example, the Swiss company ABB is opening an
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advanced robotics facility in China, see:
https://www.apnews.com/48deaab285ed4 l5c95c729580 lb76436.
(ii) Swarming technology;

Swarming capabilities in Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are currently caught in USML
Category VIII(h)(l 2). Boeing believes that listing is overly broad, as described in recent
comments to the State Department's Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (Docket No. DOS2018-0020) wherein we proposed revisions to accommodate safety standards for the national
airspace being developed by the Federal Aviation Administration. Under the current USML
control, the ability to avoid collisions, maintain formation, and work cooperatively, without more,
is deemed to be a military capability, but this ability is also required for commercial UAS to avoid
collisions with obstacles and with each other. Military uses of swarming, such as collaborative
hostile actor sensing and collaborative strike, are important to U.S. national security; these
particular uses are and should remain controlled on the USML.
Universities worldwide are engaged in UAS swarming research, including Univer ity of Naples in
Italy (2018 AIAA research paper https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.20 I 8-0712).
Beihang University in Bejing, China (2018 paper "A Complex Network Theory-Based Modeling
Framework for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Swarms" at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30322102), and Georgia Tech (2018 AIAA research paper
"UAV Swarms for Migration Flow Monitoring and Search and Rescue Mission Support" at
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2018-1489). Many U.S. and non-U.S. teams are engaged in
research and experimentation. Universities use "toy" aircraft for fundamental research
experimentation. Examples include the 2016 AIAA paper "Swarming Coordination of Multiple
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Three-Dimensional Space" by China Aerospace Science and
Industry Corporation (see https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2016-3678) and the Sogeti High
Tech company in France ("Swarm of Drones" project, see https://www.sogeti-hightech.fr/en/high
tech-lab /our-project /swarm-of-drones/).
Additional export controls would significantly hinder U.S. technology leadership in this area
because they will dampen the international collaboration required to advance domestic
development in the U.S. Commercial UAS application , which will require the u e of what i.'i
currently considered 'swarming' technology, are proliferating: for example, self-driving vehicles,
package delivery, agricultural, marine, and pipeline surveying, firefighting, etc. In aerospace
applications, ' swarming' is related to decreasing the costs of manned aircraft operations and is
essential for U.S. producers to remain competitive with aircraft manufacturers in Europe and
China.
(12) Hypersonics, such as:
Hypersonics is a developing technology area that has both commercial and defense applications.
The key technologies, as listed in the ANPRM and shown below, are already controlled. Boeing,
Airbus, Russian entities, and the China Academy of Aerospace and Aerodynamics are all engaged
in research on hypersonics related to military applications. Several U.S. companies, including
Boeing and Lockheed Martin, are working on hypersonics for commercial applications, as are
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Airbus and entities in China. Chinese efforts are described here:
http!->://ww\\. .hhc.com/nev. s/busines�-43151175.
(i) Flight control algorithms;
Flight control algorithms, including those that would also apply to hypersonics, are already
controlled on the CCL in ECCNs 7E004, 7El 04, and 9E003. Outside the U.S., advanced
technology related to flight control algorithms is already available in China, the European Union,
and Russia.

(ii) Propulsion technologies;
Propulsion technologies, including those that would also apply to hypersonics, are already
controlled on the CCL in ECCNs 9A001, 9E001, 9E002, and 9E003 and are controlled on the
USML in Category XIX. Outside the U.S., advanced propulsion technologies are already
available in China, the European Union, and Russia.

(iii) Thermal protection systems;
Thermal protection materials and sy sterns are largely driven by hypersonic or re-entry vehicles,
and currently are used on defense platforms. This technology is already controlled in USML
Category JV and on the CCL in ECCN 9E003. Aside from the U.S., countrie. /region., that have
this technology include the European Union, China, and Russia along with an emerging presence
in India, Iran, and North Korea. Some countries have their own export restrictions (similar to the
US restrictions) for these technologies. For instance, France does not export their ablative
materials as they are used in strategic weapon platforms.
The European Union hosts active development of thermal protection systems and has
demonstrated these materials in flight for projects such as the European Space Agency's
Intermediate Experimental Vehicle, IXV. Germany has national interests beyond those of the
European Space Agency and flew the SHEFEX II sharp edge flight experiment in 2012 with
European-sourced thermal protection and US-sourced thermal protection flying side-by-side.
(iv) Specialized materials (for structures, sensors, etc.).

Much of this technology i s already controlled on the CCL in Categories 6E and 9E. Although not
ubiquitous, these specialized materials are not unique to the U.S. We assess that some of these
specialized materials are essential to national security.
Ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs) have been a topic for basic research and offer long-term
promise for high speed flight. The Office of Naval Research (ONR) has funded foreign research
teams for UHTCs in the past, including re earcher from China. Italy has a strong UHTC research
program at various institutions including Fabbricazioni Nucleari, University of Naples, CNR
ISTEC, and University of Rome although it is unclear where they might scale up for production
once mature materials are available. As the UHTC work remains fundamental re earch, much of
the U.S.-based research at the univer ity level is not governed by export re strictions.
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Carbon/carbon and ceramic matrix composites also have European analogs produced in both
Germany and France.
(14) Advanced Materials, such as:
(ii) Functional textiles (e.g., advanced fiber and fabric technology)

This is a very general area with significant development outside the U.S. Advanced fibers and
fabrics are key to the structural performance of composite materials which can be used in any
platform requiring light weight or design innovation. The world's largest supplier of carbon fiber
is Toray of Japan. Critical materials technologies are already adequately controlled on the CCL in
Category 1 E and any additional controls could hinder US technological leader hip and
competitiveness given their growing application in industries such as the aerospace and automotive
sectors.

Subject: Comments regarding review of the United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV
and review of the Commerce Control List for Items Transferred From United States Munitions
List Categories IV and XV.
Reference: 22 CFR 121 & 15 CFR 774
Dear Mr. Robert Monjay and the Department of State,
The Commercial Spaceflight Federation (“CSF”) appreciates the opportunity to provide its
comments in response to the request for comments regarding review of the United States
Munitions List Categories IV and XV and review of the Commerce Control List for Items
Transferred From United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV.
I. COMMERCIAL SPACEFLIGHT FEDERATION
The Commercial Spaceflight Federation is the leading voice for the commercial spaceflight
industry. Founded in 2006, CSF and its 80+ members are laying the foundation for a sustainable
space economy and democratizing access to space for scientists, students, civilians, and
businesses. CSF members are responsible for the creation of thousands of high-tech jobs driven
by billions of dollars in investment. Through the promotion of technology innovation, CSF is
guiding the expansion of Earth’s economic sphere, bolstering U.S. leadership in aerospace, and
inspiring America’s next generation of engineers and explorers.
CSF believes that we are in a new, exciting era of commercial space operations, and that export
control reform can enhance the nation’s strong space industrial base - a critical priority for both
our national security and economic competitiveness - and ensure that the United States remains
the preeminent leader in space. While national security is of the utmost importance, overly
restrictive regulations will result in decreased innovation and entrepreneurship, which would be
especially harmful to the currently burgeoning industry of commercial space. Properly balanced
export control regulations will catalyze the American commercial space sector’s continued
innovation, growth, and leadership in the global space industry. CSF is committed to supporting
an export control regime that protects and strengthens our national security while increasing U.S.
competitiveness abroad.
II. BACKGROUND
The U.S. Department of State Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (“DDTC”) maintains the
United States Munitions List (“USML”) including Categories IV and XV. The Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS), Department of Commerce, maintains the Commerce Control List
(“CCL”) under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). To ensure controls align with the
national security and foreign policy objectives of the U.S. Government, the USML and the CCL
1
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must be regularly reviewed and updated to account for technological developments, issues
related to the practical application of these controls, and changes in the military and commercial
applications of items covered by the USML or by the corresponding “600 series” and 9x515
ECCNs on the CCL consistent with the objectives in Space Policy Directive-2 (available at
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/space-policy-directive-2-streamliningregulations-commercial-use-space/), this Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM),
seeks public comments to inform a review of those items on the CCL implemented in connection
with the recent removal of articles from Categories IV (79 FR 34, January 2, 2014) and XV (82
FR 2889, January 10, 2017) of the USML and the placement of those items on the CCL. BIS
seeks to ensure the CCL includes clear descriptions, captures items in normal commercial use,
takes into account technological developments, and implements the national security and foreign
policy objectives of the United States properly.
In particular, BIS seeks comment on ways to thoughtfully streamline export control regulations
for both the U.S. commercial space industry as well as our international partners to lower
administrative burden, decrease regulatory compliance costs as well as increase exports thereby
bolstering the U.S. space commercial sector and industrial base.
In regards to the Commerce Control List for Items Transferred From United States Munitions
List Categories IV and XV (DDTC NPRM), one advantage of revising the USML into a more
positive list is its controls can be tailored to satisfy the national security and foreign policy
objectives of the U.S. government by maintaining control over those articles that provide a
critical military or intelligence advantage, or otherwise warrant control under the Start Printed
Page 8487 International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), without inadvertently controlling
items in normal commercial use. This approach, therefore, requires that the list be regularly
revised and updated to account for technological developments, practical application issues
identified by exporters and re-exporters, and changes in the military and commercial applications
of items affected by the list.
III. COMMENT ONE (BIS NPRM)- Adjustments to Technologies Controlled Under
ECCN 9A515
Based on comment topic suggestion one (BIS NPRM); for technologies controlled under ECCN
9A515.
The Commercial Spaceflight Federation suggests, that an overwhelming majority of spacecraft
parts and components are captured under 9A515.x, requiring a license or license exception to
export to all countries other than Canada. CSF recommends that the Department of Commerce
evaluate and assess ECCN 9A515.y and expand the list of parts and components that do not pose
a threat to National Security and Regional Stability. Such examples include; environmental
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control and life support systems, commercial spacecraft passenger seats and parts and
components thereof, spacecraft internal and external lighting, humidity and CO2 removal
systems, thermal control, spacecraft tires, wheels breaks and landing gear, and electrical power
distribution and control units. 9A515.y items should also include those to outfit a habitat (e.g.
crew lavatories, exercise equipment, plant and vegetable growth systems).

IV. COMMENT TWO (BIS NPRM)- Further Refinement or Updated Controls on Various
Technologies
CSF would like to suggest an addition to comment topic suggestion two, (BIS NPRM);
The USG is considering further refinement or updated controls on the various technologies listed
below.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Satellite thrusters (bi-propellant, electric, and liquid apogee engines)
Gyroscopes
Inertial navigation systems
Large aperture earth observation cameras
Spacecraft antenna systems and adaptive Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
antennas
Suborbital systems with propulsion systems currently controlled under USML
Kapton tape
Star trackers
Astrocompasses.

CSF would like to suggest the addition of
● Docking systems other than the NASA Docking Systems
● Altitude determination and control systems that provide a spacecraft’s geolocation
accuracy with respect to spacecraft that are not Earth orbiting. For example, cislunar
orbit.
V. COMMENT THREE (BIS NPRM) and COMMENT EIGHT (DDTC NPRM)Recategorization of Lunar Gateway
CSF would like to comment on topic suggestion three, (BIS NPRM) and topic suggestion eight
(DDTC NPRM);
NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be described in
USML Category XV(a).
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CSF suggests that Lunar Gateway should be appropriately listed under ECCN 9A004, with a
new subparagraph listed similar to how the James Webb Space Telescope and the International
Space Station and all parts and components specially designed therefore are explicitly
enumerated.

VI. COMMENT FOUR (BIS NPRM) - Further Clarity on Technologies Controlled in the
USML for Either Category IV and XV
CSF would like to suggest review on comment topic suggestion four (BIS NPRM):
Are there technologies controlled in the USML for either Category IV and XV, which are not
currently described or not described with sufficient clarity which the commenter believes should
be controlled under the EAR?
1. CategoryIV(h)(11): Separation mechanisms, staging mechanisms, and interstages
useable for articles enumerated in paragraph (a) of this category, and specially designed
parts and components therefor (MT for those separation mechanisms, staging
mechanisms, and interstages usable in systems enumerated in paragraph (a)(1) of this
category);
The use of the term “useable” inadvertently captures separation mechanisms that are not
intended nor are they specially designed for use with articles enumerated in IV(a). Small
diameter separation mechanisms, for example, those with a bolt diameter less than .75
inches, specially designed to deploy on-orbit solar panels, instrument covers, or utilized
for cargo resupply should be controlled on the CCL under ECCN 9A515.x or specifically
enumerated under a new subparagraph within ECCN 9A515. CSF recommends that
USML Category IV(h)(11) be revised to read as follows: “Separation mechanisms,
staging mechanisms, and interstages specially designed for articles enumerated in
paragraph (a) of this category, and specially designed parts and components therefore…”
2. Category XV(a)(2): Autonomously detect and track moving ground, airborne, missile, or
space objects other than celestial bodies, in real-time using imaging, infrared, radar, or
laser systems;
CSF recommends striking “space objects” so that spacecraft that “Autonomously detect
and track” space objects will be captured in EAR ECCN 9A515. Future commercial
space exploration will need to do real-time imaging of space objects using imaging, IR,
radar, or laser to perform rendezvous and proximity operations and/or berthing/docking
maneuvers with other spacecraft. Commercial applications are satellite servicing (e.g.
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refueling), recovering decommissioned space objects to deorbit them, active collision
avoidance, tracking to maintain optical cross links, and for satellite-based autonomous
navigation.
3. Category XV(a)(4): (a)(4) Are specially designed to be used in a constellation or
formation that when operated together, in essence or effect, form a virtual satellite (e.g.,
functioning as if one satellite) with the characteristics or functions of other items in
paragraph (a);
CSF recommends striking “constellation”. In the case where there is a use case for using
constellations of space vehicles for a commercial communications platform, these
constellations can be captured in EAR ECCN 9A515 or 9A004. There’s also a potential
use case for using a constellation of commercial space vehicles in cislunar space to
support in-space navigation above the GPS constellation.
4. Category XV(a)(7)(i) and (7)(ii) : (a)(7)(i) Electro-optical visible and near infrared
(VNIR) (i.e., 400nm to 1,000nm) or infrared (i.e., greater than 1,000nm to 30,000nm)
with less than 40 spectral bands and having a clear aperture greater than 0.50m; and
(a)(7)(ii) Electro-optical hyperspectral with 40 spectral bands or more in the VNIR, shortwavelength infrared (SWIR) (i.e., greater than 1,000nm to 2,500nm) or any combination
of the aforementioned and having a Ground Sample Distance (GSD) less than 30 meters;
CSF recommends re-writing this regulation to use The National Imagery Interpretability
Rating Scale (NIIRS), since that’s specifically tailored for image quality on the ground.
If (i) and (ii) are re-written as NIIRS, the parameters would be irrelevant, as clear
aperture, GSD, and Δλ are inputs into a NIIRS calculation. Also, GSD calculations
assume an altitude, but that is not necessarily set by a spacecraft’s design, so it’s not clear
how to judge whether a given spacecraft complies with this.
5. Category XV(a)(8): Have radar remote sensing capabilities or characteristics (e.g., active
electronically scanned array (AESA), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), inverse synthetic
aperture radar (ISAR), ultra-wideband SAR), except those having a center frequency
equal to or greater than 1 GHz but less than or equal to 10 GHz and having a bandwidth
less than 300 MHz;
CSF recommends putting space vehicles or vehicles that have capability to land on
celestial bodies into EAR ECCN 9A004 as landers might have some radar-based landing
systems, so applications beyond Earth orbit should be excluded.
6. Category XV(a)(10): Autonomously perform collision avoidance;
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CSF recommends to have technical note to exempt into EAR 9A515 for commercial
platforms. This may become critical for operating in space once the large communication
satellite constellations are deployed. Especially for low-thrust vehicles that may be
spiraling through altitudes where these constellations operate.
7. Update Category XV(a)(12): Are specially designed to provide inspection or
surveillance of another spacecraft, or service another spacecraft via grappling or docking;
CSF recommends to have technical note to exempt spacecraft into EAR 9A515 for
commercial platforms. This is an explicit commercial business case. Inspecting
spacecraft that are non-operational, or space situational awareness data, e.g. to help
people identify their spacecraft.
Note to paragraph (a)(12): This paragraph does not control spacecraft that dock
exclusively via the NASA Docking System (NDS), which are controlled by ECCN
9A515.a.4.
CSF recommends to remove docking and have any docking capability go into the EAR
ECCN 9A515.a.4 so it is not limited only to the NASA Docking System (NDS).

VII. COMMENT SIX (BIS NPRM)- Defense Articles in the Next Five Years
In relation to suggested comment six (BIS NPRM):
Are there defense articles for which commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the
next five years?
CSF recommends several specific changes.
a. CSF recommends an amendment to the CCL to create a specific entry in ECCN 9A004
conforming to the Wassenaar Arrangement’s newly added 9.A.4.g, “Aircraft specially
designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles.” Reference:
Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018, Pg. 157.
b. In relation to Separation Mechanisms;
i.
Currently, USML Category IV(h)(11) controls separation mechanisms useable for
defense articles enumerated in USML Category IV(a), and specially designed
parts and components of such separation mechanisms. Industry has been told on
multiple occasions by DDTC that separation systems specially designed to
separate spacecraft from a payload adapters (“Spacecraft Separation
Mechanisms”), if used in USML Category IV(a) rockets, are controlled under
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USML Category IV(h)(11). No spacecraft can reach its orbit unless it is launched
on a USML Category IV(a) rocket, which means that under DDTC’s current
interpretation, all Spacecraft Separation Mechanisms, even if specially designed
for small satellites, are caught under USML Category IV(h)(11). This has been an
issue for industry in light of the rapid commercialization of Spacecraft Separation
Mechanisms.
ii.
In addition, the USML Category IV(h)(11) control is inconsistent with otherassembly level controls in USML Category IV. For example, all other USML
IV(h) paragraphs clearly state that the controls apply to rockets or missiles or if
not, technology at issue in the USML IV(h) subparagraph is specially designed
for rockets or missiles (e.g., kinetic kill vehicles in USML Category IV(h)(3)).
Where there could be confusion about the controls that apply to spacecraft, there
are notes to clarify, such as Note to USML Category IV(h)(17) or IV(d)(2).
iii. Spacecraft Separation Mechanisms differ significantly from mechanisms that
separate the stages of a rocket (“Stage Separation Mechanisms”). CSF
recommend the following:
1. Stage Separation Mechanisms remain in USML Category IV(h)(11); and
2. Spacecraft Separation Mechanisms are moved to a new subparagraph is
USML XV(e) and the subparagraph only controls Spacecraft Separation
Mechanisms specially designed for USML Category XV(a).
iv.
We recognize that the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) controls
“[s]taging mechanisms, separation mechanisms, and interstages therefor, usable in
the systems specified in 1.A”. Thus, if it is not possible to immediately amend
USML Category IV(h)(11) to exclude Spacecraft Separation Mechanisms, CSF
recommend a clarifying note to USML Category IV(h)(11), or process (different
from the CJ process) by which companies can request that standard, commercial
Spacecraft Separation Systems be removed from ITAR-control.1
c. CSF recommends that commercial suborbital “crewed” space vehicles for the sole
purpose of space tourism using Category IV propulsion to achieve suborbital flight, be
categorized under the jurisdiction in EAR ECCN 9A004 or provided an Exemption in a
technical note of the ITAR to be categorized in the EAR. For example, the same ITARrelated limitations for the complete suborbital vehicle would still be applicable like the
JWST in 9A004.v such that:
i.

v. “Parts,” “components,” “accessories” and “attachments” that are “specially
designed” for the James Webb Space Telescope and that are not:

ii.

v.1. Enumerated or controlled in the USML;

1

Companies have tried previously to use the CJ process to remove Spacecraft Separation Systems from control,
but these efforts have failed.
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iii.

v.2. Microelectronic circuits;

iv.

v.3. Described in ECCNs 7A004 or 7A104; or

v.

v.4. Described in an ECCN containing “space-qualified” as a control criterion
(See ECCN 9A515.x.4).

Note: Further rationale for the above amendment; Launch vehicles for crewed suborbital
commercial flights (“space tourism”) have limited capability and are specially designed
to achieve a limited apogee and flight duration. While the vehicle hardware and systems
may be modified to achieve and/or exceed Missile Technology Control Regime
thresholds for complete “unmanned” rocket systems, the MTCR Category I, Item I.A.1,
does not specifically call out for “Crewed” complete aerial vehicle systems that can
achieve a “range” of 300 km and carry a “payload” of 500kg. Therefore, it stands to
reason that a launch vehicle, specially designed for commercial suborbital flight with
humans on board as the “payload”, and not being able to achieve a 300 km “range”
should be controlled by EAR ECCN 9A004.
d. CSF recommends that Celestial Landers (non-rovers), spacecraft or space vehicles that
are non-Earth pointing or non-Earth imaging spacecraft, or any other vehicle landing on
any celestial body other than Earth, be categorized under the jurisdiction in EAR ECCN
9A515 and/or provided an Exemption in a technical note of the ITAR to be categorized in
the EAR 9A515 since the end-use/application of the vehicle in space cannot be ultimately
used against the United States and its activities with known foreign government partners
pose a low-risk to the national security of the United States. The same restrictions
applicable in Category 9A515 would apply.
Note: Further rationale for the above amendment; DDTC/MTEC are rightfully concerned
about earth-pointing (earth imaging) spacecraft where technologies that exist in Category
XV(a) can be used against the U.S. and/or our allies in times of war. However, if the
technology is to be used on a spacecraft, space vehicle or celestial lander whose sole
purpose is to orbit and/or land on another celestial body (e.g., Moon, Mars) other than
maneuvering within an earth-facing orbital plane, then these space vehicles should be
captured under the jurisdiction of the EAR since the end-use end-application technology
of the vehicle in space cannot be ultimately used against the United States and its
activities pose a low-risk to the national security of the United States. The end-user
foreign entities involved in this mission can be put on a pre-approved list by the
DDTC/MTEC to exempt this commercial space endeavor to the EAR. Reaching,
colonizing and populating outer space is a massive endeavor that will require significant
international partnerships. Conducting a sizable international collaborative effort such as
this is an administrative nightmare under a Technical Assistance Agreement. EAR
control or an ITAR exemption is badly needed to allow the United States to lead and
participate in space colonization.
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VIII. COMMENT SEVEN (BIS NPRM) and COMMENT FOUR (DDTC NPRM)- Other
Technical Issues and the Addition of Technical Notes
Based on topic suggestion seven (BIS NPRM) and topic suggestion four (DDTC NPRM);
Are there other technical issues for these categories which these departments should address?
CSF has several suggested additions and technical notes.
Suggestions are as follows;
a. A technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) to make
clear that the act of carrying a foreign payload (including payloads for foreign
governments) for scientific or commercial research aboard a space launch vehicle,
spaceplane or spacecraft is not a defense service.
b. A technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) to make
clear that foreign space flight participant activities related to scientific or commercial
research or foreign payload management or observation are not a defense service.
c. Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(b) that
superficial access to training simulators, including those used for spacecraft, during the
course of a facility tour is not controlled.
d. Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category XV(f) that
information regarding general foreign spaceport requirements related to hangar size and
building requirements, apron and runway width and length, ground support equipment,
vehicle processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and loading, chemical handling and
storage, and other basic facility-related information is not subject to the ITAR or the
EAR.
e. An amendment to the CCL to unilaterally clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN
9A004 so that such air-launch platforms also include those for space vehicles,
spaceplanes, spacecraft, etc.
f. CSF suggests further clarification on the term “space-based logistics”. The term captures
cargo resupply missions to the ISS, but what else? Is it just for logistics to and from LEO
only? What about cislunar?
g. CSF suggests further clarification on the term “servicing” of another spacecraft. Is this
only refuel, repair?
i.
CSF suggests the definition: “Servicing” means, spacecraft capable of
autonomously performing any of the following activities for another spacecraft:
attitude control, longitudinal relocation, orbit raising, inclination reduction,
propellant augmentation, inspection and repair, replacement or enhancement of
parts and systems, incorporation of auxiliary propulsion, navigation, power,
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payloads, and other functions to enhance the performance or extend a spacecraft’s
life, and assembly of spacecraft structures.
h. A technical amendment to the USML that that clarifies that mission specific analyses such as loads associated with a payload - generated by the dynamics of rocket during
flight should not be subject to ITAR. For example: Under current ITAR rules if a loads
analysis shows that solar array mounts on a spacecraft are failing, a TAA is required
before the situation can be resolved from a system level. But the fact of the matter is that
this type of issue and any other mission specific work will occur regardless of whether
the launch happens on a US or foreign vehicle.
i. Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV that
makes clear that crewed spaceplanes, space vehicles, spacecraft, etc. are not subject to
MT control because, e.g., they are crewed (“manned”) vehicles.
j. Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a Note to Category IV and/or XV that
aircraft specifically designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch
vehicles, spaceplanes, or spacecraft, are not subject to the ITAR and, do not fall within
the definition of “mobile launcher mechanisms” in Category IV with respect to the
launch of space launch vehicles
k. Update USML Category XV and EAR Category 9X to include “celestial lander” in its
definition of Spacecraft.
i.

Current definition of ITAR Category XV(a) - “Spacecraft, including satellites and
space vehicles, whether designated developmental, experimental, research, or
scientific, or having a commercial, civil, or military end-use, that:”

ii.

Current definition of EAR ECCN 9A515.a - “Spacecraft,” including satellites, and
space vehicles, whether designated developmental, experimental, research or
scientific, not…”

l. Define the meaning of the words “apparatus” and “devices” as used in ITAR category IV(c)
to clarify exactly what is intended for control, and what is not intended for control. The
note to this subcategory provides clarification as to some of the controlled items, like
transporters and cranes, but does not, for example, address parts and components of
transporters and cranes.
m. Add a technical note to ITAR category IV(h)(14) indicating that this control applies to
only the primary thrust-generating propulsion systems for articles enumerated in
paragraphs (a) and (d) of this category, and not auxiliary systems, such as reaction control
system thrusters or propellant settling thrusters.
n. Request clarification for USML ITAR Category IV(b)(1) and (b)(2) that Fixed launch
sites and mobile launcher mechanism, “parts and components” not specifically
enumerated in this category, are not controlled for the following subparagraphs
i.
Fixed launch sites and mobile launcher mechanisms for any system enumerated in
paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this category (MT) or
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ii.

Fixed launch sites and mobile launcher mechanisms for any system enumerated in
paragraphs (a)(3) through (a)(5) of this category
iii. Commercially available structural materials (e.g., steel, aluminum, forgings,
castings and other unfinished products) for masts and towers and its associated
parts and components may be captured under Category IV(b) without additional
clarification for release. Further clarification from DDTC is required to
understand what are the specific concerns related to ‘launch sites’ (e.g.,vehicle
hold down mechanisms, vehicle load bearing structures, certain electromechanical interfaces directly attached to the vehicle on the pad) but more so,
clarify what should not be controlled for launch sites. Further specificity is
required as to not capture those low-risk parts and structural elements down to
their forgings and castings of a launch site that are not directly connected to
relevant controlled articles tied to the LV.
o. Request to remove “other liquid propellants” from USML Category IV(c), Note 1 to
paragraph (c) with respect to, liquid propellant tanks specially designed for the storage or
handling of the propellants controlled in USML Category V, CCL ECCNs 1C001, 1C111
and 1C608, or other liquid propellants used in the systems enumerated in paragraphs
(a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(5).
i.
Certain “other” LV propellants (e.g., Liquid Oxygen, Hydrogen, Liquified Natural
Gas, are commercially available for industrial use but can also be utilized as
rocket fuels and oxidizers. DDTC should remove the “other liquid propellants”
catchall from Category (IV)(c) so only positively enumerated propellants are
deemed controlled, in line with prior reform efforts.
CSF sincerely appreciates the work of the Administration to remove unnecessary regulatory
burdens associated with the critically important controls on the export of military, dual-use, and
other items warranting control. We are willing to work with the Administration in this highly
complex and technical area to refine, support, and implement these and other export control
reform suggestions.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at jane@commercialspaceflight.org or (469) 879 - 9503.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Jane Kinney
Director of Business Operations
Commercial Spaceflight Federation
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Before the
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C. 20520

In the Matter of
Review of United States Munitions List
Categories IV and XV

)
)
)
)

DOS-2018-0048

COMMENTS OF THE CONSORTIUM FOR THE EXECUTION OF RENDEZVOUS
AND SERVICING OPERATIONS

I.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY.
The Consortium for Execution of Rendezvous and Servicing Operations (“CONFERS”) is an
industry-led initiative that advocates globally for commercial On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) as an
integral part of a robust space economy. As an essential underpinning of that advocacy,
CONFERS aims to leverage best practices from government and industry to research, develop,
and publish non-binding, consensus-derived principles, practices, and technical and operations
standards for OOS and Rendezvous and Proximity Operations (RPO). These standards would
provide the foundation for a new commercial repertoire of robust space-based capabilities and a
future in-space economy.
CONFERS has been developed by a team of private sector organizations with initial funding
from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Advanced Technology
International (ATI) is providing overall program management. Technical expertise and project
execution support is being provided by the Secure World Foundation (SWF), the University of
Southern California’s Space Engineering Research Center (SERC), and the Space Infrastructure
Foundation (SIF).

1

To fulfill its mission, CONFERS is recruiting a broad array of members from satellite equipment
manufacturers, satellite operators, service providers, developers of RPO simulation, planning and
safety tools, and insurers; interacting with standards development organizations; and engaging
other stakeholders from industry, academia, and governments. CONFERS currently has 25
industry members globally. The process is fully collaborative and includes dedicated outreach
activities to the global commercial satellite and space community.
We appreciate the efforts of the Department of State, working in concert with other federal
departments and agencies, to review the controls implemented in United States Munitions List
(USML) Categories IV and XV.1 As ours is a nascent industry with significant future economic
and national security potential for the United States, we are keenly aware of the potential harm
that burdensome export control regulations could pose to the success of OOS and RPO services
but also of the need to protect critical technologies as a national security measure.
II. Need for Periodic Reviews of the USML
The commercial space industry is undergoing a period of drastic change. Spin-in technologies
from other domains, significant increases in private sector funding, and increased government
leveraging of commercial capabilities and services are driving the space industry to rapidly
innovate and explore new capabilities and markets.
The rapid innovation and change in the space industry are particularly evident in the commercial
satellite servicing sector. Dozens of U.S. and foreign companies are current investing in
developing the technologies for on-orbit inspection, docking, berthing, relocation, refueling, life
extension, repair, upgrade, deorbit, refueling, and assembly of satellites and other space objects.
Some of our members have already signed agreements with other commercial or governmental
entities to provide such services and plan to do initial demonstrations as early as 2020.
The ever-changing nature of space technology means that the categorization of technologies
enshrined in the USML and Commerce Control List (CCL) must also constantly evolve.
Therefore, the Department of State, in conjunction with other federal departments and agencies,
must execute regular and mandatory reviews involving industry feedback on necessary changes
to both lists. The Department of State should liaise with industry to determine the appropriate
time interval between reviews.
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“Request for Comments Regarding Review of United States Munitions List Categories IV and XIV”, Federal
Register, 8 March 2019, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/03/08/2019-04269/request-for-commentsregarding-review-of-united-states-munitions-list-categories-iv-and-xv
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III. Categorization and Controls of Satellite-Servicing Related Technologies
CONFERS members believe that some or all of the technologies, services, and information
related to commercial satellite servicing should be transitioned from the USML to the CCL.
However, not all member organizations have had the opportunity to produce a detailed response
on this topic before the ANPRM deadline. Therefore, CONFERS hopes that the Department of
State and other relevant departments and agencies will engage in an ongoing dialogue with
CONFERS to discuss necessary changes to ensure this critical industry flourishes.

Respectfully submitted,
/signed/
Brian Weeden, Ph.D.
CONFERS Executive Director
315 Sigma Drive
Summerville, SC 29486
April 20, 2019
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Honeywell
101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500 West
Washington, DC 20001
202-662-2614

April 22, 2019

To:
Fr:
Re:

DTC c/o www.regulations.gov
Michael Slonim, Senior Manager, International Trade Compliance
DOS-2018-0048 (Proposed Rules – USML Cat. IV and XV)

Q1.

No comment

Q2.

Time Triggered Ethernet (TTE) is used on Orion CM/SM and Ariane 6 but
should be considered a commercial item under EAR99. TTE is now a commercial
item used in aerospace, wind farms and autos. See:
https://www.tttech.com/product-filter/time-triggered-ethernet-ttethernet/

Q3-Q7. No comment
Q8.

Q9.

The lunar gateway should be moved to the CCL and controlled as ISS has
controlled. There is no technical reason for listing on the USML given ISS is
similar (identical) technology and is on the CCL. Accordingly, 9A004 is the
logical choice given applicability to both the International Space Station and
Lunar Gateway. This approach should also be extended to lunar surface based
vehicles.
No comment

Honeywell Internal

Response to
Requests for Comments by
Department of State
In response to Public Notices published by the Department of State (DoS) in the Federal Register
on March 8, 2019, regarding the review of items in the United States Munition List (USML),
Categories IV and XV, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL)
has examined the questions articulated in these notices and would like to submit the following
answers for consideration. JHU/APL is providing answers to DoS questions 1, 2, 4, and 8,
Questions are italicized and followed by the JHU/APL responses.

DoS Question 1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the
referenced categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient
clarity?
Response
Several emerging technologies are likely to provide new space capabilities that may warrant
review to determine appropriate licensing requirements. These include technologies in the areas
of Artificial Intelligence, Autonomous Systems (autonomous service adaptation and emergent
behaviors), Building in Space (including additive manufacturing, robotics, and reconfiguring
systems), Cyber, Debris Collection, Dispersed Systems, Hypersonics, and Space Plane
technology. Emerging technologies within these areas will warrant further review to determine if
they should be included in International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) or Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) lists. Panels of experts in these areas will be needed to assess
the specific consequences of not regulating these technologies and the strictness of licensing
requirements that should be established.
DoS Question 2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that
have entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If so,
please include documentation to support this claim.
Response
CubeSats of 6U size or smaller have become widely available as commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) systems because of several factors.
a. Advances in satellite technology have provided many improvements including lighter
structural elements, capable miniaturized components, and low power electronics. As a
result, CubeSats can now support numerous applications including science studies,
telecommunication, remote sensing, defense, and more.
b. Standardization of CubeSat architectures has enabled small companies to enter the market as
some of the previously demanding technical obstacles have been mitigated or removed.
Standardization also has lowered the cost of initial investments required for entering the
market.
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c. NewSpace and big data increased the market interest in CubeSats considerably. New
opportunities have motivated commercial investments for global interconnectivity and for
innovative big data solutions in Earth observation and other space-based applications.
d. Increase in number of countries interested in developing a domestic capability has enhanced
the demand for CubeSat network development or for low-cost, space-based services.
A recent report published by BIS Research states that the global CubeSat market
generated more than $140 million in 2017, and it is expected to exceed $350 million by 2023.
The global market has plans for launching more than 3,600 CubeSats (nano, micro, and pico) in
the next 10 years. Key suppliers of CubeSats include Airbus S.A.S., The Boeing Company, Ball
Corporation, Clyde Space Ltd., GomSpace A/S, Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd., Lockheed
Martin Corporation, NanoAvionika, LLC, Northrop Grumman Corporation, OHB SE, QinetiQ
Group Plc, Space Systems Loral (SSL), LLC, and Tyvak Nano-Satellite Systems, Inc.
The COTS availability of 6U or smaller CubeSats warrants further review of this
technology for less stringent licensing requirements.
DoS Question 4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department
should address?
Response
a. The control of optical systems and radar in earth-based versus space-based Situational
Awareness applications needs clarification to ensure precise understanding and consistent
implementation.
b. Hardware purchased from a foreign vendor often needs to be sent back to the vendor for
various reasons, including repair, maintenance, calibration, or exchange. In the case of
hardware that originated abroad, a less stringent licensing requirement is warranted,
especially if the U.S. user can document the fact that the hardware does not bear any
indication of what it was used for or the data that it produced during use by the U.S.
individual.
DoS Question 8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which
may be described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
Response
a. The national interest in space activity in Earth’s Cis-Lunar space is turning toward
participation by the private or commercial sector. Planning trajectories in this domain involve
three-body calculations of a sort different from the two-body codes employed previously in
Deep Space exploration. The basis of three-body trajectory planning is use of mathematics
from the domain of basic or fundamental research. Verified codes that employ this
mathematics may need to be reviewed to determine if they are appropriate items for inclusion
in either ITAR or EAR control.
b. The use of unmanned probes for Lunar Gateway applications warrants review to determine if
ITAR or EAR control should be applied to this technology.
2
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Mr. Robert Monjay
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C.

ATTN: Request for Comments Regarding Review of USML Categories IV & XV (DOS2018-0048)

Lockheed Martin Corporation (Lockheed Martin) is pleased to submit the following comments in
response to the March 8, 2019 advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) regarding the
review of Category IV (Launch Vehicles, Guided Missiles, Ballistic Missiles, Rockets, Torpedoes,
Bombs, and Mines) and XV (Spacecraft and Related Articles) of the U.S. Munitions List (USML).
Lockheed Martin appreciates the effort by the Department · to support ongoing efforts by the
National Space Council to reform and streamline U.S. export controls on space-related items,
consistent with the objectives laid out in Space Policy Directive-2. Lockheed Martin supports the
objective of SPD-2 to ensure Federal regulations "promote economic growth; minimize
uncertainty for taxpayers, investors, and private industry; protect national security, public-safety,
and foreign policy interests; and encourage American leadership in space commerce."
Export controls have played an important historical role in shaping the U.S. space industry. As a
general matter, the Department of State should only control the most sensitive space-related items
on the USML and those that have unique military end use. Previous efforts to remove space-related
items from the USML to the Commerce Control List (CCL) have had a positive benefit for
commercial and civil space opportunities, helping to make US companies more competitive, reduce
costs, and facilitate international cooperation. However, as noted below, there are additional items
that, when intended for use in commercial/civil applications, should be removed from the USML.
In addition, Lockheed Martin would recommend the Department, working with the National Space
Council and other elements of the U.S government, consider whether there are procedural reforms
that could have a material effect on how commercial space operations are approved for export and
international cooperation. This ANPRM focuses in large part on revisions to the export control
lists as a mechanism for streamlining export licensing. This is a valuable exercise that we strongly
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support. It is also imperative that the Department consider whether existing licensing mechanisms
could be used to limit the requirement for transactional license applications, for example, when
supporting a U.S. government program. As noted below, many of the recommended control list
changes focus on support for cooperative activities with NASA. The Department should consider
whether certain categories of the USML could be subject to specific license exemptions for civil
and commercial space applications. Reforming how the Department licenses civil and commercial
space applications is just as important as reforming what the Department licenses.
Finally, we applaud the Department's continuing efforts to periodically review the USML to
ensure that controls are clear, do not inadvertently control items in normal commercial use, account
for technological developments, and properly implement the national security and foreign policy
objectives of the United States. As modernization changes the availability and utility of space
technologies, we would encourage these reviews to continue.
The Department has requested comment on specific questions related to streamlining Categories
IV and XV. The following comments provide answers to the questions included in the ANPRM:

4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
Lockheed Martin has identified the following USML-controlled technologies as examples of
items controlled on the USML that do not provide a critical military or intelligence advantage
and should, therefore, be controlled on the CCL rather than the USML.
•

Tanks used to transport, store and handle liquid propellants shipped to launch sites for
purposes of tanking satellites prior to launch.
Category IV(c) controls "Apparatus and devices specially designed for the handling, control,
activation, monitoring, detection, protection, discharge, or detonation of the articles
enumerated in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this category (MT for those systems enumerated in
paragraphs (a)(l), (a)(2), and (b)(l) of this category)." This broad control captures tanks
used to support commercial satellite launches. This is a good example of how ITAR controls
can greatly complicate support for commercial operations. As noted above, where possible,
the Department should seek to enable Commerce authorization for all activities supporting
commercial satellite launch. These items should be controlled on the CCL under Export
Control Classification Number (ECCN) 9A515.y rather than USML IV(c).

•

Human exploration, commercial crew/cargo or space tourism spacecraft that are being
developed, launched, and operated under the supervision of the U.S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA).
Category XV(a)(2) controls spacecraft that can "Autonomously detect and track moving
ground, airborne, missile, or space objects other than celestial bodies, in real-time using
imaging, infrared, radar, or laser systems." Civil and commercial spacecraft that utilize these
technologies in support of NASA programs should not be subject to ITAR control. For
example, these technologies are necessary for the docking and transfer of crew and cargo at
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the International Space Station (ISS) and other space facilities envisioned by NASA and
commercial business pursuits. These items should be controlled under ECCN 9A004 rather
than USML XV(a)(2).
•

Spacecraft that are being developed, launched, and operated under the supervision of the U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or that dock exclusively via
docking systems that use the International Docking Standard.
See question 7 discussed below. These items should be controlled under ECCN 9A004
rather than USML XV(a)(I2).

•

Systems used in space telecommunication.
Category XV(e) controls "Spacecraft parts, components, accessories, attachments,
equipment, or systems," including antennae systems in paragraph (e)(l). However,
Lockheed Martin does not consider these items to be uniquely military items, especially
when used in human space exploration or commercial telecommunications systems. These
items should be controlled under ECCN 9A515.x rather than USML XV(e)(l).

•

Elements or systems used in human space exploration systems.
Paragraph (e)(20) controls "Equipment modules, stages, or compartments that incorporate
propulsion systems described in paragraph (e) of this category or Category IV(d)(l)-(6) of
this section, and can be separated or jettisoned from another spacecraft." These technologies
are an important component of human space exploration systems. Accordingly, these items
should be controlled under ECCN 9A004 rather than USML XV(e)(20).

In addition, Lockheed Martin recommends adding the following language to Category IV(b)
"Launchers for rockets, SLVs, and missiles"
*(b) Launchers for rockets, SL Vs, and missiles, as follows:

(1) Fixed launch sites, mobile launcher mechanisms and launch mechanisms for integration
into "surface vessels of war." for any system enumerated in paragraphs (a)(J) and (a)(2) of
this category (MI'); or
(2) Fixed launch sites, mobile launcher mechanisms and launch mechanisms for integration
into "surface vessels ofwar." for any system enumerated in paragraphs (a)(3) through (a)(5)
ofthis category (e.g., launch tables, TOW missile, MANPADS).
Rationale: The MK 41 Vertical Launching System (VLS) is a missile launcher installed below
deck in naval surface combatant vessels and is listed on the Security Assistance Management
Manual (SAMM) as Major Defense Equipment (MDE). MK 41 VLS is the only launching
system that can simultaneously accommodate every war-fighting mission area: anti-aircraft
(AAW), anti-surface (ASUW, anti-submarine (ASW), Land Attack and Ballistic Missile
Defense (BMD). Currently, the MK 41 VLS is integrated with SM-211/IIIA/IIIB, SM-3, SM6, Vertical Launch ASROC, all Tomahawk variants and NATO Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile.
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Prior to Export Control Reform (ECR), MK 41 VLS had been controlled as Significant
Military Equipment (SME) under USML Category IV(b) as a launch vehicle. The revised
Category IV (b) issued in the January 2, 2014 Federal Register notice covers "Launchers for
rockets, SLVs and missiles." This is broken down into (b)(1) and (b)(2), which are keyed to
different types of rockets/The note to paragraph (a)(12): "This paragraph does not control
spacecraft that dock exclusively via the NASA Docking System (NDS), which are controlled
by ECCN 9A515.a.4" releases spacecraft using the NDS is somewhat limiting, as there are
other docking systems that are likely to be used for international programs. For example,
there is a high probability that the International Berthing and Docking Mechanism (IBDM)
will be used on Orion for the Lunar Gateway missions. This complicates the future
jurisdiction and classification of the Orion spacecraft requiring dual licensing depending
upon the docking adapter being used. The control text should release from the ITAR all
docking systems intended for human exploration/ habitation.
missiles etc. in paragraph (a) and covers fixed launch sites and mobile launcher mechanisms.
The MK 41 Vertical Launching System (VLS) cannot be described as a "fixed launch site" or
as a "mobile launch mechanism." Consequently, LM submitted Commodity Jurisdiction (CJ)
108-14 and the Directorate of Defense Trade Control (DDTC) provided USML Category IV(b)
as the classification. Lockheed Martin would like "launch mechanisms for integration into
"surface vessels of war," included in paragraphs (b)(l) and (b)(2) to match the CJ provided by
Department.

Note 2 to paraph (b) : For controls on launcher mechanisms that are integrated onto a ~;essel er
ground vehicle, see USML Category,•ies VI and VII; respeetiriely.
Rationale: Similar to the justification provided above, Category IV Note 2 to paragraph (b)
advises that launchers integrated onto vessels or ground vehicles are controlled under Category
VI and Category VII. It therefore appears the USG intent may have been to control MK 41
VLS under Category Vl(f)(6). Category VI(f)(6) is not SME controlled and should not be
considered a "part", "component", "accessory", "attachment" or "equipment" to a Surface
Vessel of War. MK 41 VLS is MDE and requires a SME controlled USML category.

Revision to W (h) "Systems, subsystems, parts, components accessories, attachments, or
associated equipment" Add an additional control in Paragraph (h): "Inert Module Structure (no electronics) for
rockets, SLV's and missiles"
Rationale: The MK 41 VLS "end item" consists of the Inert Module Structure plus a Launch
Sequencer, Motor Control Panel, Junction Boxes, Power Supplies, various additional
electronic assemblies and computer programs. The Inert Module Structure is only the
mechanical frame of the VLS launcher. It consists of a Plenum Assembly, Uptake Sections,
an Outboard Assembly, the Deck and Hatch Assembly, and associated cables. The Inert
Module Structure does not include any electronics or computer programs. The Inert Module
Structure is not operable. Occasionally, foreign navies will procure the structure of the launcher
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and later purchase the electronics. The Inert Module Structure does not meet the current
requirement for control under Category IV(c), "apparatus and devices specially designed for
the handling, control, activation, monitoring, detection, protection, discharge or detonation of
rockets and launchers enumerated in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Category IV," and currently
does not fall within any other subcategories of IV.
Lockheed Martin submitted CJ (829-14) to address this issue. However, the preferred
approach to clarifying this control would be to modify the USML. The mechanical frame of
the MK 41 VLS should not be a "part", "component", "accessory", "attachment" or
"equipment" to a Surface Vessel, but rather a "system", "subsystem", "part", "component",
"accessory", "attachments" or "associated equipment" to IV(b).

7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station and
other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as "servicing" the space
stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category XV(a)(l2). Are
there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph, such as a
definition of "servicing"?
The note to paragraph{a)(12): "This paragraph does not control spacecraft that dock
exclusively via the NASA Docking System (NDS), which are controlled by ECCN
9A515.a.4" is somewhat limiting, as there are other docking systems that are likely to be
used for international programs. For example, there is a high probability that the International
Berthing and Docking Mechanism (IBDM) will be used on Orion for the Lunar Gateway
missions. This complicates the future jurisdiction and classification of the Orion spacecraft
requiring dual licensing depending upon the docking adapter being used. The control text
should release from the ITAR all docking systems intended for human exploration/
habitation.
8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?

•

Given the peaceful scientific focus of the program, the Lunar Gateway would be most
appropriately controlled under ECCN 9A004 along with the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) and the ISS.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments in response to APRM regarding USML
Categories IV & XV. If you have any questions related to these comments or would like additional
information related to the issues discussed above, please contact Mark Webber, Director,
International Trade & Export Policy at 703-413-5951 or Mark.J.Webber@lmco.com.

For Lockheed Martin Corporation,

==~ ~ r
Director, International Trade & Export Policy

cc:

publiccomments@bis.doc.gov
Bureau of Industry and Security
U.S. Department of Commerce
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April 22, 2019
Via Electronic Submission on the Federal eRulemaking Portal:
http://www.regulations.gov
Sarah Heidema
Director
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
U.S. Department of State
SA-1 Columbia Plaza
2401 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
Re:

Maxar Technologies Comments on Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking:
Request for Comments Regarding Review of United States Munitions List
Categories IV and XV
DOS–2018–0048
RIN 1400–AE73

Dear Ms. Heidema:
Maxar Technologies (“Maxar”) submits these comments in response to the Advance Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (“ANPRM”) entitled Request for Comments Regarding Review of
United States Munitions List Categories IV (Launch Vehicles) and XV (Spacecraft), issued March
8, 2019. 84 Fed. Reg. 8486. The ANPRM seeks comments to inform the Directorate of Defense
Trade Controls’ (“DDTC’s”) review of space-related export controls implemented in Categories
IV and XV of the U.S. Munitions List (“USML”).
Maxar is a leading global provider of advanced space technology solutions and, as such,
has a strong interest in the ANPRM and in space-related export controls. Maxar appreciates this
opportunity to assist the Departments of State and Commerce in reviewing the USML and
Commerce Control List (“CCL”) to identify those defense articles and items that should be
transferred to Commerce’s jurisdiction under the Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”),
those that should remain subject to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”), and
those that require clarification or other revisions. Such a review is critical to ensure that the USML
and the CCL support American interests and avoid obsolete and/or counterproductive controls that
harm both U.S. national security and the domestic economy.

I.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Maxar’s comments in response to selected Items from the ANPRM are below.
A.

Item 2: Specific defense articles described in Categories IV and XV that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of the
category

Electric propulsion systems and thrusters should be moved from USML Category
XV(e)(11)(iv)1 (“Plasma based propulsion systems”) to the CCL under ECCN 9A515.x.2
Specifically, hall-effect thrusters, such as the Fakel SPT-100 and Snecma PPS1350 models, have
been included on a large number of commercial spacecraft in the past 10-15 years and are now a
standard option offered by many foreign satellite manufacturers. Maintaining these systems on
the USML has no impact on the technology’s availability globally and only serves to make U.S.
companies less competitive in the international marketplace.
Additionally, bi-propellant attitude control system thrusters described in USML Category
XV(e)(12)3 should be transferred to the CCL under ECCN 9A515.x. These thrusters are used to
stabilize geostationary satellites along their vertical and horizontal axes via low-power, shortduration maneuvers. Such thrusters that support basic positioning maneuvers are standard on
nearly all large communications satellites produced by the U.S. and global competitors. Therefore,
like plasma-based propulsion systems, maintaining these bi-propellant attitude control system
thrusters on the USML has little to no effect on the availability of the technology to other countries.
However, the thrusters’ presence on the USML makes American companies less competitive in
the international marketplace, damaging the domestic satellite manufacturing industrial base, and
thereby harming national security interests.
B.

Item 3: Defense articles described in Categories IV and XV for which
commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years

The technical parameters for star trackers controlled by USML Category XV(e)(16) 4 with
an angular accuracy of less than or equal to 1 arcsec per star coordinate, and a tracking rate equal
to or greater than 3.0 deg/sec, is expected to become obsolete in the next five years as the
“Electric (Plasma/Ion) propulsion systems that provide a thrust greater than 300 milli-Newtons and a specific impulse
greater than 1,500 sec; or that operate at an input power of more than 15kW.” USML Category XV(e)(11)(iv), 22
C.F.R. § 121.1.
1

“‘Parts,’ ‘components,’ ‘accessories’ and ‘attachments’ that are ‘specially designed’ for defense articles controlled
by USML Category XV or items controlled by 9A515” and that do not meet certain specified criteria. ECCN 9A515.x,
15 C.F.R. Part 774, Supplement 1.
2

“Thrusters (e.g., spacecraft or rocket engines) using bi-propellants or mono-propellant that provide greater than 150
lbf (i.e.,667.23 N) vacuum thrust (MT for rocket motors or engines having a total impulse capacity equal to or greater
than 8.41 × 10^5 newton seconds).” USML Category XV(e)(12), 22 C.F.R. § 121.1.
3

“Space-qualified star tracker or star sensor with angular accuracy less than or equal to 1 arcsec (1-Sigma) per star
coordinate, and a tracking rate equal to or greater than 3.0 deg/sec, and specially designed parts and components
therefor (MT).” USML Category XV(e)(16), 22 C.F.R. § 121.1.
4

2

commercial development of low Earth orbit (“LEO”) expands and higher accuracy pointing
becomes a standard commercial feature.
C.

Item 4: Other technical issues for Categories IV and XV

If bi-propellant attitude control system thrusters remain on the USML (and, as noted above,
Maxar does not believe they should), the DDTC should consider adding a note to USML Category
IV(d) indicating that satellite thrusters are controlled in Category XV and not Category IV(d).
Specifically, bi-propellant attitude control system thrusters may meet several of the performance
parameters listed in USML Category IV(d), but are specially designed for use on satellites
controlled in Category XV, not on rockets or missiles controlled in Category IV. However, again,
Maxar strongly recommends that bi-propellant attitude control system thrusters should be moved
to the CCL.
Additionally, USML Category XV(f),5 Note 3 to Paragraph (f) should be expanded. The
DDTC, along with the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”),
should review the technical data and software required to construct finished satellite imagery from
raw data produced by the satellite. Such technical data and software—specifically, camera models
from Earth imaging satellites—are required to align pixels accurately and correct for distortion,
which is the first processing step toward producing the finished satellite imagery. These camera
models are comprised of equations which model the relationship between the image and the ground
coordinates. The principles of utilizing the mathematical equations comprising the camera model
are publicly available per ITAR 120.11(a)(1). The exact same model, albeit with a unique
coefficient set for each image, is used for all spacecraft described in USML Category XV.
Although the geometry of detectors in the camera focal plane can be determined using the camera
model, this information can already be derived from the imagery itself which is not covered by the
USML and otherwise provides no useful information relative to the design, manufacture, or
operation of an imaging system.
Further, USML Category XV(f) covers technical data “directly related to the defense
articles described in paragraphs (a) through (e) of … category [XV] and classified technical data
directly related to items controlled in ECCNs 9A515, 9B515, or 9D515 and defense services using
the classified technical data.” Therefore, the DDTC and BIS should consider specifically releasing
camera models from the definition of “technical data” under the ITAR, or expanding Note 3 to
Paragraph (f) as they are not “directly related” to Category XV(a)(7) spacecraft or Category XV(e)
cameras. For all of these reasons, Maxar plans to pursue a Commodity Jurisdiction request on this
basis in the near future.
Moreover, the DDTC and BIS have already reviewed finished imagery and issued an
advisory opinion in 2003 that such imagery is neither subject to nor controlled by the ITAR or the
EAR when the data is collected from a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

“Technical data (see §120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services (see §120.9 of this subchapter) directly related
to the defense articles described in paragraphs (a) through (e) of this category and classified technical data directly
related to items controlled in ECCNs 9A515, 9B515, or 9D515 and defense services using the classified technical
data. …” USML Category XV(f), 22 C.F.R. § 121.1.
5
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(“NOAA”)-licensed earth imaging satellite. This conclusion should be made explicit in USML
Category XV(f), Note 3 to Paragraph (f).6
D.

Item 8: Comments regarding potential control status of crewed and crewtended space platforms

DDTC should extend exceptions and special provisions provided to the International Space
Station (“ISS”) to the Lunar Gateway, as well as to commercial habitats attached to the ISS, and
to future private-sector platforms, by explicitly excluding them from USML Category XV.
Export controls have a substantial impact on all commercial space operations, regardless
of the location/destination, and they can also have a substantial impact on National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (“NASA”)-led missions executed in collaboration with international
partners. Specifically, export control-related delays can place space station operations in jeopardy,
which is the primary reason why USML Category XV excludes the ISS and “its specially designed
(as defined in the EAR) parts and components, which are subject to the EAR” as well as “articles
for the ISS that are determined to be subject to the EAR via a commodity jurisdiction
determination.” USML Category XV(a), Note 2 to Paragraph (a).
Moreover, the EAR provides a license exception to the ISS, which “authorizes exports and
reexports required on short notice of certain commodities subject to the EAR that are classified
under ECCN 9A004 to launch sites for supply missions to the ISS.” 15 C.F.R. § 740.11(e), License
Exception GOV (“Governments, international organizations, international inspections under the
Chemical Weapons Convention, and the International Space Station”). Again, this provision
recognizes the problematic impact that export delays could have on ISS operations.
The rationale for providing export control relief to the ISS is equally valid for all crewed
or crew-tended systems in LEO or beyond. Like the ISS, all human spaceflight operations involve
international parties and/or technologies which make simplified and expedited export control
processes vital to the success of such endeavors and the protection of lives. Therefore, the
Department of State, the Department of Commerce, and NASA should work together to ensure
that the exceptions to the USML and special provisions within the CCL granted to the ISS are
expanded to explicitly include the Lunar Gateway, commercial habitats attached to the ISS, and
all crewed or crew-tended private sector platforms, regardless of location, including LEO, cislunar,
and deep space. These provisions should be made explicit within USML Category XV and ECCN
9A004.

Moreover, control for the security, processing, housing, and transmission of raw data obtained from U.S.-operated
satellites is subject to the NOAA licensing regime. While a camera model software will vary from sensor-to-sensor,
it does not contain sufficient information required for the manufacture, assembly, or design of a satellite. Further,
each individual component of a satellite, whether subject to the jurisdiction of the ITAR or the EAR, as well as the
finished satellite itself, is controlled either by subsections of USML Category XV in the ITAR, or throughout the CCL,
including but not limited to Categories 6, 7, and 9.
6
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II.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO STREAMLINE CONTROLS

The Department seeks public comment on “ways to thoughtfully streamline export control
regulations [USML Categories IV and XV] for the benefit of U.S. industry as well as our
international partners. Streamlining controls could lower administrative burden and regulatory
compliance costs and present the opportunity for increased exports, thus bolstering the U.S. space
commercial sector and industrial base.” 84 Fed. Reg. 8487. To that end, Maxar provides the
following general comments.
A.

Mandate a regular review of the USML and the CCL

The USML is a control list for military items and should not control commercial or dualuse items. The State Department, in conjunction with the Commerce and Defense Departments,
should formally be required to regularly review the USML and move items from the USML to the
CCL if such items are unilaterally controlled by the United States, have commercial end-uses, or
are otherwise commercially available. Similarly, the Department of Commerce and relevant
federal agencies should regularly review the CCL to remove unilateral controls and to reduce
controls on items that have become widely commercially available.
The USML and CCL reviews should be mandatory and ongoing, with a manageable
portion of the USML and CCL revised annually. Maxar suggests that twenty percent of the USML
and CCL be examined each year, leading to a full review and revision of the USML and CCL
during five-year cycles.
An excellent example of the benefits of a USML review are reforms to controls on remote
sensing technology. Prior to January 2017, the USML controlled remote sensing technology with
apertures greater than .035 meters, and the rest of the world controlled this technology only for
apertures greater than .5 meters. This unilateral control prevented U.S. companies from competing
for international sales of imaging satellites. In January 2017, USML Category XV(a)(7)(i) was
revised to raise the aperture threshold for ITAR control from .35 to .5 meters, thus making
domestic businesses more competitive, without negatively impacting U.S. national security. See
82 Fed. Reg. 2891 (Jan. 10, 2017).
Again, mandatory and regular reviews of the USML and CCL are necessary to ensure that
U.S. businesses can compete in the international marketplace without being hindered by obsolete
rules that do not contribute to national security and harm the American industrial base.
B.

Reduce the number of agencies and organizations/offices that review export
licenses, advisory opinions, commodity jurisdiction, and commodity
classification requests

The State Department is responsible for administering and enforcing the ITAR, and the
Commerce Department is responsible for administering and enforcing the EAR. However, when
a request for an export license, advisory opinion, commodity jurisdiction, or commodity
classification is placed with State or Commerce, the request is staffed to multiple federal
departments/agencies for review and approval such as Defense, Homeland Security, Energy, and
NASA, and within these additional agencies, multiple organizations review the request. For
example, three offices within State, one within Commerce, three within Defense, and one within
5

Energy may review a single export license. This is eight layers of review per license, including
from organizations/offices that are not directly responsible for, and do not have an expertise in,
commercial space, such as Energy and Homeland Security.
The multiple layers of review results in unnecessarily long processing times. Agencies
commit to 30-60 day processing timelines for export licenses, advisory opinions, commodity
jurisdiction, and commodity classifications. However, for various reasons, requests are often
processed for much longer periods, sometimes upwards of 100 to 300 days. Reasons for delay
include a lack of staff at the relevant organizations, unavailability of staff for professional or
personal reasons, and agency discretion to implement a “hold without action” in order to extend
review timelines with no explanation or notification to the company. If fewer organizations were
involved in the review process, there would be less potential for delay.
Moreover, the multiple layers of review may result in the attachment of provisos and
conditions to export licenses that are unnecessary or impractical because the organizations/offices
reviewing the licenses do not have an expertise in commercial space. Such provisos and conditions
increase regulatory burdens and do not advance U.S. national security interests.
If reducing the number of organizations and offices that review requests for export licenses,
advisory opinions, commodity jurisdiction, and commodity classifications is not an option, then
Maxar recommends that relevant agencies identify other ways to reduce processing times, such as
immediately and fully staffing the organizations involved in the reviews per the recommendation
below.
C.

Immediately and fully staff the relevant agencies and offices responsible for
administering export controls and keep these agencies and offices staffed
during federal government shutdowns

Both the U.S. economy and national security are best served if the organizations
responsible for administering and enforcing export control regulations are responsive. Currently,
the lack of staff at the DDTC, the Bureau of International Security and Non-Proliferation (“ISN”),
BIS, and the Defense Technology Security Agency (“DTSA”), is creating delays in processing
times and hindering the ability of the federal government to engage in regulatory reform. Thus,
we recommend immediate and full staffing of the DDTC, ISN, BIS, and DTSA.
Moreover, staffing at the DDTC, ISN, BIS, and DTSA must be maintained during federal
government shutdowns. Export control functions are essential not only to the American economy
but to the country’s national security. In the context of human space exploration and military
operations, lives are at stake. Therefore, most if not all export control officials should be
considered essential personnel and must continue to support critical functions during any future
federal government shutdowns.
***
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Accurate, clear, and current export controls are absolutely vital to maintain U.S. national
security and a robust American economy. On behalf of all of us at Maxar, we applaud the attention
that the National Space Council has given to export control reform, fully support the goals of Space
Policy Directive 2, and greatly appreciate the Department of State’s work in this area.
Respectfully submitted,

Mike N. Gold
Vice President, Regulatory and Policy
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DOS-2018-0048 /
Federal Register / Vol. 84, No. 46 / 8486-8487 / Friday, March 8, 2019
Dear Ms. Heidema:
I am an attorney practicing space law and policy. By this letter, I offer brief comments in
response to the Department of State’s (“Department”) Request for Comments Regarding
Review of United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV (“RFC”). In doing so, I speak
on my own behalf and not as part of any organization or broader initiative.
Support Department of State’s Review of Space Related USML Categories
To be sure, I convey my support for the Department’s efforts to seek comments on categories
of the United States Munition List in relation to “streamlin[ing] export control regulations for
[Categories IV (Launch Vehicles) and XV (Spacecraft)] for the benefit of U.S. industry as
well as [] international partners.” By doing so, in a careful and thoughtful manner, the
Department can protect the United States and, at the same time, enable entrepreneurs,
startups, and small businesses to more effectively collaborate with diverse individuals and
commercially interact with broader international markets in the growing space commerce. It
can also facilitate increased and more effective collaboration among those involved in space
science. Indeed, a careful review and, where applicable, revision of existing regulations can
ease constraining restrictions on certain aspects of space research. Consequently, I support
the Department’s review of space related USML categories in relation to its restriction under
the ITAR.
Specific Questions to Which Comments Respond
More specifically, this letter responds to the questions in paragraphs numbered 5 and 6
relating to astronomy, astrophysics, and telescopes. As the Department may be aware, the

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (“NAS”) has begun the process
of the Decadal Survey on Astronomy and Astrophysics (“Astro2020”). I respectfully suggest
that the results of the Astro2020 Decadal Survey could offer insight on the specific questions
raised by the Department. Consequently, I respectfully recommend that the Department
extend the comment period generally or, in more specifically, allow submission of comments
or recommendations that may emerge following completion of the Astro2020 Decadal
Survey.
This independent recommendation arises from my knowledge of the Department’s RFC, the
Astro2020 Decadal Survey, and the perceived possibility that insight from the latter could
respond directly to inquiries within the former.
Possible Application of Insight from Astro2020 to Department RFC
Through my practice and other endeavors, astronomy, astrophysics, and space science
constitute significant interests of mine. Consequently, I am aware of the Department’s RFC
and the Astro2020 Decadal Survey. From my perspective, insight from the Astro2020
Decadal Survey could provide insight into the questions posed by the Department.
Specifically, Paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Department’s RFC read:
5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification
Number (ECCN) 9A515.a.1and by the Department of State in USML Category
XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that
larger optical telescopes generally can generate higher-resolution images than
smaller ones. NASA tends to use larger optical telescopes for astrophysics
missions because the celestial bodies these missions observe are many light years
away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot physically meet the relevant science
requirements. At the same time, because NASA missions are designed and
calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are physically incapable of
observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects that NASA’s
telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth.
Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet
the technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the
Department of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth.
In the past, this issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory
categories for specific missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope,
NASA’s next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory
activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled
by the Department of Commerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise
meets the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be
impractical to issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new
astrophysics mission, the Department is seeking comments from the public on a
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way to provide technical differentiation within U.S. export control regulations
between the space-based optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those
used for Earth observation.
6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the
size of the clear aperture of the telescope’s optics. However, not all space-based
telescopes use a disc-shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to
definitively determine the size of the ‘‘clear aperture’’ of a specific space-based
electro-optical/infrared (E.O./IR) remote sensing system for the purpose of the
regulations. Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of
Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of ‘‘clear aperture’’?
As the Department of State may know, the NAS Space Studies Board has initiated its efforts
in relation to the 2020 Decadal Survey on Astronomy and Astrophysics
(https://sites.nationalacademies.org/SSB/CurrentProjects/SSB_185159). Guiding these
efforts, the NAS, National Aeronautics Space Administration (“NASA”), National Science
Foundation (“NSF”), and the Department of Energy (“DOE”) agreed to a Statement of Task
that specifically provides for:
1.
Provide an overview of the current state of astronomy and astrophysics
science, and technology research in support of that science, with connections to
other scientific areas where appropriate;
2.
Identify the most compelling science challenges and frontiers in
astronomy and astrophysics, which shall motivate the committee’s strategy for the
future;
3.
Develop a comprehensive research strategy to advance the frontiers of
astronomy and astrophysics for the period 2022-2032 that will include
identifying, recommending, and ranking the highest priority research activities —
taking into account for each activity the scientific case, international and private
landscape, timing, cost category and cost risk, as well as technical readiness,
technical risk, and opportunities for partnerships. The strategy should be
balanced, by considering large, medium, and small activities for both ground and
space. (Activities include any project, telescope, facility, experiment, mission, or
research program of sufficient scope to be identified separately in the final
report.) For each recommended activity the committee will lay out the principal
science objectives and activity capabilities, including assumed or recommended
activity lifetime, where possible;
*****
5.
Assess the state of the profession, using information available externally
and, if necessary, data gathered by the study itself, including workforce and
demographic issues in the field. Identify areas of concern and importance to the
community raised by this assessment in service of the future vitality and
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capability of the astronomy and astrophysics work force. Where possible, provide
specific, actionable and practical recommendations to the agencies and
community to address these areas.
*****
Id. Elsewhere, the Astro2020 Committee received additional guidance that it include
within its scope “[g]round- and space-based observational, theoretical, computational,
laboratory astrophysics . . . .”
https://sites.nationalacademies.org/cs/groups/ssbsite/documents/webpage/ssb_190177
.pdf. Further, the Committee has been counseled to consider:
identified science priorities; independent assessments of cost and cost risk as well
as technology readiness and risk; the likely emergence of new technologies;
computational infrastructure for modeling, data assimilation, and data
management; and opportunities to leverage related activities including
consideration of interagency cooperation, federal/non-federal partnerships, and
international collaboration.
Id.
Based on the foregoing, the Department’s consideration of topics specifically addressed in
the RFC’s Paragraphs 5 and 6 could benefit from the efforts from the Astro2020 Decadal
Survey. Consequently, the Department may want to allow comments to be received
following completion of the Astro2020 Decadal Survey.
Conclusion
I recommend that the Department extend the comment with respect to RFC Paragraphs 5 and
6 such that the Department can obtain insight on these issues following completion of the
Astro2020 Decadal Survey. Alternatively, the Department should effectuate its consideration
of insight on these issues that could emerge from the Astro2020 Decadal Survey in some
other manner.
As stated above, I write this letter on my own behalf and initiative. Of course, should the
Department receive comments from the NAS or any of the other participants in the
Astro2020 Decadal Survey that disagree with my perspective conveyed herein, I defer to
their expertise, wisdom, and respective position.
Sincerely,

Charles Lee Mudd Jr.
CLM/mms
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Northrop Grumman Corporation
Corporate Office
Global Trade Management
2980 Fairview Park Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042

April 22, 2019
Department of State
Bureau of Political-Military Affairs
Department of Defense Trade Controls
2401 E Street, N.W.
12th Floor, SA-1
Washington, D.C. 20522
ATTN:

Sarah Heidema
Director, Defense Trade Controls Policy Office

SUBJECT:

Docket Number DOS–2018–0048, Request for Comments Regarding Review of
United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV

Dear Ms. Heidema:
Northrop Grumman Corporation wishes to thank the Department for the opportunity to submit
comments in review of the above proposed rules as we support the Department's objective of
establishing a positive United States Munitions List (USML). We list the Department’s individual
requests in bold type below followed by our comments and recommendations:
1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the referenced
categories, but which are not currently described or not described with sufficient
clarity?
USML IV(a)(1)-(12)

This category does not adequately capture a new type of loitering munition technology, which
is simultaneously an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and a munition. In this kind of loitering
munition system, the UAV portion of the device is destroyed at the same time as the munition
detonation, however for all practical purposes, this system is a UAV prior to arming itself and
locking onto target. Recommend a new subsection be added in IV(a) to specifically capture
“unmanned autonomous aerial munition which is not designed to deploy from an air vehicle
(e.g., loitering UAV munition).” Alternatively, this section may be added as a new SME item
to Category VIII(a), which would also be an appropriate fit for the technology, but it is not
specifically enumerated here.
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category? If
so, please include documentation to support this claim.
The items in these categories that remain on the USML or that are subject to a higher level of
control than 9A515.x hardware cause licensing challenges for spacecraft manufacturers in
having to obtain multiple export authorizations (DDTC / BIS) for the technical data / technology
required for one spacecraft program. We recommend that the Department make a clear
distinction between hardware specially designed for a satellite / spacecraft versus hardware

specially designed for a launch vehicle or missile to minimize this multi-jurisdiction licensing
burden.
3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which commercial
use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so, please provide
any documentation.
No additional comments.
4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
A. Classified Components, Encryption, Hosted Payloads
CCL Category 9, 9A515 states that “Spacecraft” and other items described in ECCN
9A515 remain subject to the EAR even if exported, reexported, or transferred (in-country)
with defense articles “subject to the ITAR” integrated into and included therein as integral
parts of the item. In all other cases, such defense articles are subject to the ITAR.
USML Cat XV(a)(13) controls spacecraft that “Are classified, contain classified software
or hardware, are manufactured using classified production data, or are being developed
using classified information (e.g., having classified requirements, specifications, functions,
or operational characteristics or include classified cryptographic items controlled under
USML Category XIII of this subchapter).”
Note 1 to paragraph (a) states, in part, that: “Spacecraft described in ECCNs 9A004 and
9A515 remain subject to the EAR even if defense articles described on the USML are
incorporated therein, except when such incorporation results in a spacecraft described in
this paragraph.” This means that an EAR-controlled spacecraft that has a single classified
component/sensor suite or Military hosted payload utilizing classified encryption arguably
becomes a wholly ITAR spacecraft controlled under XV(a)(13).
Spacecraft platforms that are built to accommodate multiple payloads, including a mix of
classified and unclassified, and/or laser communication terminal components that
communicate separately from classified encryption channels should not be subject to
blanket USML XV(a)(13) classification because of one classified component/sensor suite
or classified encryption utilized on a Military hosted payload. By definition in XV(e)(17), a
hosted payload “performs an additional, independent mission which does not dictate
control or operation of the spacecraft.” Note 2 to paragraph (e)(17) recognizes that an
EAR-controlled spacecraft does not become subject to the ITAR even when incorporating
a hosted payload performing a function described in XV(a). In addition, Note 2 to
paragraph XV(e) specifically states that “The articles described in this paragraph are
subject to the EAR when, prior to export, reexport, retransfer or temporary import, they
are integrated into and included as an integral part of an item to the EAR (see note 2 to
paragraph (e)(17) of this category).
We request that the Department resolve the inconsistency between these notes and XV(a)
and clarify that a spacecraft which includes a classified component or Military hosted
payload utilizing classified encryption remains subject to the EAR, and only becomes a
USML XV(a)(13) spacecraft once the spacecraft mission, in total, becomes classified. .

B. Telemetry for Launch Vehicles
Note 3 to USML Cat XV paragraph (f) and Note 2 to EAR Category 9E state that the
regulations “do not control the data transmitted to or from a satellite or spacecraft, whether
real or simulated, when limited to information about the health, operational status, or
measurements or function of, or raw sensor output from, the spacecraft, spacecraft
payload(s), or its associated subsystems or components. Such information is not within
the scope of information captured within the definition of technology in the EAR for
purposes of Category 9 Product Group E. Examples of such information, which are
commonly referred to as “housekeeping data,” include (i) system, hardware, component
configuration, and operation status information pertaining to temperatures, pressures,
power, currents, voltages, and battery charges; (ii) spacecraft or payload orientation or
position information, such as state vector or ephemeris information; (iii) payload raw
mission or science output, such as images, spectra, particle measurements, or field
measurements; (iv) command responses; (v) accurate timing information; and (vi) link
budget data. The act of processing such telemetry data—i.e., converting raw data into
engineering units or readable products—or encrypting it does not, in and of itself, cause
the telemetry data to become subject to the ITAR or to ECCN 9E515 for purposes of
9A515, or to ECCNs 9E001 or 9E002 for purposes of 9A004.”
We request that the Department include an identical note included in USML Cat IV and
EAR Category 9E to specifically state that Launch Vehicle housekeeping / telemetry data
is also not controlled. This request is premised on our understanding that guidance to this
effect was provided to NASA by DDTC in 2008 in a response to a General
Correspondence that telemetry data from sounding rockets does not meet the definition
of technical data as defined in 22 CFR 120.10 and therefore is not controlled as a defense
article.
C. Rocket Engines / Motors
USML Category IV(d) covers rocket, space launch vehicle, and missile power plants. It
also includes a note to clarify that “This paragraph does not control thrusters for
spacecraft.” However, USML Category XV(e)(12) mentions rocket engines/motors:
(12) Thrusters (e.g., spacecraft or rocket engines) using bipropellants or monopropellant that provide greater than 150 lbf (i.e., 667.23 N) vacuum thrust (MT for
rocket motors or engines having a total impulse capacity equal to or greater than
8.41 × 10^5 newton seconds);
Rocket engines / motors are covered adequately and completely in USML Cat IV(d). We
recommend deleting rocket engines or rocket motors from USML Spacecraft Category
XV(e)(12).
D. Spacecraft Thrusters / Electric Propulsion Systems
We recommend distinguishing propulsion systems specially designed for a satellite /
spacecraft and systems specially designed for a launch vehicle or missile. We
recommend moving spacecraft thrusters from XV(e)(12) and electric propulsion from
XV(e)11(iv) to the jurisdiction of the US Department of Commerce under 9A515.h, which
would be controlled for MT reasons “when the total impulse capacity is ≥ 8.41X105 ns”.
E. Thermal Batteries
Thermal batteries for Category IV items are captured in both the USML and the CCL.
Please consider removing these specific types of thermal batteries from the Cat XIII(h)(3)

entry, as they are sufficiently controlled under CCL ECCN 9A604.a, and the double entry
introduces opportunities for misunderstanding within industry. Note that the 9A604.a CCL
category was created when USML Category IV was revised (see - 79 Fed. Reg. 265, 278
(Jan. 2, 2014))
Current USML and CCL Categories referencing thermal batteries include:
USML XIII(h)(3) - Thermal batteries (MT if designed or modified for rockets, SLVs,
missiles, drones, or UAVs capable of achieving a range equal to or greater than
300 km. See note to paragraph (d) of this category);
9A604 a - Thermal batteries “specially designed” for systems controlled under
USML Category IV capable of a range equal to or greater than 300 km; and
9A604 b - Thermal batteries, except for thermal batteries controlled by 9A604.a,
that are “specially designed” for systems controlled under USML Category IV.
Thermal batteries are also used in other applications besides those cited in USML
Category IV. If additional controls are required, recommend creating a new category
under CCL 3A.
F. IV(b)(1), IV(b)(2)
There are gaps/omissions in the sections of IV(b) which should be addressed in the next
regulatory revision. Under IV(b), the subsection does not control “launchers” for IV(a)6(a)12; launchers exist as standalone commodities for all of these categories, and they
should be enumerated. Additionally, there is a gap in the provisions of IV(b)(1) and
IV(b)(2) in how these two subsections direct the reader to Categories VI, VII, or VIII.
VIII(h)(6) and VI(e)(6) correctly capture this redirect, but a similar redirect language is not
readily apparent in Category VII. We recommend adding language similar to what is
captured in VIII(h)(6) to clearly cover the USML controls on launchers for land vehicle
systems controlled in USML Category VII.
G. IV(h)(1)-(30)
There are gaps/omissions in section IV(h)(1)-(30) which should be clarified in the next
regulatory revision. Under IV(h)(24), the section does not clearly cover “mine launchers”
as a controlled item. Mines may have a launching apparatus in some cases. We
recommend the following amendment to IV(h)(24): “Rocket, mine, or missile launch
canisters.”
5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN) 9A515.a.1and by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and
XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical
telescopes generally can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA
tends to use larger optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial
bodies these missions observe are many light years away, and smaller optical
capabilities cannot physically meet the relevant science requirements. At the same
time, because NASA missions are designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial
objects, they are physically incapable of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative
to distant objects that NASA’s telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if

pointed at Earth. Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft
which meet the technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated
by the Department of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth. In the past, this
issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory categories for specific
missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope, NASA’s next flagship
astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory activity (see, 82 FR 2875
and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled by the Department of Commerce
under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise meets the control text of USML Category
XV. However, since it would be impractical to issue an updated regulation every time
NASA initiates a new astrophysics mission, the Department is seeking comments from
the public on a way to provide technical differentiation within U.S. export control
regulations between the spacebased optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and
those used for Earth observation.
Astronomy and astrophysics missions by their nature are state of the art. Technical
differentiations are driven by NASA/NOAA requirements for their missions and based upon
mission objective. Suggest adding a Note to XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) stating: “Space-based
optical telescopes solely for celestial object observations (i.e., planets other than the earth,
planetoids, asteroids, comets, exo-solar system objects and phenomenon that are non-man
or machine-made) are not controlled in Paragraph (a) or (e) of this category and are subject
to the EAR. These types of mission satellites can be captured under 9A515.a or a new
subcategory under 9A004.
6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size of the
clear aperture of the telescope’s optics. However, not all space-based telescopes use
a disc shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively determine the
size of the ‘‘clear aperture’’ of a specific space-based electro-optical/infrared (E.O./IR)
remote sensing system for the purpose of the regulations. Are there suggested
revisions that would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a
definition of ‘‘clear aperture’’?
For optics builders world-wide 1m class apertures are easily manufactured. In ground based
telescopes, the capability of 0.5 - 1m is prevalent.
Options for potential definitions of clear aperture:
- Defined in terms of collecting area and resolving power. “Collecting area (i.e., equivalent
to current round aperture) and a maximum dimension (greater than 0.50m) to
accommodate non-circular apertures”. OR
- Defined as “an effective circular aperture that yields an area equivalent to the area of a
primary mirror or aperture regardless of the shape”.
Alternatively, add a subcategory that captures clear apertures >0.50m equivalent AND other
capability (e.g., possibly areal density). This could be in line with the capability referenced
under XV(e )(2)(i) for the aperture >0.35m. Commodities not meeting the criteria would fall to
the EAR, potentially under Category 9 or 6.
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station
and other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as ‘‘servicing’’
the space stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under Category
XV(a)(12). Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of this paragraph,
such as a definition of ‘‘servicing’’?

USML Category XV (a)(12) covers spacecraft that “Are specifically designed to provide
inspection or surveillance of another spacecraft, or service another spacecraft via grappling
or docking.”
We recommend that the Department remove this paragraph. All inspection, surveillance and
servicing spacecraft, regardless of a grappling or docking feature, should be controlled under
the jurisdiction of the US Department of Commerce under 9A515.a.4. These particular
methods of attachment do not merit a USML control. In addition, a definition of “service” would
be helpful to distinguish between servicing spacecraft that augment or enhance the existing
capabilities of an on-orbit spacecraft, which may merit a higher level of control as compared
to a servicing spacecraft that repairs or provides maintenance and life extension services
without enhancing existing on-orbit spacecraft capabilities. Clarification is also needed to
highlight that providing supplies or cargo does not meet the definition of “servicing”.
8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the potential
control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
The Lunar Gateway is intended to be a lunar-orbit space station and should be controlled
under 9A004 in the same manner as the James Webb Space Telescope and the International
Space Station, including all specially designed parts, components, accessories, and
attachments.
9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested
specific item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current
cost of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular
change was implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory
uncertainty over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. This
reduced uncertainty, under the ‘‘bright line’’ approach described in the
Administration’s Export Reform Initiative, would allow both State and industry to avoid
spending hours and resources on case by case determinations for certain items. As
much as possible, please quantify time saved, reduction in compliance costs, and
reduction in paperwork for a particular change.
To date, Spacecraft and launch vehicle manufacturers have not seen a cost benefit from
export control reform. As the categories are more complex, industry utilizes more resources
to classify hardware and associated data/technology.
Because all spacecraft components are not in the same .X category, spacecraft
manufacturers utilize more resources to develop and manage export authorizations. In many
cases, multiple authorizations are required for the one program:
- DDTC authorization for the Electric Propulsion
- Commerce License to discuss star tracker technology
- Commerce Licenses covering multiple technology ECCNs for data
- STA Exception for certain customers
To the extent that future regulatory changes clarify existing ambiguities and minimize the need
for export authorizations under the ITAR and EAR for a single program, such changes would
be expected to result in quantifiable cost savings.

Should clarification or subsequent technical discussions be necessary, please contact either
Steve
Headley
at
james.headley@ngc.com,
(703-280-4806),
or
myself
at
thomas.p.donovan@ngc.com (703-280-4045).
Sincerely,

Thomas P. Donovan
Director, Global Trade Management
Northrop Grumman Corporation

Margaret M. Chester
122 Maple Lane
Spring Mills, PA 16875-0160
814.359.9026

Wayne L. Mowery
1945 Halfmoon Valley Rd.
Port Matilda, PA 16870
814.692.7564

Subject: Department of State’s Request for Comments Regarding
Review of United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV
RIN 1400–AE73, published 8 March 2019, 84 FR 8486-8487
We greatly appreciate this opportunity to comment on USML Categories IV and XV and
to provide suggestions for clarifying the scope to better differentiate between astrophysical (nonEarth observing) space missions and other missions with more recognizable national security
concerns. We will address items #5 and 6 of the Department’s Request for Comments jointly as
they relate to Category XV, recommend reinstatement of two license exemptions for space-based
scientific instruments removed during the Export Control Reform Initiative, and comment
qualitatively on the impact to export compliance and research staff (item #9).
We are experienced in export classification and licensing for space-based scientific
missions from two decades supporting Penn State research activities. Penn State is actively
involved in developing and operating astrophysical missions. For over fourteen years Penn State
has operated NASA’s Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory with critical support from European
institutions which contributed scientific instrumentation and ground system facilities. Penn State
is also a major partner in several upcoming US and European missions including the European
Space Agency’s ATHENA X-ray Observatory. Penn State researchers routinely conduct
suborbital missions to observe astrophysical sources and test new designs for sensors and
cameras operating in the X-ray spectral region. The criteria used in USML Category XV to
determine what spacecraft and associated remote sensing systems and components warrant
control under the USML have had major impacts on Penn State’s efforts to comply with U.S.
export regulations while partnering with foreign institutions and engaging foreign person
employees in developing, building, and operating these missions.
Item (5) … since it would be impractical to issue an updated regulation every time NASA
initiates a new astrophysics mission, the Department is seeking comments from the public on
a way to provide technical differentiation within U.S. export control regulations between the
space-based optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those used for Earth
observation.
Item (6) … Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7)
and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of "clear aperture"?
Item (9) What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested
specific item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the current cost
of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a particular change was
implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms of regulatory uncertainty over
whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML or the CCL. …

Our first recommendation is to adopt in the USML some of the criteria used in the
Commerce Control List to exclude special classes of optical instruments and components from
high-level controls. In particular, we recommend excluding from the USML the class of X-ray
telescopes which utilize grazing incidence optics. This and other potentially useful criteria may
be found in the Note to ECCN 6A004.e, part (e), which reads in part:
Note: 6A004.e does not control 'aspheric optical elements' having any of the following:
-c. Designed as Fresnel, flyeye, stripe, prism or diffractive optical elements;
-d. Fabricated from borosilicate glass having a coefficient of linear thermal
expansion greater than 2.5 x 10^-6/K at 25 °C; or
-e. An x-ray optical element having inner mirror capabilities (e.g., tube-type mirrors).
Regarding X-ray optics, we prefer the term “grazing incidence” to “inner mirror” or “tube-type
mirror;” “grazing incidence” is the commonly accepted term and more easily interpreted as
applying to a variety of X-ray telescope designs, for example Wolter-type, Silicon Pore, and
Lobster Eye optics.
Our second recommendation is that any size (aperture) criterion be coupled with at least
one other criterion, preferably two, linked to the intended use of the optics. This approach is
already the basis of the controls in Category XV(a)(7) (electro-optical remote sensing
capabilities) and is used in the CCL; we recommend a similar approach for Category XV(e)(2)
(space-qualified optics). Possible criteria include those used in Category XV(a)(7) or in the Note
to ECCN 6A004.e:
• Optics Design: The Note to ECCN 6A004.e uses a combination of aperture size and focal
ratio to establish the level of control for large optics. We quote the Note here as an
example of one way to modify an aperture criterion:

•

Note: 6A004.e does not control 'aspheric optical elements' having any of the following:
-a. Largest optical-aperture dimension less than 1 m and focal length to aperture ratio
equal to or greater than 4.5:1;
-b. Largest optical-aperture dimension equal to or greater than 1 m and focal length
to aperture ratio equal to or greater than 7:1;
Safety- and Science-based Requirements: The capabilities and/or limitations of the
associated camera system and/or the integrated instrument may also be useful criteria,
such as:
o peak spectral response (perhaps using the same infrared criterion as for focal
plane arrays);
o sensitivity requirements corresponding to astrophysical targets;
We note that sensitivity may be difficult to implement as a criterion, and suggest the
following alternatives:
o mission pointing requirements for bright source avoidance (e.g. Sun, Earth, Earth
limb, and Moon);
o incident light damage limits used for triggering instrument auto-safing
mechanisms (e.g. set by Sun, Earth, Moon);

•

o incident light functional limits (e.g. set by dark Earth, Moon, planets, bright
stars);
Temporal Measures: Because cameras for astrophysical applications are typically
designed to integrate for optimum signal-to-noise of faint objects, measures such as
frame rate and data transfer rate (i.e. to the ground) may be useful. We suggest reviewing
CCL controls on cameras.

We wish to add a cautionary note regarding criteria the CCL uses to exclude commercial
cameras from high level controls by requiring a response-limiting and/or inactivating mechanism
to prevent modifications to the camera which would enhance its capabilities. (See the Notes to
ECCN 6A003.b Imaging cameras.) Implementing active mechanisms to prevent tampering
would not be practical or cost-effective, or even useful, for cameras intended for space science
applications.
Our third set of recommendation regards definitions. In a number of cases the criteria used
in the USML do not appear to apply to astrophysical instruments. However, university export
staff spend considerable time reviewing the criteria and researching definitions and
specifications to make a determination. We recommend adding notes to clarify when criteria do
not apply to astrophysical and/or non-Earth observing instruments. In particular:
• “Active properties (e.g., adaptive, deformable)” as applied to space-qualified optics: We
recommend providing the same definition used in the CCL in the Technical Note to
ECCN 6A004.a to clearly distinguish between dynamically deformed optics and designs
which only use actuators to achieve a more precise fixed (non-dynamic) mirror figure
post-manufacturing:

•
•

•

Technical Note: 'Deformable mirrors' are mirrors having any of the following:
-a. A single continuous optical reflecting surface which is dynamically deformed by
the application of individual torques or forces to compensate for distortions in the
optical waveform incident upon the mirror; or
-b. Multiple optical reflecting elements that can be individually and dynamically
repositioned by the application of torques or forces to compensate for distortions in
the optical waveform incident upon the mirror.
'Deformable mirrors' are also known as adaptive optic mirrors.
“Ground Sample Distance:” We recommend adding a clear statement that the criterion
does not apply to non-Earth-observing instruments.
“Spectral Bands:” We recommend either clarifying how to apply the criterion to
instruments providing a continuous spectrum (e.g. by using dispersive or diffractive
elements) or excluding such instruments.
“Clear Aperture:” As we have indicated, we recommend against using aperture or size as
a single criterion. Any size criterion needs to account for a variety of optics designs; one
approach would be to calculate a geometric collecting area and either use this area or
convert it to an effective aperture.

Fourth, we request reinstatement of the exemptions for defense articles and defense
services relating to articles controlled under Category XV which are fabricated only for
fundamental research purposes (formerly 22 CFR 123.16(b)(10) and 22 CFR 125.4(d),
respectively). Reinstatement of these exemptions would facilitate international collaborations on
astrophysical missions and/or instruments subject to the ITAR in several ways:
• Facilitation of Technical Meetings: Tight proposal schedules often preclude
obtaining export authorizations prior to proposal submission. Reinstating the
exemption for defense services relating to assembly of a scientific instrument (i.e.
instruments with contributions from U.S. and foreign institutions) and its integration
with a spacecraft (125.4(d)) would facilitate the technical interchanges necessary to
prepare competitive proposals and engineering studies for NASA, ESA, and other
space agencies;
• Participation by U.S. “Fundamental Research-only” universities: Reinstating the
exemption for defense services may also facilitate participation by universities which
do not accept awards or agreements with clauses or terms which could serve to
invalidate use of the fundamental research exclusion (22 CFR 120.11(a)(8));
• Facilitation of Physical Exports: Reinstating the exemption for temporary and
permanent exports of articles fabricated only for fundamental research
(123.16(b)(10)) could ease schedule constraints and significantly reduce staff time in
arranging for shipments of components and completed instruments for testing and/or
assembly at foreign partners’ facilities and/or integration with the spacecraft for a
non-U.S. launch.
Finally, we wish to comment on the reduction in time and effort by compliance staff and
research faculty if Category XV is revised to more effectively differentiate and exclude
astrophysical (non-Earth observing) instruments and if definitions are added or clarified to assist
jurisdiction and classification determinations. University export compliance offices generally
have small staffs, typically with backgrounds in research administration, contracting, and/or
intellectual property law. Faculty researchers have the technical knowledge to assist in
evaluating jurisdiction and classification questions but are generally not sufficiently familiar with
the structure and style of the USML and CCL to efficiently perform these tasks. Faculty also
have other priorities and are overcommitted much of the year. The majority of the evaluation
effort falls to the compliance staff. In our experience, evaluation of a proposed space-based
instrument to the system and component level requires several weeks or even months working
with the proposal team and outside vendors to identify critical components and interfaces and
collect sufficient details to determine jurisdiction and classification. Performing and
documenting these determinations, particularly if a license will be requested, can take an
additional two or more weeks. Narrowing the scope of the USML and adding or revising
definitions could reduce these periods by up to half. Further savings in time and expense could
be realized by shifting instruments and components to the CCL for the many international
programs involving only institutions from European and/or other allies for which licenses may
not be required.

In closing, we wish to express our appreciation for the recent export control reform
efforts and encourage additional refinements and clarifications to lessen the burden on university
compliance staff and faculty researchers.

Sincerely,

Margaret M. Chester, Ph.D., ECoP®(ITAR/EAR)

Wayne L. Mowery, Jr., Esq., ECoP®(ITAR/EAR), LPEC
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Robert Monjay
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
Department of State
RE: 84 FR 8486 (March 8, 2019); RIN 1400-AE73; Docket No. DOS-2018-0048
Dear Robert,
We hereby submit the following comment in response to the above-referenced Advanced Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking requesting comments on Categories IV and XV.
Specifically, we request that DDTC issue guidance clarifying the scope of “fixed launch sites” for
space launch vehicles in USML Category IV(b).

Category IV(b)(1) controls include “(b) Launchers for … SLVs… as follows: . . . (1) Fixed launch sites
and mobile launcher mechanisms for any system enumerated in paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this
category.”

The USML provides little guidance on the scope of this control. As noted by industry representatives
in prior comments concerning this term in Category IV, most fixed launch sites are predominantly
steel and concrete structures with no inherent sensitive technologies. See Letter from Aerospace
Industries Association to Candace Goforth, Department of State, RE: Regulatory Change, USML
Category IV, dated Mar. 18, 2013, available at http://www.aia-aerospace.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/Comments-on-USML-Category-IV-3.18.2013.pdf. For example, it might
be read to include buildings and facilities and associated support infrastructure, propellant storage
tanks, earthen berms, flame ducts, flame buckets, umbilical towers, mobile service towers, bridge
cranes, water suppression systems, and fire control systems.

DDTC should clarify that such non-sensitive structures are not controlled by Cat. IV(b).
Best regards,

Nancy Fischer
Benjamin Cote

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Benjamin J. Cote | Counsel
Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
1200 Seventeenth Street NW | Washington, DC 20036-3006
t +1.202.663.8305 | m +1.734.660.0244
benjamin.cote@pillsburylaw.com | website bio

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are intended only for the use of
the individual or entity to which they are addressed and may contain information that is legally
privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message, or any
attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
original sender or the Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman Help Desk at Tel: 800-477-0770,
Option 1, immediately by telephone or by return E-mail and delete this message, along with
any attachments, from your computer. Thank you.

April 22, 2019
Ms. Sarah Heidema
Director, Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
U.S. Department of State
Via: www.regulations.gov
Subject:

Raytheon Company Comments on Review of USML Categories IV and XV
Docket ID: DOS-2018-0048
Ref: 84 Fed. Reg. 8486

On March 8, 2019, the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
(DDTC) requested comments from the public on U.S. Munitions List (USML) Categories IV
(Launch Vehicles) and XV (Spacecraft). Specifically, DDTC requested comment on ways to
“thoughtfully streamline export control regulations for these categories for the benefit of U.S.
industry as well as our international partners [….] thus bolstering the U.S. space commercial
sector and industrial base.” To this end, DDTC posed nine specific questions for consideration.
Raytheon Company (“Raytheon”) offers the below response to questions (4), (5), and (6).
I.

4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department
should address?

Raytheon believes the treatment of launchers for rockets, space launch vehicles (SLVs),
and missiles (hereinafter “launchers”) in USML Category IV(b) should be amended to more
directly describe the covered articles and eliminate inconsistencies between similar systems
deployed on different platforms. As written, Category IV controls launchers as “[f]ixed launch
sites and mobile launcher mechanisms” within paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2). Notes 1 and 2 to
Category IV(b) add detail, specifying that “launcher mechanisms for use on aircraft” are
controlled under Category VIII(h) and that launcher mechanisms “integrated onto a vessel or
ground vehicle” are controlled under Category VI and VII, respectively. However, while
Category VIII contains specific details regarding controlled launchers, Category VI more directly
addresses parts and components for the “integration” of launchers, and Category VII offers no
dedicated language regarding launchers at all.
This structure creates opportunities for inconsistent treatment of similar items, an issue
best evidenced by platform agnostic launchers. Under the current Category IV(b), the same
launcher mechanism could potentially be classified under multiple USML categories based
solely on whether it is man-portable/ground based (Category IV), on a vessel (Category VI), on a
vehicle (Category VI), or on an aircraft (Category VIII). The issue also occurs in the context of
launcher parts and components; for example, specially designed parts for a launcher under
Category VIII(h)(6) are also controlled therein, but no comparable control exists under
Categories IV, VI, and VII.

Raytheon Company Comments
Docket ID: DOS-2018-0048
Page 2 of 2
For these reasons, Raytheon suggests DDTC move all launchers, including launch sites
and launcher mechanisms, into Category IV(b). In addition to ensuring consistency of control
across platforms, this move would be consistent with DDTC’s efforts to make the USML a more
“positive” list of controlled articles and services. DDTC should also consider adopting a more
descriptive definition of “launcher mechanism” which would bring additional clarity to Category
IV(b), particularly with respect to determining the export classification of emerging advanced
platforms such as space launch systems and unmanned, independent, submersibles (by, for
example, making it easier to distinguish between a launcher and a mount).
II.

5. [….] [T]he Department is seeking comments from the public on a way to
provide technical differentiation within U.S. export control regulations
between the space-based optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and
those used for Earth observation.

It is difficult to distinguish between optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those
used for Earth observation. Attempting to do so on the basis of technical differentiation
overlooks the possibility that a single system could perform both missions and the challenges
associated with enforcing capability-based restrictions. By way of example, a space-based
optical telescope that lacked the necessary circuitry to view the Earth during the day without
damaging its focal point array could still be capable of nighttime observation. A preferable
alternative solution may be the formulation of mission-agnostic controls focused on a
combination of performance parameters (e.g., light-gathering capabilities) and key hardware
components.
III.

6. [….] Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of
Categories XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of “clear aperture”?

DDTC should consider using key optical performance parameters, rather than hardware
characteristics, to describe controlled space-qualified optics under Category XV(e)(2).
Specifically, since the parameters of interest relate to light-gathering capability, a more tailored
approach might describe the controlled articles using a combination of (1) etendue for the
instantaneous field of view and (2) point spread function for a real or synthesized aperture.
DDTC may find this methodology preferable because it would better distinguish commercial and
military imagers and their underlying technologies.
*****
Raytheon appreciates DDTC’s willingness to solicit feedback on forward-looking topics
of this nature.

March 14, 2019
From:
To:

William A. Root, Export Control Consultant
email billroot23@gmail.com; tel. 517 333 8707
DDTCPublicComments@state.gov
regulations.gov BIS-2018-0029

Subject:

USML Categories IV and XV, DOS-2018-0048; DOC RIN 0694-AH66

References:

Federal Register Vol. 84 No. 46/Friday, March 8, 2019, pages 8485- 8487

The References from DOC and DOS both request
“comment on ways to thoughtfully strreamline export control regulations for these
categories for the benefit of U.S. industry as well as our international partners.”
Export controls were revived after WWII in a thoughtful, internationally coordinated, way in the
form of COCOM. However, in the course of a few years, many different international
agreements were signed, many international regimes were formed, many US laws were enacted,
and many US agencies administered the controls.
In 1987 this fragmentation was greatly enlarged by the establishment of a Missile Technology
Control Regime. Before that, COCOM administered the controls related to missiles. COCOM,
and its 1989 Wassenaar successor, never transferred its missile controls to MTCR. Therefore,
there is considerable overlap between MTCR and Wassenaar. In addition, both before and after
establishment of MTCR, there was, and still is. considerable overlap between DOS USML and
DOC CCL.
In 2009, President Obama and Defense Secretary Gates sought to reverse this diversity by
announcing a “four singles” goal (single list, single administering agency, single enforcement
agency, and single IT information technology). But, during the last ten years, an Export Control
Reform (ECR) involving transfers from DOS USML to DOC CCL has compounded, rather than
lessened, the fragmentation. ECR is a strictly US program. The U.S. made no effort to reach
international agreement on either the technologies transferred nor the accompanying nontechnical verbiage. There is a big difference now between the MTCR unique definition of
“specially designed” and the US “catch-all plus release” definition of “specially designed.”
Most US allies simply adopt internationally agreed lists as their national export control lists. The
Export Control Reform Act of 2018 emphasizes the advantages of basing US controls on
multilaterally agreed controls. Many of the technical differences between US and MTCR
controls appear in USML Category IV.
The intent of the following recommendations is to reduce inconsistencies between MTCR and
USML Category IV and related CCL controls.

Recommendations
1,

Propose to MTCR that it eliminate “specially designed” and similar non-technical control
modifiers.

2.

Delete “specially designed” and similar non-technical modifiers from MT descriptions in
USML Categories IV and XV and in related CCL ECCNs.

3.

Add to each of the MT descriptions of commodity items on both the USML and the CCL
a citation to the related MTCR Annex item, as follows (but also see further refinements
below in Recommendations 4 , 5, 6, and 7 for commodities and 8 and 9 for technology
and software):
IV
a1
a2
c
d1
d2
d3
d4
h1
h4
h6
h8
h9
h11
h14
h15
h17
h20
h21
h22
h26
h27
h28
h29
XVe12
XVe19

MTCR
1A1
19A1
12A1
2A1a, 20A1a
2A1c
20A1b1
3A2
2A1d
2A1e
2A1eTNa,c, 3A3, 3A10, 6B2
2A1b, 20A1b
2A1f
3A4
3A10
2A1eTNb
2A1b
3A3
3A3, 3C1, 3C2
11A2, 18A3
3A8
11A1
10A1
11A5
20A1b1
2A1b

ECCN

9A115
9A119, 9A604.f2
9A105
9A107, 9A604.f3,4
9A111, 9A118, 9A604c
7A117
9A106.c, 9A604,f5
9A108, 1B116
9A116. 9A604.f6
New 9A121. 9A604.f7
9A117
New 9A123
9A116
9A108
new 9C101, 9C102
6A103, 7A115
9A103
7A106
7A116
New 3A101.c
9A107
9A116
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4.

Delete MT descriptions from the following USML commodity items for which no related
MTCR Annex item has been found:
IV
b1

h2
h7
h10
h13
h24
h25
h30

launch sites, mobile launcher mechanisms
In IVb, add following License Requirement Note:
IVb does not control what IVa1 or IVa2 controls.
seeker
nose tips
self destruct
motor mounts
canisters
fuzes
classified

5
Exporters should be informed, on the USML and the CCL:
5a
which USML sub-items cover a cited MTCR commodity item fully;
5b
which USML sub-items cover a cited MTCR commodity item only partially; and
5c
for each 5b instance, which ECCNs control the remainder.
The following is a preliminary effort to classify all entries in recommendation 3 as either 5a or
5b + 5c, taking into consideration other recommendations in these public comments. Each ECCN
recommended for entire text deletion assumes that the corresponding USML sub-item in
recommendation 3 would use MTCR texts to confirm its 5a classification. The following
changes would be needed for ECCNs recommended for 5b and 5c. These classifications could
easily be revised, depending on drafting choices to describe MT content in USML and CCL.
6A103
IVh22
7A006
7A106

IVh27
7A115
IVh22

Change “These items are subject to the ITAR” to
“not controlled by USML IV.h22"
Add “see also 6A103"
Delete MT control and add License Requirement Note:
“7A006 also described in 7A106 is controlled by 7A106, not by 7A006"
Delete “, other than those controlled by 7A006"
Change “These items are subject to the ITAR” to
“not controlled by USML IV.h27"
Add “see also 7A106"
Change “These items are subject to the ITAR” to
“not controlled by USML IV.h22"
Add “see also 7A115"

4

`

7A116
IVh28
7A117
9A103
IVh26
9A104
9A105
9A006
9A106
IVh4
9A107
9A108
9A011
9A115
IV.c
9A116
9A117
9A118
9A119
9A604.c

6.

Add to heading “not controlled by USML IV.h28"
Add “see also 7A116"
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete “These items are subject to the ITAR” and add “not USML IVh26"
Add “see also 9A103”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Add following License Requirement Note:
``This entry does not control what 9A106 controls.”
Delete “,other than those controlled by 9A006,”
Add to heading “not controlled by USML IVh4"
Add “see also 9A106"
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved” Parts in 9A108 are US
controls in excess of MTCR controls.
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Add “not USML IV.c
Add “also see 9A115"
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”
Delete entire text and substitute “Reserved”

Add following Note at beginning of USML Category IV:
“The cited MTCR Annex text in Category IV commodity sub-items marked MT
determines the extent of ITAR MT controls.
Add following Note to USML Category XV.e12 and e19:
The cited MTCR Annex text determines the extent of ITAR MT controls

5

7

Additional recommended revisions to MT descriptions in USML commodity items in the
order they appear in the USML follow:

Revise IVa1 to read:
Complete rocket systems, per MTCR 1A1, (including ballistic missiles, space launch
vehicles, and sounding rockets) delivering at least a 500 kg "payload" to a "range" of at
least 300 km.
Revise IVa2 to read:
Complete rocket systems, per MTCR 19A1, (including ballistic missiles, space launch
vehicles, and sounding rockets) with a "range" equal to or greater than 300 km.
Revise IVd2 to read:
Rocket propulsion subsystems, per MTCR 2A1c for 1A1, USML IVa1, as follows;
i
Solid propellant rocket motors or hybrid rocket motors having a total impulse capacity
equal to or greater than 1.1 x 106 Ns; or
ii
Liquid propellant rocket engines or gel propellant rocket motors integrated, or to be
integrated, into a liquid propellant or gel propellant propulsion system which has a total
impulse capacity equal to or greater than 1.1 x 106 Ns.
Note:
Liquid propellant apogee engines or station-keeping engines specified in IVd2, for use on
satellites, may be treated as Category II, if the subsystem is exported subject to end-use
statements and quantity limits appropriate for the excepted end-use stated above, when having a
vacuum thrust not greater than 1kN.
Revise IVd3 to read:
Rocket propulsion subsystems, not specified in IVd2, per MTCR 20A1b for 19A1,
USML IVa2, as follows:
i
Solid propellant rocket motors or hybrid rocket motors having a total impulse capacity
equal to or greater than 8.41 x 105 Ns, but less than 1.1 x 106 Ns;
ii
Liquid propellant rocket engines or gel propellant rocket motors integrated, or to be
integrated, into a liquid propellant or gel propellant propulsion system which has a total
impulse capacity equal to or greater than 8.41 x 105 Ns, but less than 1.1 x 106 Ns.

6

IVd4 omits MTCR 3A2 Technical Note.
Revise IVd4 to read:
Ramjet/scramjet/pulse jet/'combined cycle engines', per MTCR 3A2 for 1A1, USML
IVa1.
Technical Note: In Item IVd4, 'combined cycle engines' are the engines that employ two
or more cycles of the following types of engines: gas-turbine engine (turbojet, turboprop,
turbofan and turboshaft), ramjet, scramjet, pulse jet, pulse detonation engine, rocket
motor (liquid/solid-propellant and hybrid).
See 9A111 and 9A604.c for remainder of MTCR 3A2
From 9A111 delete “These items are subject to the ITAR” and revise 9A111 to read:
Per MTCR 3A2 for 1A1, devices to regulate combustion in ramjet, scramjet, pulse jet, or
combined cycle engines controlled by USML IVd4, and components with the
characteristics of such devices or engines.
In IIId1, add following License Requirement Note:
III.d1 does not control what IVh1controls
Revise IVh1 MT description to read:
(MT 'Guidance sets', per MTCR 2A1d for 1A1, USML IVa1 achieving system accuracy
of 3.33% or less of the "range" (e.g., a 'CEP' of 10 km or less at a "range" of 300 km),
except with a "range" under 300 km or manned aircraft.)
Technical Notes:
1
A 'guidance set' integrates the process of measuring and computing a vehicle's position
and velocity (i.e. navigation) with that of computing and sending commands to the
vehicle's flight control systems to correct the trajectory.
2
'CEP' (circle of equal probability) is a measure of accuracy, defined as the radius of the
circle centered at the target, at a specific range, in which 50% of the payloads impact.

7

Revise IVh4 MT to read:
Thrust vector control subsystems, per MTCR 2A1e for 1A1, for USML IVa1.
Technical Note: IVh4 includes the following methods of achieving thrust vector control:
a
Flexible nozzle;
b
Fluid or secondary gas injection;
c
Movable engine or nozzle;
d
Deflection of exhaust gas stream (jet vanes or probes);
e
Use of thrust tabs.
Note: IVh4 may be treated as MTCR Category II if the system is exported subject to enduse statements and quantity limits appropriate for an end-use “payload” less than 500 kg
or “range” less than 300 km.
See 9A106.c and 9A604.f6 for remainder of MTCR 2A1e.
In IVh6 delete MT description and add following License Requirements Note:
IVh6 does not control what IVh20 controls.
In IVh8, add following License Requirement Note:
IVh8 does not control what IVh17 controls.
In IIId2, add following License Requirement Note:
IIId2 does not control what IVh9 controls.
USML IVh17 does not now explicitly include MTCR 2A1b3 (Electronic equipment specially
designed for re-entry vehicles).
Conversely, US MT controls are broader than MTCR because of:
1
US control of parts;
2
Omission from US controls of “fabricated of ceramic or ablative materials,” which
narrows MTCR 2A1b1 heat shield controls; and
3
Omission from US controls of “fabricated of light-weight, high heat capacity materials,”
which narrows 2A1b2 heat sink controls.

8

In IVh17, change MT to:
(MT, per MTCR 2A1b for 1A1, re-entry vehicles for USML IVa1 and equipment
therefor, as follows:
i
Heat shields, and components therefor, fabricated of ceramic or ablative materials;
ii
Heat sinks and components therefor, fabricated of light-weight, high heat capacity
materials; and
iii
Electronic equipment with characteristics of these re-entry vehicles.)
See also 9A604.f7 and USML XV.e.19 for remainder of MTCR 2A1b
In XVe19 add following License Requirement Note:
XVe19 does not control what IVh17i controls.
Parts in IVh20 and 9A108 are US controls in excess of MTCR controls.
Revise IVh20 MT to read:
(MT Rocket motor cases, 'insulation' components and nozzles therefor, per MTCR 3A3,
for USML IVd2i or IVd3i.
Technical Note: In IVh20, 'insulation' intended to be applied to the components of a
rocket motor, i.e., the case, nozzle inlets, case closures, includes cured or semi-cured
compounded rubber components comprising sheet stock containing an insulating or
refractory material. It may also be incorporated as stress relief boots or flaps.
Note: Refer to 9C102 for 'insulation' material in bulk or sheet form.)
In IVh21, delete MT description and add following License Requirements Note:
IVh21 does not control what IVh20 controls.
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ITAR Technology and Software Recommendations

The following technical data revisions in ITAR are needed to conform with MTCR:
Revise 120.6 as follows:
Defense article means any item or technical data commodity, software, or tangible
technology designated in 121.1 of this subchapter. ...
Revise 120.10 as follows: Technical data Technology
(a)
Technical data Technology means, for purpose of this subchapter
(1)
Tangible Information, other than software as defined in 120.10a4 120.45f, which
is required for the design, development, production, manufacture, assembly,
operation , repair, testing, maintenance or modification of defense articles. This
includes , including information in the form of blueprints, drawings, photographs,
plans, instructions or documentation , plus intangible technology as defined in
120.9 Defense service.
(2)
...; or
(3)
... ; or
(4)
Software (see 120.45(f) directly related to defense articles.
In part 125 and elsewhere throughout ITAR, including USML technical data subitems IVi and
XVf, change “technical data” to “software, tangible technology, or defense service”
In USML IVi also add the following Note:
.
IVi does not control for MT purposes the following software or technology related to
IV.a through .h, because MTCR itself does not control such software or technology:
IVi

IVi

Software for:
1A1 rocket systems (except to coordinate subsystems) (IVa1)
2A1a individual rocket stages (IVd1)
20A1a Individual rocket stages (IVd1)
20A1b Motors for 19A1,2 (IVd3)
3A10 combustion chambers and nozzles (IVh6)
6B2 nozzles (IVh6)
3A10 combustion chambers and nozzles (IVh14)
2A1b reentry vehicles (IVh17)
18A3 radomes (IVh22)
3A8 propellant tanks (IVh26);
11A5 umbilical and interstage connectors (IVh29)
Technology for:
20A1a Individual rocket stages (IVd1)
19D1 software for 19A1 rockets (IVi)
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But MTCR does control software for use of the following other MT portions of Category IV:
IV
a2
c
d3
d4
h1
h4
h8
h9
h11
h15
h20
h21
h27
h28

MTCR
19A1
12A1
20A1b1
3A2
2A1d
2A1e
2A1b, 20A1b
2A1f
3A4
2A1eTNb
3A3
3A3, 3C1, 3C2
11A1
10A1

And MTCR does control technology for development, production, or use of all the MT portions
of Category IV except IVd1 individual rocket stages and IVi software for IVa2 rockets
In USML XVf also add the following Note:
.
XVf does not control for MT purposes software for:
2A1b1 heat shields (XVe19).
But it does control software for use of:
2A1e thrusters (XVe12)
and technology for development, production, or use of the MT portions of
both XVe12 and XVe19
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9.

EAR Technology and Software Recommendations

.

CCL MT controls on software and technology for remainder of partial USML MT
software and technology controls need to take into consideration that there is no MTCR
control of software for radomes (MTCR 18A3 ECCN 6A103) or tanks (MTCR 3A8
ECCN 9A103). Therefore, US CCL MT controls related to USML Category IV for use
software and development, production, or use technology are as follows:
MTCR
Commodity Software Technology Commodity
18A3
-018E1
6A103
11A1
11D1
11E2
7A106
11A2
11D1
11E2
7A115
10A1
10D1
10E3
7A116
3A8
-03E1
9A103
2A1e
2D5
2E1
9A106
12A1
12D1
12E1
9A115
* USML IVi explicitly controls 9D604 and 9E604

CCL
Software
-07D101
7D101
7D101
-09D604*
9D604*

Technology
6E101
7E101
7E101
7E101
9E604*
9E604*
9E604*

In 6D001 and 6D002, move MT applies to 6D102
In 6D001 add License Requirement Note:
6D001 also described in 6D102 is controlled by 6D102, not by 6D001.
In 6D002 add License Requirement Note:
6D002 also described in 6D102 is controlled by 6D102, not by 6D002.
Revise 6D102 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 11D1 or 12D3 not controlled by USML IVi “required” for the
“use” of 6A108
In 6E001 and 6E002, move MT applies to 6E101
In 6E001 add License Requirement Note:
6E001 also described in 6E101 is controlled by 6E101, not by 6E001.
In 6E002 add License Requirement Note:
6E002 also described in 6E101 is controlled by 6D101, not by 6E002.
Revise 6E101 to read:
“Technology” per MTCR 11E2, 12E1, 17E1, or 18E1 “required” for the “development,”
“production,” or “use” of 6A102, 6A103, 6A107, 6A108. 6B108, 6D102, or 6D103
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In 7D001, 7D002, 7D003, move MT applies to 7D101
In 7D001 add License Requirement Note:
7D001 also described in 7D101 is controlled by 7D101, not by 7D001.
In 7D002 add License Requirement Note:
7D002 also described in 7D101 is controlled by 7D101, not by 7D002.
In 7D003 add License Requirement Note:
7D003 also described in 7D101 is controlled by 7D101, not by 7D003.
Revise 7D101 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 2D3, 9D1, 10D1, 11D1,11D2 not controllled by USML IVi
“required” for the “use” of 7A101-7A107, 7A115-7A117, or 7B101-7B103
In 7E001, 7E002, 7E003, 7E004, move MT applies to 7E101
In 7E001 add License Requirement Note:
7E001 also described in 7E101 is controlled by 7E101, not by 7E001.
In 7E002 add License Requirement Note:
7E002 also described in 7E101 is controlled by 7D101, not by 7E002.
In 7E003 add License Requirement Note:
7E003 also described in 7E101 is controlled by 7E101, not by 7E003.
In 7E004 add License Requirement Note:
7E004 also described in 7E101 is controlled by 7D101, not by 7E004.
Revise 7E101 to read:
“Technology” per MTCR 9E1, 10E3, 11E2, 16E1 not controlled by USML IVi
“required” for the “development., “production,” or “use” of equipment or “software”
controlled by 7A101 to 7A107, 7A115 to 7A117. 7B101 to 7B103, or 7D101 to 7D103
In 9D001, 9D002, 9D003, move MT applies to 9D101
In 9D001, 9D002, 9D005, 9D101, 9D104, 9D105 change “specially designed or modified” to
“required”
Revise 9D001 to read:
“Software”per MTCR 3D3, 19D1 not controlled by USML IVi, not specified in 9D003 or
9D004, “required” for “development” of equipment or “technology” controlled by
ECCNs 9A001 to 9A004, 9A012, 9B001 to 9B010, or 9E003
In 9D001 add License Requirement Note:
9D001 also described in 9D104 is controlled by 9D104, not by 9D001.
Revise 9D002 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 20D1 not controlled by USML IVi, not specified in 9D003 or
9D004, “required” for the “production” of equipment controlled by ECCNs 9A001 to
9A004, 9A012, or 9B001 to 9B010
In 9D002 add License Requirement Note:
9D002 also described in 9D104 is controlled by 9D104, not by 9D002.
Revise 9D103 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 16D1, not controlled by USML IVi “required” for modelling,
simulation, or design integration of “MTCR 1A1" or MTCR 2A or 20A subsystems.
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Revise 9D104 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 2D2, 2D4, 2D5, 2D6, 3D2, 12D1, 20D2 not controlled by USML
IVi “required”for the “use” of 9A101, 9A106, or 9A115
Revise 9D105 to read:
“Software” per MTCR 1D2, 19D1 not controlled by USML IVi that coordinates the
functions of more than one subsystem, in “MTCR 1A1"
Delete 9D604 in its entirety and substitute “Reserved (see USML IVi)”
In 9E001, 9E002, move MT applies to 9E101
Revise 9E001 to read:
“Technology” per MTCR 2E1, 3E1, 12E1,15E1, 16E1, 20E1, not controlled by USML
IVi, “required” for the “development” of equipment or “software” controlled by ECCNs
9A001 to 9A004, 9A012, 9B001 to 9B010, or 9D001 to 9D004.
In 9E001 add License Requirement Note:
9E001 also described in 9E101 is controlled by 9E101, not by 9E001.
Revise 9E002 to read:
“Technology” per MTCR 2E1, 3E1, 12E1,15E1, 16E1, 20E1, not controlled by USML
IVi, “required” for the “production” of equipment controlled by ECCNs 9A001 to
9A004, 9A012, or 9B001 to 9B010.
In 9E002 add License Requirement Note:
9E002 also described in 9E101 is controlled by 9E101, not by 9E002.
9E002 add License Requirement Note:
9E002 “technology” also described in 9E101 is controlled by 9E101, not by 9E002.
Revise 9E101 to read:
“Technology” per MTCR 2E1, 3E1, 6E1, 12E1, 15E1,16E1, 19E1,20E1 not controlled by
USML IVi for the “development.” “production,” or “use” of equipment or “software”
controlled by ECCNs 9A101, 9A103, 9A106, 9A115
Delete 9E102
Delete 9E604 in its entirety and substitute “Reserved (see USML IVi)”
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The Satellite Industry Association (“SIA”)1 hereby comments in response to the abovereferenced Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, which seeks comments to assist the
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls in reviewing USML Categories IV and XV.2 SIA is a
U.S.-based trade association providing representation of the leading satellite operators, service
providers, manufacturers, launch services providers, remote sensing operators, and ground
equipment suppliers. SIA is the unified voice of the U.S. satellite industry on policy, regulatory,
and legislative issues affecting the satellite business.
To the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), thank you for inviting the public’s
comments on the advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) for reviewing USML
Categories IV and XV - in particular space technologies. Nine questions were addressed in the
ANPRM, which SIA has commented on below.
SIA members build, launch and operate spacecraft for commercial and government sectors,
including hundreds of satellites ranging from telecommunications to imagery to ship tracking to
weather. These satellites, their ground elements, and data provide essential support to many
1

SIA Executive Members include: AT&T Services, Inc.; The Boeing Company; EchoStar Corporation; Intelsat S.A.;
Iridium Communications Inc.; Kratos Defense & Security Solutions; Ligado Networks; Lockheed Martin Corporation;
OneWeb; SES Americom, Inc.; Space Exploration Technologies Corp.; Spire Global Inc.; and Viasat, Inc. SIA
Associate Members include: ABS US Corp.; Airbus Defense and Space, Inc.; Analytical Graphics, Inc.; Artel, LLC;
Blue Origin; DataPath Inc.; Eutelsat America Corp.; ExoAnalytic Solutions; Globecomm; Globalstar, Inc.; Glowlink
Communications Technology, Inc.; HawkEye 360; Hughes; Inmarsat, Inc.; Kymeta Corporation; Leonardo DRS;
Panasonic Avionics Corporation; Peraton; Planet; SSL; Telesat Canada; Ultisat, Inc.; and XTAR, LLC.
2

See Review of United States Munitions List Categories IV and XV, Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
Docket No. DOS-2018-0048 (rel., Mar. 08, 2019) (“Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking”).

sectors including in the US military, public safety, aviation, media, retail, shipping, agriculture,
weather, natural resource, and banking. Our industry has had a significant experience with export
control regulations and their impacts on industries which are growing and changing. The breadth
of experience which informs out comments herein.

1. Are there emerging or new technologies that warrant control in one of the
referenced categories, but which are not currently described or not described with
sufficient clarity?
a. Encryption Carveout - Like BIS, DDTC issued a proposed rule in June 2015
that would exclude certain end-to-end encrypted technical data/technology from
the definition of export.3 While BIS finalized the exclusion in June 2016, DDTC
did not do so, and stated DDTC would “address controls on encrypted technical
data in a separate rulemaking.”4
i. Now after almost four years since its proposed rule, DDTC has not
finalized it. Other US government sources have indicated that the
substance has been finished but the rule has been caught up in connection
with other rules, and that the US government has indicated that “DDTC
would like to hear from industry on the importance of [issuing] the carveout as a separate rule.”5
ii. SIA encourages DDTC to finalize this carve out, whether as a standalone
rule or not. Practically, the inconsistent regimes have raised challenges
for members of the satellite industry, who often must work with both
ITAR and EAR items. For example, some satellite operators – who may
have very little ITAR data – still cannot feasibly store controlled
information on Cloud services due to the risk of ITAR data being
transmitted internationally. This goes against the very purpose of the
definitional changes that were meant to harmonize definitions and limit
the burden on industry.
2. Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced categories that have
entered into normal commercial use since the most recent revision of that category?
If so, please include documentation to support this claim.
a. Standard Separation/Integration Technologies SIA recommends that USML
Category IV(h)(11) be revised to include “specially designed” in its description to
account for standard launch integration technologies that are usable with a wide
variety of payloads and launch vehicles. In particular, SIA recommends that the
Department should define two new terms and add guidance for a third to revise
USML Category IV(h)(11) to classify them under CCL 9A515.x:
3
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See 80 FR 31505 & 31525 (June 3, 2015).
See 81 FR 35611 (June 3, 2016) (interim final rule).

See, e.g. https://www.bis.doc.gov/documents/bis-annual-conference-2018/2208-cloudy-with-a-chance-oftechnology-transfer-breakout-edits-11may/file.

i. Standard Spacecraft/LV Adapter – “Separation mechanisms that are
usable with a variety of Spacecraft and SLVs”
1. Example: Motorized Light Band6
ii. Deployer – “Commodities used to contain a spacecraft for integration to
launch vehicle without requiring direct integration between the Spacecraft
and SLV”
1. Example: Isispace Quadpack7
iii. Interstage Adapter – Satellite-to-satellite interstage adapters facilitate the
stacking of satellites in a single launch vehicle but do not interface directly
with the launch vehicle. These adapters, or “interstages,” and their
respective interfaces between the stacked satellites should be controlled
under ECCN 9A515.x. They are not part of the launch vehicle and are
designed around the interfaces of the satellites. These items are not
peculiarly responsible for any ITAR-controlled capabilities.
iv. While physical launch integration and payload-specific integration of?
articles are understood to be a defense service, the introduction of USML
controlled technical data in the form of a standard interface’s
documentation poses a significant challenge for otherwise fully EAR
controlled satellite projects.
b. Electric Propulsion - SIA recommends electric propulsion systems and thrusters
(including gridded ion, Hall effect, resistojet, and ArcJet thrusters) be move from
current USML XV(e)(11)(iv) (“Plasma based propulsion systems”) to CCL
ECCN 9A515.x or to the reserved ECCN of 9A515.h.
i. Electric propulsion systems and thrusters such as gridded ion thrusters
(such as L3’s XIPS), ArcJet thrusters, resistojet, and Hall-effect thrusters
(such as the Fakel SPT-100 and Snecma PPS1350 models) have been
included on a large number of commercial spacecraft in the past 10 to 15
years and are now a standard option offered by most U.S and international
satellite manufacturers.
ii. Electric propulsion systems are known for their high specific impulse but
are equally notable for their low thrust.
1. For example, using xenon as the propellant, operating voltage in
the range of 300-1200 V enables specific impulse in the range of
1500-3600 seconds.
iii. However, electric propulsion thrust is highly constrained by thruster
power, which is ultimately constrained by available satellite power (i.e.
the total amount of power generated by the solar panels of the spacecraft
that is not required to operate the primary payload and/or other major subsystems).
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“2000785G MkII MLB User Manual”, Planetary Systems Corporation, 22 April 2019,
https://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/2000785G-MkII-MLB-User-Manual.pdf
7
“QuadPack Cubesat Deployer”, Innovative Solutions in Space, 22 April 2019
https://www.isispace.nl/product/quadpack-cubesat-deployer/

1. For example, the 1.35-kW SPT-100 at 300 V only produces 0.083
N of thrust,8 the 4.5-kW XIPS produces a peak thrust of 0.18 N,9
and the 4.50-kW SPT-140 at 300 V produces 0.25 N of thrust.10 In
comparison, a Moog-ISP 5-lbf thruster using NTO/MMH produces
22 N (or 88X the thrust of an SPT-140).11
iv. Generating thrust levels that would be useful for purely military, rather
than dual-use, applications requires significant increases in satellite power,
well beyond the current state of the art.
1. A significant benefit of electric propulsion units is their small size,
often less than 1U, such as Enpulsion’s line of nanothrusters.12
Given the ongoing discussions around effective management of
on-orbit debris, in addition to limited military utility, the USG
should encourage adoption of electric propulsion technologies by
reducing barriers to use.
v.
c. Star Trackers - SIA recommends removing star trackers currently controlled
under USML Category XV(e)(16) due to their entry into common commercial
use.
i. The technical parameters for star trackers controlled by USML XV(e)(16)
– angular accuracy less than or equal to 1 arcsec per star coordinate and a
tracking rate equal to or greater than 3.0 deg/sec – are likely to become
obsolete in the next few years as commercial development of Low Earth
Orbit expands dramatically and higher-accuracy pointing becomes a more
standard commercial requirement and feature;
ii. Prior to export control reforms implemented in 2014, CCL ECCN 7A004
controlled primarily star trackers used in missiles and rockets. Afterwards,
though the same category now controlled satellite star trackers, it
remained subject to MT controls (and NS and AT), with the result that the
satellite start trackers remained ineligible for License Exception STA
while entire satellites themselves became STA eligible (9A515.a.5);
iii. SIA therefore recommends that star trackers be removed from the USML
and transferred to the CCL under 7A004 or 9A515 because these items are
designed for space application and not for weapons of mass destruction.
8

Delgado, J.J., Baldwin, J.A., and Corey, R.L., “Space Systems Loral Electric Propulsion Subsystem: 10 Years of OnOrbit Operation”, 2015, SSL, 22 April 2019 http://erps.spacegrant.org/uploads/images/2015Presentations/IEPC2015-04_ISTS-2015-b-04.pdf
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Tighe, W., Chien, K.R., and Spears, R., “XIPS Ion Thrusters for Small Satellite Applications”, L-3 Communications
Electron Technologies, Inc., 22 April 2019
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Pollard and Beiting, “Ion Energy, Ion Velocity, and Thrust Vector Measurements for the SPT-140 Hall Thruster”,
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“Monopropellant Thrusters”, MOOG, 22 April 2019
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iv. SIA further recommends the creation of a new ECCN subcategory
7A004.c or 9A515.i to control all star trackers specially designed for
satellites controlled under 9A004 or 9A515 that is eligible for license
exception STA.
d. Telemetry for Launch Vehicles – SIA requests a note identical in nature to Note
3 to USML Category XV(f) and Note 2 to EAR Category 9E be added to USML
Category IV and EAR Category 9E.
e. Rocket Engines – Remove references to rocket engines and motors in USML
Category XV(e)(12)
i. USML Category IV(d) covers rocket, SLV, and missile motors and
engines and includes a note to clarify that “this paragraph does not control
thrusters for spacecraft.”
ii. Rocket engines and motors are sufficiently controlled under USML
Category IV(d), and including references to them in USML Category
XV(e)(12) creates unnecessary ambiguity.
f. Aperture Size – Revise USML Category XV(a)(7)(i) technical parameters to be
1.0m clear aperture size to reflect improvements of commercially available
satellite imagery.
i. Over the past 5 years, there has been a drastic increase in commercially
available satellite imagery as satellite technology has evolved.
1. DigitalGlobe WorldView-3 – Aperture Size 1.1m13
2. Airbus Pleiades – Aperture Size 65cm14
3. Airbus Pleiades NEO (Launch planned in 2020) – Resolution will
surpass Pleiades with a likely larger aperture15
4. JAXA ALOS-3 (Launch planned in 2020) – Aperture size
90x60cm16
1. TripleSat constellation (Launched 2015) – Aperture size 42cm17
ii. Though the above satellites were developed with governments’
involvement, the imagery has become wide commercially available and
competes with the US commercial remote sensing industry
iii. CCL ECCN 9A515.a.1 should subsequently be revised to read “Have
electro-optical remote sensing capabilities and having a clear aperture
greater than 0.65 meters, but less than or equal to 1.0 meters” to reflect
this change.
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“Pleiades”, eoPortal, 22 April 2019, https://earth.esa.int/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/p/pleiades
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“Pleiades Neo”, Airbus Defense and Space Intelligence, 22 April 2019, https://www.intelligenceairbusds.com/files/pmedia/public/r51130_9_leaflet-pleiadesneov2.pdf
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3. Are there defense articles described in the referenced categories for which
commercial use is proposed, intended, or anticipated in the next five years? If so,
please provide any documentation.
a. No recommendations provided
4. Are there other technical issues for these categories which the Department should
address?
a. Antenna Systems – SIA requests the Department review control language for
antenna systems controlled under USML Category XV(e)(1) to include technical
parameters commensurate with military use-cases.
b. Space Vehicles – SIA requests a definition of a “Space Vehicle” to define the
difference between a “Space Launch Vehicle,” a “Spacecraft,” and a “Space
Vehicle.”
c. Thermal Batteries – SIA requests removing thermal batteries from USML
Category XIII(h)(3)
i. Thermal batteries are sufficiently controlled under the CCL, and the new
CCL category 9A604.a was created for them when USML Category IV
was revised in 2014.18
5. The export control system uses the size of space-based optical telescopes as the
technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by the Department of
Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN) 9A515.a.1 and by the Department of State in USML Category XV(a)(7) and
XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and specifically the fact that larger optical
telescopes generally can generate higher-resolution images than smaller ones. NASA
tends to use larger optical telescopes for astrophysics missions because the celestial
bodies these missions observe are many light years away, and smaller optical
capabilities cannot physically meet the relevant science requirements. At the same
time, because NASA missions are designed and calibrated to observe distant
celestial objects, they are physically incapable of observing the Earth, which is so
bright relative to distant objects that NASA's telescopes would suffer permanent
physical damage if pointed at Earth. Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form
a class of spacecraft which meet the technical definition for national securitysensitive spacecraft regulated by the Department of State, but are incapable of
observing the Earth.
In the past, this issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory
categories for specific missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope,
NASA's next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory
activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled by
the Department of Commerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise meets
the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be impractical to
issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new astrophysics mission,
the Department is seeking comments from the public on a way to provide technical
differentiation within U.S. export control regulations between the space-based
optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those used for Earth observation.
a. Civil Program Controls - In order to address the challenges associated with early
program classifications under the USML which are later reclassified under the
18

https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/FR-2014-01-02/2013-31323/context

CCL, SIA recommends the creation of an additional entry under ECCN 9A004
for civil programs designated by an interagency review as well as a new
classification under USML Category XV for NASA programs missing this
designation. DDTC and BIS can publicly provide a list of all programs classified
this way on their website, and later update the CCL when reasonable without
creating ambiguity in control status.
6. The control in USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2) is based, in part, on the size
of the clear aperture of the telescope's optics. However, not all space-based
telescopes use a disc-shaped viewer and thus it is not always possible to definitively
determine the size of the “clear aperture” of a specific space-based electrooptical/infrared (E.O./IR) remote sensing system for the purpose of the regulations.
Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of Categories XV(a)(7)
and XV(e)(2), such as a definition of “clear aperture”?
a. Given that the most commonly used aperture will likely continue to be disc
shaped, SIA recommends clarifying that the current scope of Categories XV(a)(7)
and XV(e)(2)(ii) refer to disc-shaped viewers, and that “clear aperture” only
pertains to disc-shaped viewers.
b. SIA further recommends the creation of a new Category or Subcategory for
space-qualified, non-disc shaped viewers where the technical parameter refers to
projected GSD. This clarification will not only clarify the definition of “clear
aperture” but also remove ambiguity surrounding the definition of “active
properties.”
7. Many spacecraft are designed to provide supplies to the International Space Station
and other future space stations. This activity is commonly referred to as “servicing”
the space stations, which is an activity that can lead to USML control under
Category XV(a)(12). Are there suggested revisions that would clarify the scope of
this paragraph, such as a definition of “servicing”?
a. SIA recommends the USML define “servicing” as “to repair, provide
maintenance, to augment, or enhance capabilities” in order to differentiate articles
and commodities that are designed to add value to the spacecraft (repair,
maintenance, augmentation, etc.) from those with other purposes such as
extending life, refueling or docking for resupply to the ISS which should be
controlled under CCL ECCN 9A515.a.4.
i. Additionally, SIA recommends expanding the scope of CCL ECCN
9A515.a.4 to include spacecraft specially designed for life extension or
refueling of a spacecraft that do not otherwise provide additional
capabilities that would be captured under USML’s definition of
“servicing.”
ii. Note to USML Category XV(a)(12) states that “spacecraft that dock
exclusively via the NASA Docking System (NDS)” are not controlled
under the USML and are classified as 9A515.a.4. SIA suggests that in
order to avoid misclassifying future space station resupply docking
mechanisms under the USML, the Department considers designating all
spacecraft that dock with any space station such as the Lunar Gateway
under 9A515.a.4.

iii. Lastly, SIA suggests the Department consider removing the worldwide
licensing requirement for spacecraft controlled under 9A515.a.4 that are
designed for resupply of the ISS or another US space station such as the
Lunar Gateway be controlled similarly to category 9A515.a.5.
8. NASA continues to pursue development of the future Lunar Gateway, which may be
described in Category XV(a). Are there any public comments regarding the
potential control status of the future Lunar Gateway?
a. SIA recommends that the control status of the future Lunar Gateway mirror the
controls on the JWST and ISS, under CCL ECCN 9A004.
b. SIA further recommends that in furtherance of its recommendation above to
question 5, that there be a unique ECCN for civil programs, such as the Lunar
Gateway rather than individual ECCNs for each program designated in this way.
9. What are the cost savings to private entities from shifting control of a suggested
specific item from USML to the CCL? To the extent possible, please quantify the
current cost of compliance with USML control of an item and any cost savings if a
particular change was implemented. Cost savings could include time saved in terms
of regulatory uncertainty over whether a certain item is regulated as on the USML
or the CCL. This reduced uncertainty, under the “bright line” approach described
in the Administration's Export Reform Initiative, would allow both State and
industry to avoid spending hours and resources on case by case determinations for
certain items. As much as possible, please quantify time saved, reduction in
compliance costs, and reduction in paperwork for a particular change.
a. SIA recommends State revise USML XV(f) and 22 CFR 124.15 to align the ITAR
with standardization and growth in the small satellite industry by revising the
controls such that launch integration campaigns for a non-USML satellite where
US-persons are not involved in launch vehicle integration activities, and the
satellite is integrated to the launch vehicle using a standard deployer or separation
mechanism are not subject to DTSA monitoring conditions given DTSA’s review
and approval of shipping and security controls.
i. The introduction of standard form factors (e.g. CubeSats) and associated
deployers have in many cases completely shielded the spacecraft from
launch integration activities. In most such instances, there is no technical
exchange of any kind between the satellite owner/manufacturer and the
launch provider, and the launch provider has no physical, nor electrical,
access to the satellite itself at any time during the integration process and
throughout the launch activity. In addition, no US persons are present
during deployer integration to the launch vehicle.
ii. Current and future small launch vehicles offer increasing flexibility in
launch scheduling and herald an increasing volume of launches, especially
for standard form-factor satellites (e.g. CubeSats).
iii. Providing a notification-based process or revising the scope of the DTSA
monitoring requirement to focus on foreign launches of USML controlled
spacecraft or an otherwise USML controlled defense services such as
integration activities or integration related technical data rather than
foreign launches of fully containerized EAR-controlled satellites where no

US persons are present for integration will enable the current and
increasing volume of the commercial satellite industry, while serving as a
resource and cost-saving measure for both DTSA/DDTC and commercial
companies and enabling the former to focus on higher priority and higher
security-risk activities.
iv. DTSA monitoring requirements can add months in campaign timelines
that would otherwise be weeks, and tens of thousands of dollars in costs to
the satellite operator.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Tom Stroup
Tom Stroup
President
Satellite Industry Association
1200 18th Street N.W., Suite 1001
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 503-1560
April 22, 2019

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Chung
DDTCPublicComments
USML Categories IV and XV
Monday, April 22, 2019 8:49:34 PM

April 22, 2019
      SpaceFab.US, Inc. is currently designing a small satellite for commercial Earth
Observation, space debris tracking, and astronomy. The satellite is planned to start
operation in low Earth orbit in 2021.
  The satellite contains a multitude of cameras, one being a hyperspectral camera
intended for agricultural, mining, and environmental monitoring uses. The camera has 150
spectral bands with a detection range between 470 and 900 nm (visible and near IR), and is
planned to have a ground sample distance (GSD) of 7 meters. This GSD is much larger than
comparable imagery from a commercial drone service which may have GSD below 1 meter,
but is intended to be a lower cost service that the typical U.S. small farmer can easily
afford.
However, the USML category XV (a)(7)(ii) includes spacecraft with more than 40
spectral bands in the visible and near infrared with a Ground Sample Distance (GSD) less
than 30 meters.
Hyperspectral imager devices are currently available and are low cost, enabling medium
resolution (1 to 10 meter GSD) satellites to provide hyperspectral images to small farmers
and other commercial users.
      We request that satellites with more than 40 spectral bands in the visible and near
infrared with a Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of 7 meters and higher not be regulated
under the USML. This would lower the cost of licensing and review, and would enable low
cost hyperspectral services to the public.
Sincerely,
Randall Chung, CEO
SpaceFab.US, Inc.

April 22, 2019
Uploaded via http://www.regulations.gov
Subject:

USML Categories IV and XV

Reference:

84 FR 8486 (March 8, 2019); RIN 1400-AE73; Docket No. DOS-2018-0048;

Space Exploration Technologies Corp. (“SpaceX”) submits the following comments in response
to the Commerce Department’s Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“ANPRM”) regarding
the review of controls for items transferred from the United States Munitions List (“USML”)
Categories IV and XV. SpaceX appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments in response
to the ANPRM. SpaceX appreciates and supports the initiative by the Bureau of Industry and
Security (“BIS”), Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (“DDTC”), and the Administration to
consider ways to streamline export control regulations for US commercial space industry to
lower administrative burden, decrease regulatory compliance costs, and increase exports thereby
bolstering the US space commercial sector and industrial base.
In support of our comments, we reference spacex.com/mars.

1. Clarification of Vehicle Definitions
Issue: The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) United States Munitions List
(“USML”) and Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) Commerce Control List (“CCL”) do
not currently account for vehicles that have both spacecraft and launch capabilities.
Background: In the next five years, SpaceX intends to commercialize Starship1, its two-stage
fully reusable heavy lift launcher system. Both the first and second stages will incorporate
multiple Raptor engines.2
The second stage will have the capability to carry satellites and other similar payloads, to support
on-orbit servicing and return of large payloads to Earth, to carry people and cargo, and to
perform point-to-point travel on Earth in under an hour.

1

https://www.spacex.com/mars. The term “Starship” refers to the integrated two-stage system, and the second stage
of the system.
2
Raptor is a USML Category IV(d)(2) engine.

The first Starship test vehicle (a “hopper”) in South Texas completed a successful tethered hop in
April. SpaceX is constructing additional hoppers, and is planning more hops in 2019.
Comment: Define “rocket” and “SLV” in USML Category IV and “spacecraft” in USML
Category XV, and redefine or add these terms in Section 774 of the EAR, consistent with the
USML.
DDTC should define the terms “rocket” and “space launch vehicle” (SLV) in USML Category
IV(a). Items that are not rockets or SLVs based on the industry understanding of these terms are
capable of delivering “at least 500-kg payload to a range of at least 300 km”. DDTC should
clarify, for example, whether the incorporation of a USML Category IV(d) propulsion system is
the trigger for USML Category IV(a) control. DDTC should avoid relying on definitions that
ultimately refer back to USML Category IV(a)(1) articles, because it is unclear what these are.
For example, the definition of a rocket or SLV should not rely on the incorporation of a USML
Category IV(h)(1) guidance system because the description of a “guidance system” in USML
Category IV(h)(1) is one that is specially designed for a USML Category IV(a)(1) article.
DDTC should also define the term “spacecraft” in USML Category XV(a). The definition should
differentiate a “spacecraft” from a “rocket”, “SLV”, and “individual rocket stages”. An item that
a company uses as a spacecraft may also be capable of delivering “at least 500-kg payload to a
range of at least 300 km,” or may also serve as the second stage of a rocket or SLV. DDTC’s
definition should go further than the definition of the term “spacecraft” in the EAR, which is
limited to satellites and space probes and does not recognize other types of spacecraft, including
those that carry cargo and people.
BIS and DDTC should collaborate on the definition of the term “spacecraft”, and BIS should
then revise the definition of “spacecraft” in Section 774 of the EAR. BIS should add DDTC’s
definitions of “rocket” and “space launch vehicle” to Section 774 of the EAR.
Definitions or clarifications that contemplate Starship and other commercial space vehicles
identified in response to the ANPRM would be most useful.
2. License Exemption for Launch, Landing and Related Activities that Occur in the
Ocean
Issue: The ITAR and EAR do not clearly identify where in the ocean the United States begins
and ends, making it difficult to determine what constitutes an “export” when a US person taking
items into the ocean for launching or landing a rocket or spacecraft. In addition, if a US person
owns and remains in possession and control of such items when taking them from US soil into
the ocean, the current regulations still appear to require a license, even if there is no foreign
person involvement.
Background: SpaceX is also designing Starship to carry cargo and people from one point on
Earth to another (also known as “point-to-point travel”).3 SpaceX is evaluating performing pointto-point travel using launch and landing platforms in the ocean, as illustrated in the video linked
in footnote three. In order to launch and land Starship in the ocean, in various circumstances,
3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqE-ultsWt0
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SpaceX will be required to take Starship, a USML item, from US soil out in to various points in
the ocean.
Comment: Exempt exports related to ocean launch and landing activities from licensing
requirements.
Assuming that a US person’s taking of a defense article from US soil to US contiguous waters,
the US Exclusive Economic Zone (“EEZ”), international waters, a foreign country’s EEZ, or a
foreign country’s contiguous waters is as an “export,” SpaceX requests that DDTC consider
adding an exemption to the ITAR for such activities.
Specifically, SpaceX suggests adding an exemption to the ITAR to allow US persons that are
registered with DDTC to ship from the United States into the ocean, without a license or other
authorization, any defense articles, including software, required for launching or recovering a
rocket or spacecraft, including testing and all pre-launch and post-launch activities, provided that
such defense articles: (i) do not enter the “territorial waters” of a foreign country4; and (ii) are
returned to US soil after launch or recovery activities are complete, or are otherwise rendered
unusable.
A license, agreement, or other authorization would still be required for other controlled activities,
such as (i) releasing or otherwise transferring technical data to a foreign person; (ii) transferring
registration, control, or ownership of a defense article; (iii) performing defense services on
behalf of, or for the benefit of any foreign person; or (iv) entering the territorial waters of a
foreign country, or calling port in a foreign country.
We request that BIS add a parallel license exception in the EAR.
3. Space-Qualified Vibration Suppression Systems
Issue: USML Category XV(e)(5) controls “space-qualified active vibration suppression systems,
including active isolation and active dampening systems, and associated control electronics
specially designed therefor,” but does not provide a definition of “vibration suppression system”
or operational parameters for systems covered by the ITAR.
Comment: Clarify what is covered by “space-qualified active vibration suppression systems” in
Category XV(e)(5).
We ask DDTC to use control parameters to define “active vibration suppression system”, or in
the alternative, define active vibration system to clarify the reason active vibration suppression
systems warrant USML control. In addition, we request that DDTC take the following into
consideration:


What is the difference between an active vibration suppression system and an image
stabilization system?

4

Although the ITAR does not define the term, the term “territorial seas” is defined in other settings as the 12
nautical miles from a country’s coast. See >https://nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/data/us-maritime-limits-andboundaries.html<. We recommend that the agencies specify this definition in the new rule.
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If a commercial active vibration system, or one with similar capabilities, became spacequalified, it should not be ITAR-controlled. For example, commercial satellites may
require a level of vibration suppression that would not be sufficient for sensitive systems
used by the military, and should not be captured by USML Category XV(e)(5).

4. Landing Legs for Rockets
Issue: Landing leg assemblies for rockets are currently controlled as rocket components even if
they are passive on assent. This level of control is not necessary for these systems and their parts,
components, attachments, and accessories.
Comment: Move landing leg assemblies and parts, components, attachments, and accessories
thereof to ECCN 9A604.y
The landing leg assembly used on SpaceX’s Falcon rockets, and parts, components, attachments,
and accessories of the assembly, are classified Export Control Classification Number (“ECCN”)
9A604.x as commodities “specially designed” for USML Category IV and ECCN 9A604.x
items. We propose moving landing leg assemblies and parts, components, attachments, and
accessories thereof to ECCN 9A604.y. During launch and ascent the landing leg assembly and
parts, components, attachments, and accessories are passive. They are also not required for the
delivery of a payload, and do not enhance the capability of the rocket to deliver a payload to
orbit.
5. Shipments, Transfers, and Releases Outside the Earth’s Atmosphere
Issue: The ITAR and EAR are not clear regarding whether shipments, transfers, or releases that
occur outside the Earth’s atmosphere are export controlled. Given the unprecedented nature of
planned space exploration activities and the difficult and dangerous issues that may arise, the
agencies should clarify that transfers occurring entirely outside the earth’s atmosphere are not
export controlled.
Background – Starship Commercial Missions
On September 17, 2018, SpaceX announced Yusaku Maezawa, a Japanese citizen, will be the
company’s first private customer to fly on Starship around the Moon. In the next few years,
SpaceX intends to contract with additional private customers who are interested in flying to
space.
SpaceX is also targeting Starship missions to Mars in the next few years carrying cargo and then
people, some of which may include foreign persons. These initial missions will serve as the
beginnings of the first Mars base, from which we can build a thriving city and eventually a selfsustaining civilization on Mars. To build a Mars base and self-sustaining civilization, people on
these missions will participate in activities that could involve transfers or ITAR or EARcontrolled technical data/technology or defense services, such as: setting up a production
propellant plant and producing propellant; developing and building launch and landing sites; and
inspecting and potentially repairing Starship.
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In addition, people who are a part of these missions must train for these activities on Earth prior
to departure. Training for, and participating in, these types of activities for missions to Mars will
result in the transfer or release of technology/technical data, including software, that likely falls
outside of Note 2 to Paragraph (f) of USML Category XV or Note 2 to ECCN 9E515. Given the
scale of these activities, if applied to transfers occurring outside the earth’s atmosphere, the
current licensing structure would be burdensome and prevent people on missions from accessing
information that is potentially critical to resolving difficult or dangers issues.
Comment: Exempt releases or transfers of technology/technical data and defense services that
occur entirely outside the atmosphere from licensing requirements
Assuming the technology/technical data released during the activities described above falls
outside of Note 2 to Paragraph (f) of USML Category XV or Note 2 to ECCN 9E515, it is not
clear from the regulations whether transfers or releases that occur entirely outside Earth’s
atmosphere are “exports” or “reexports” and whether licensing is required for such transfers or
releases. For example:




If a foreign person receives technical data from a US person onboard a spacecraft to
perform a repair on a component of the life support system on Starship during the flight
to Mars, is this an export and does SpaceX require export authorization prior to this
person performing the repair?
If a US person and foreign person repair Starships engines on Mars and the US person
releases technical data to the foreign person during the repairs is this a defense service
that requires a Technical Assistance Agreement?

As noted above, people on these missions to Mars will need training on Earth in order to
participate in the activities during flight and on Mars, and export authorization would be required
for any releases or transfers of controlled technical data/technology that occur during these onEarth trainings, consistent with current licensing regimes. These export authorizations will allow
DDTC and BIS to vet the people who are participating in missions to Mars, and authorize many
if not all of the same types of information sharing that will occur outside the Earth’s atmosphere.
For this reason, we respectfully submit that export authorization for activities that occur outside
Earth’s atmosphere would be unnecessary.
The absence of an exemption for transfers or releases that occur entirely outside the atmosphere
would create significant challenges for Mars missions. For example:




People on missions to Mars need to have immediate access to technology/technical data
that is required to complete a successful mission. Enumerating a predictive list of this
technology/technical data is challenging because this type of mission is unprecedented.
Limiting access to an enumerated list could be unsafe if an unpredicted issue arises. In
this situation, mission participants need the ability to perform any actions and access any
technology/technical data required to solve issue.
Export authorizations come with administrative requirements that would be challenging
to fulfill during a mission to Mars. For example, the export regulations all have a
recordkeeping requirement and some export authorizations include provisos requiring the
applicant additionally retain a library of released technology/technical data. Given the
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nature and duration of a Mars mission, there will be a potentially large number of releases
and the nature of the releases will be primarily informal (e.g., conversations). In addition,
missions to Mars will be heavily survival-focused, and any additional administrative
burdens could create difficult and dangerous situations.
We propose adding a note to the definitions of “export” and “reexport” in the ITAR and EAR
clarifying that these terms do not include shipments, transfers, or releases that occur entirely
outside Earth’s atmosphere, except for transferring registration, control, or ownership of a
satellite.
Alternatively, we propose: (1) adding a section to the ITAR defining “activities that are not
exports or reexports”, similar to Section 734.18 of the EAR, and including in the new section a
statement confirming that shipments, transfers, or releases that occur entirely outside the
atmosphere are not exports or reexports, except transferring registration, control, or ownership of
a satellite; and (2) revising Section 734.18 of the EAR to state the same.
Alternatively, we propose adding a license exemption to the ITAR and a license exception to the
EAR requiring no licenses for shipments, transfers, or releases that occur entirely outside Earth’s
atmosphere, except for transferring registration, control, or ownership of a satellite.
We recognize that implementing this comment may be challenging if shipments, transfers, or
releases involving arms embargoed countries. If this is the case, then we recommend
implementing this comment with respect to all other countries, at least initially, and then later, if
possible, expanding it to include arms embargoed countries.

*

*

Respectfully submitted,

Sarah Banco
Counsel, Export Compliance Officer
SpaceX
202-649-2700
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Submitted via www.regulations.gov
ID Numbers: BIS-2018-0029 / RIN 0694-AH66
DOS-2018-0048 I RIN 1400-AE73
Subject:

Comments to Advanced Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) on USML
Categories IV and XV and Related Items Transferred to the CCL

Reference:

Federal Register Vol. 84 No. 46, Friday, March 8, 2019, pages 8485-8487

The Department of State and the Department of Commerce published Advanced Notices of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRMs) in the Federal Register, Vol. 84, No. 46, on March 8, 2019
seeking public comments regarding review of U.S. Munitions List (USML) Categories IV and
XV and the Commerce Control List (CCL) for items transferred from those USML categories.
The ANPRMs are seeking comments on ways to "streamline export control regulations for
both the U.S. commercial space industry and [its] international partners to lower administrative
burden, decrease regulatory compliance costs as well as increase exports thereby bolstering the
U.S. space commercial sector and industrial base."
The Spaceship Company (www.thespaceshipcompanv.com), a sister company to Virgin
Galactic and Virgin Orbit within Sir Richard Branson's Virgin Group of companies, is an
aerospace-system manufacturing company headquartered in Mojave Air and Space Port in
Mojave, California. It manufactured the SpaceShipTwo (SS2) space vehicle. It will also
manufacture future WhiteKnightTwo (WK2) carrier aircraft/air-launch platforms 1• Together,
SS2 and WK2 form Virgin Galactic's human spaceflight system. Where TSC manufactures
SS2 and WK2, Virgin Galactic markets and operates the vehicles for the commercial
spaceflight experience.
In tandem with its sister companies, TSC continues to engage with current and potential
international partners in ways that require or could require exports of its technology and other
items. However, TSC and its sister companies often encounter questions and uncertainty from
current and potential international partners related to U.S. export controls, which oftentimes
delay or preclude certain opportunities. TSC, therefore, respectfully submits the following
comments to the ANPRMs, which could reduce regulatory uncertainty and facilitate its
business with international partners if addressed:

1

The current WhiteKnightTwo (WK2) was manufactured by Scaled Composites, LLC
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I.

Clarification of "Space Launch Vehicles" Versus "Space Vehicles"

USML Category IV includes "Space Launch Vehicles," and USML Category XV
includes "Space Vehicles." These terms are not defined in the ITAR, and the difference
between them is unclear.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a
Note to Categories IV and XV to clarify that vehicles specially designed to carry
human passengers in a pressurized cabin in outer space after shutdown of any
integrated propulsion are "spacecraft" or "space vehicles" under Category XV or
ECCN 9A515 and not "space launch vehicles" under Category IV.
II.

Implementation of Wassenaar Arrangement Controls on Air-Launch Platforms

The Wassenaar Arrangement does not account for the unilateral controls the United
States maintains through USML Category XV. In implementing the new Wassenaar entry
for air-launch platforms, DDTC and BIS should ensure that U.S. companies with aircraft
specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for USML Category XV items
also receive the benefit of the new Wassenaar entry.
a. Pro posed Change to CCL: Amendment to the CCL to create a specific entry in ECCN
9A004 conforming to the Wassenaar Arrangement's newly added 9.A.4.g, "Aircraft
specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles."
(Reference: Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018. Pg. 157.) In implementing this
update, BIS should clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN 9A004 consistent with
the United States' unilateral controls on spacecraft and space vehicles, so that it
includes aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for
"spacecraft" and "space vehicles," too -- not just "space launch vehicles."
b. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of notes
to Categories IV and XV that aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch
platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles are not subject to
the IT AR, but rather subject to the EAR and controlled under the new entry in ECCN
9A004.
ID.

Clarification of "Mobile Launcher Mechanisms"

If DDTC amends the ITAR or otherwise confirms that air-launch platforms such as those
discussed above are not subject to the IT AR, we ask DDTC to confirm that any mechanisms
that would be used to hold and drop a space launch vehicle, spacecraft, or space vehicle from
such vehicles are not within the scope of USML Category IV(b) as a "mobile launcher
mechanism." The basis for our request is that the scope of this entry is limited to such articles
"for" a system in USML IV(a)(l) or IV(a)(2). If the vehicle containing such a mechanism is
controlled under USML Category XV or is subject to the EAR (e.g., in a new 9A004 entry),
then the mechanism would not be, we submit, covered by USML IV(b).
a. Pro posed Change to USML: Add a Note 4 to paragraph (b) in Category IV, which
says, "This paragraph does not control mechanisms attached to aircraft subject to the
CCL, which are specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space
launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles."
The Spaceship Company
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b. In the alternative, we ask DDTC to create a note to USML IV(b).that tracks the policy
and content of the Note 2 to paragraph (e) ofUSML Category XV. That note states that
articles that, as stand-alone items, are subject to the ITAR under Category XV( e) are not
subject to the ITAR when integrated into and included as an integral part of the item
subject to the EAR. This note, thus, prevents the possibility that an ITAR-controlled
component will "taint" the jurisdiction of an otherwise EAR-controlled item. The policy
justification for our request here is identical to the policy justification for Note 2. Thus, a
suggested note to USML Category IV(b) would be:
"A launcher mechanism described in this paragraph is subject to the EAR
when, prior to export, re-export, retransfer, or temporary import, it is
integrated into and included as an integral part of an item subject to the EAR.
Such articles do not become subject to the EAR until integrated into the item
subject to the EAR. Export, re-export, retransfer, or temporary import of, and
technical data and defense services directly related to defense articles
intended to be integrated remain subject to the ITAR."
IV.

Application of MTCR Exclusion for Manned Aircraft
The MTCR categorically excludes manned aircraft from control under the regime.
Therefore, manned aircraft -- even those that are specially designed or modified to be airlaunch platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles -- should not be
subject to MT control. Moreover, by extension, manned spacecraft or space vehicles
should not be subject to MT control.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a
Note to Category XV that manned spacecraft or space vehicles are not subject to MT
control because they are manned vehicles.
b. Pro posed Change to CCL: Technical amendment to the CCL in the form of a Note to
the new 9A004 entry for air-launch platforms, confirming that such aircraft -including the spacecraft or space vehicles they carry-- are not subject to MT control.

V.

Clarification of Controls Applicable to Manned Space Vehicle Flight Simulators
Flight training simulators for manned space vehicles controlled under Category XV and
manned aircraft that are specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for
space vehicles have common parts, components, accessories, attachments, and systems.
Therefore, the Note to USML Category XV(b) should clarify that its application extends
to aircraft simulators, too, not just spacecraft simulators.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the Note to USML Category
XV(b) adding the text, "space vehicles or other vehicles," so as to read:" ... systems
that are common to ground control systems or training simulators controlled in this
paragraph and those that are used for spacecraft, space vehicles or other vehicles (e.g.,
aircraft) not controlled in paragraph (a) of this category are subject to the EAR."
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VI.

Clarification of Controls Applicable to Spaceports
The definition of "technical data" in USML Category XV(t) includes information
required for the design, development, production, manufacture, assembly, operation,
repair, testing, maintenance or modification of the items in Category XV(a) through (e).
The scope of this definition can be read broadly to capture information relevant to
commercial spaceports that serve as facilities for Category XV(a) space vehicles,
including information which is similar to facilities requirements for airports and civil
aviation operations.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a
Note to Category XV(f) that basic facility-related information for spaceports is not
subject to the ITAR or the EAR. Such information should include hangar size and
building requirements, apron and runway specifications, general requirements for
ground support equipment, vehicle processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and
loading, chemical handling and storage, air traffic management operations, and
similar requirements and activities common to civil aviation operations.

VII.

Clarification of Spaceflight Passenger Experience Note
Companies offering manned spaceflight opportunities are also allowing their customers
to bring various payloads on board whether for scientific research or commercial
purposes. It should be made clear that this activity involving Category XV or ECCN
9A515 space vehicles is within the scope of the passenger experience note and not, for
example, the type of payload integration activity that could otherwise be a defense service
if a Category IV launch vehicle was involved.
a.

Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to Note 2 to USML Category
XV(t), adding another type of activity to the spaceflight passenger experience that
is not subject to the USML: "integrating payloads into the cabin of a manned space
vehicle and monitoring, managing, or completing tasks related to those payloads
before, during, and after flight."

VIII. Further Clarification to Spacecraft Propulsion Systems
DDTC has clarified that Category IV(d). does not control thrusters for spacecraft.
However, some ambiguity remains on the classification of "rocket engines" and "rocket
motors" that may be considered "thrusters" under Category XV(e)(I2). In particular,
Category XV(a)(l 1) references Category IV(d) rocket engines/motors as a type of
propulsion system that may be incorporated into a Category XV item.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a
Note to Category XV(a)(l l) to make clear that propulsion systems incorporated into
such items, even if meeting the technical parameters of Category IV(d), are
controlled under XV(e)(l2).
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Should the agencies have any questions relative to this submission, they may contact the
undersigned via email at gina.madden(a!thespaceshipcompany.com or via telephone at (661)
221-2342.

Gina Madden
Export Compliance Officer
The Spaceship Company

The Spaceship Company
16555 Spaceship Landing Way
Mojave CA 93501

April 22, 2019
Sarah Heidema, Director
Office of Defense Trade Control Policy
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
U.S. Department of State
SA-1, 12th Floor
Washington DC 20522-0112
Subject: Request for Comments Regarding Review of USML Categories IV and XV
Via email: DDTCPublicComments@state.gov

Comments:
USML Category XV, Note 3 to paragraph (f), provides clarity with regard to certain “housekeeping” data
transmitted to or from a satellite or spacecraft. A corresponding Note to Category IV paragraph (i)
would be helpful in providing clarity with regard to similar “housekeeping” data transmitted to or from a
space launch vehicle as defined in Category IV(a).
Recommendation:
In concert with USML Category XV, Note 3 to paragraph (f), provide a similar Note to Category IV
paragraph (i).
Proposed Language:
Note 1 to paragraph (i): Paragraph (i), and ECCNs 9E001, 9E002, and 9E604 do not control the data
transmitted to or from a space launch vehicle, whether real or simulated, when limited to information
about the health, operational status, or measurements or function of, or raw sensor output from the space
launch vehicle or its associated subsystems or components. Such information is not within the scope of
information captured within the definition of technology in the EAR for purposes of Category 9 Product
Group E. Examples of such information, which are commonly referred to as “housekeeping data,”
include:
(i) System, hardware, component configuration, and operational status information pertaining to
temperatures, pressures, power, current, voltages, and battery charges;
(ii) Space launch vehicle orientation or position information, such as state vector or ephemeris
information;
(iii) Space launch vehicle raw mission or science output, such as on-board camera images for visual
validation of events and output from onboard sensors;
(iv) Command responses; and
(v) Accurate timing information.
The act of processing such telemetry data, i.e., converting raw data into engineering units or readable
products, or encrypting it does not, in and of itself, cause the telemetry data to become subject to the
ITAR or to ECCNs 9E001, 9E002, and 9E604. All classified technical data directly related to items
controlled in USML Category IV or ECCNs 9E001, 9E002, and 9E604, and defense services using the
classified technical data, remain subject to the ITAR. This note does not affect controls applicable to
launch vehicle telemetry data related to a space launch vehicle anomaly.

Supporting Rationale:
• System, hardware, component configuration, and operational status information pertaining to
temperatures, pressures, power, current, voltages, and battery charges is typically raw, unscaled
data that does not, in and of itself, reveal any information about location on the vehicle, or detail
on what is being measured. This status data is analogous to spacecraft health data in that it
provides supporting data on the vehicle, but does not reveal technical data or technology.
• The actual or predicted launch vehicle orientation, or position information, such as state vector or
ephemeris information would not typically promote understanding or advancement from a
munitions or technology development perspective. This type of information could be created
from any basic orbital mechanics textbook or public trajectory program, such as Kerbal Space,
Orbiter, or GMAT.
• Space launch vehicle raw mission or science output, such as on-board camera images for visual
validation of events and output from onboard sensors would not typically reveal any technology
or design information.
• Since the command responses for a launch vehicle are all the result of pre-planned/preprogrammed commands, this data is similarly data that would provide insight into launch vehicle
health, and would be very analogous to spacecraft command and response telemetry.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and recommendations to support the Department’s
review of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations, USML Categories IV and XV.

UNIVERSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
7178 Columbia Gateway Drive • Columbia, MD 21046
410-730-2656 • 410-730-3496 (fax1 • www.usra.edu

April 22, 2019
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy
U.S. Department of State Washington, DC 20522
Via email to: DDTCPublicComments@state.gov
Re:

USML Categories IV and XV

Reference:

84 FR 8486 (March 8, 2019); RIN 1400-AE73; Docket No.
DOS-2018-0048;

The Universities Space Research Association (USRA) is pleased to
provide comments in response to the above referenced Advanced Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking, which seeks comments to assist the Directorate of
Defense Trade Controls in reviewing USML Categories IV and XV.
USRA very much appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to
the Department of State on the proposed rule. The U.S. university community
recognizes and supports the need for export controls to protect our national
security. U.S. universities also welcome these efforts by the Department of State
to bring about careful consideration of what space-related technology must be
controlled. This will help restore to U.S. universities the ability to teach our
students space technology, and to conduct research in space, in a way that will
enable the U.S. to remain a leader in the future.
ITAR affects university research and education, because "deemed
exports" can restrict communication in the classroom and in the university
research envirorunent. This has caused students and able young faculty members
to avoid space-related fields, where the uncertainties and burdens of ITAR
compliance and the ITAR approval process have been acute. Professors of major
research universities have reported "dumbing down" the curriculum so that the
risk of being accused of transferring export controlled information is reduced.
Our comments are in order to the questions listed in the federal register.
Questions for which we have no comment have been omitted

Question #2: Are there specific defense articles described in the referenced
categories that have entered into normal commercial use since the most recent
revision of that category? If so, please include documentation to support this
claim.
a.

Star Trackers - USRA recommends
removing star trackers currently controlled

Advancing Space Research

@
under USML Category XV(e)(l6) due to their entry into
common commercial use.
b. Aperture Size - Revise USML Category XV(a)(7)(i) technical
parameters to be 1.0m clear aperture size to reflect
improvements of commercially available satellite imagery.
Question #4: Are there other technical issues for these categories which the
Department should address?

a.

Space Vehicles - USRA requests a definition of a "Space
Vehicle" to define the difference between a "Space Launch
Vehicle," a "Spacecraft," and a "Space Vehicle."
b. Thermal Batteries - USRA requests removing thermal batteries
from USML Category XIIl(h)(3)

Question #5: The export control system uses the size of space-based optical
telescopes as the technical parameter differentiating between items controlled by
the Department of Commerce in Commerce Control List (CCL) Export Control
Classification Number (ECCN) 9A515.a.land by the Department of State in
USML Category XV(a)(7) and XV(e)(2). This is based on physics, and
specifically the fact that larger optical telescopes generally can generate higherresolution images than smaller ones. NASA tends to use larger optical telescopes
for astrophysics missions because the celestial bodies these missions observe are
many light years away, and smaller optical capabilities cannot physically meet
the relevant science requirements. At the same time, because NASA missions are
designed and calibrated to observe distant celestial objects, they are physically
incapable of observing the Earth, which is so bright relative to distant objects that
NASA's telescopes would suffer permanent physical damage if pointed at Earth.
Essentially, NASA astrophysics missions form a class of spacecraft which meet
the technical definition for national security-sensitive spacecraft regulated by the
Department of State, but are incapable of observing the Earth.

In the past, this issue has been addressed by creating separate regulatory
categories for specific missions. For example, the James Webb Space Telescope,
NASA's next flagship astrophysics mission, was the subject of specific regulatory
activity (see, 82 FR 2875 and 2889, Jan. 10, 2017) to ensure that it is controlled
by the Department of Conunerce under ECCN 9A004 even though it otherwise
meets the control text of USML Category XV. However, since it would be
impractical to issue an updated regulation every time NASA initiates a new
astrophysics mission, the Department is seeking comments from the public on a
way to provide technical differentiation within U.S. export control regulations
between the space-based optical telescopes for astrophysics missions and those
used for Earth observation.
a.

Civil Program Controls - In order to address the difficulties
associated with early program classifications under the USML
which are later reclassified under the CCL, USRA recommends

the creation of an additional entry under ECCN 9A004 for civil
programs designated by an interagency review as well as a new
classification under USML Category XV for NASA programs
missing this designation. DDTC and BIS can publicly provide a
list of all programs classified this way on their website, and later
update the CCL.
USRA is a nonprofit consortium of 110 universities offering advanced degrees in
space- and aeronautics-related disciplines. USRA was established in 1969 by the
National Academy of Sciences at the request of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

Eric Hammond
Director, Govenunent Relations
USRA
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Subject:

Comments to Advanced Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) on USML
Categories IV and XV and Related Items Transferred to the CCL

Reference:

Federal Register Vol. 84 No. 46, Friday, March 8, 2019, pages 8485-8487

The Department of State and the Department of Commerce published Advanced Notices of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRMs) in the Federal Register, Vol. 84, No. 46, on March 8, 2019
seeking public comments regarding review of U.S. Munitions List (USML) Categories IV and
XV and the Commerce Control List (CCL) for items transferred from those USML categories.
The ANPRMs are seeking comments on ways to “streamline export control regulations for
both the U.S. commercial space industry and [its] international partners to lower administrative
burden, decrease regulatory compliance costs as well as increase exports thereby bolstering the
U.S. space commercial sector and industrial base.”
Virgin Galactic, LLC (VG) (www.virgingalactic.com), a sister company to TSC, LLC (dba
The Spaceship Company) (TSC) and Virgin Orbit, LLC within Sir Richard Branson’s Virgin
Group of companies, is an aerospace company with locations in Mojave, California; Las
Cruces, New Mexico; and Washington, D.C. It operates and maintains the SpaceShipTwo
(SS2) space vehicle and the WhiteKnightTwo (WK2) carrier aircraft/air-launch platform.
Together, SS2 and WK2 form Virgin Galactic’s human spaceflight system. While TSC
manufactures the SS2 and any future WK2, Virgin Galactic markets and operates the vehicles
for the commercial spaceflight experience. 1
In tandem with its sister companies, VG continues to engage with current and potential
international partners in ways that require or could require exports of its technology and other
items. However, VG and its sister companies often encounter questions and uncertainty from
current and potential international partners related to U.S. export controls, which oftentimes
delay or preclude certain opportunities. VG, therefore, respectfully submits the following
comments to the ANPRMs, which could reduce regulatory uncertainty and facilitate its
business with international partners if addressed:
1

The current WhiteKnightTwo (WK2) was manufactured by Scaled Composites, LLC
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I.

Clarification of “Space Launch Vehicles” Versus “Space Vehicles”
USML Category IV includes “Space Launch Vehicles,” and USML Category XV
includes “Space Vehicles.” These terms are not defined in the ITAR, and the difference
between them is unclear.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a

Note to Categories IV and XV to clarify that vehicles specially designed to carry
human passengers in a pressurized cabin in outer space after shutdown of any
integrated propulsion are “spacecraft” or “space vehicles” under Category XV or
ECCN 9A515 and not “space launch vehicles” under Category IV.
II.

Implementation of Wassenaar Arrangement Controls on Air-Launch Platforms
The Wassenaar Arrangement does not account for the unilateral controls the United
States maintains through USML Category XV. In implementing the new Wassenaar entry
for air-launch platforms, DDTC and BIS should ensure that U.S. companies with aircraft
specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for USML Category XV items
also receive the benefit of the new Wassenaar entry.
a. Proposed Change to CCL: Amendment to the CCL to create a specific entry in ECCN

9A004 conforming to the Wassenaar Arrangement’s newly added 9.A.4.g, “Aircraft
specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles.”
(Reference: Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018, Pg. 157.) In implementing this
update, BIS should clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN 9A004 consistent with
the United States’ unilateral controls on spacecraft and space vehicles, so that it
includes aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for
“spacecraft” and “space vehicles,” too -- not just “space launch vehicles.”
b. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of notes

to Categories IV and XV that aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch
platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles are not subject to
the ITAR, but rather subject to the EAR and controlled under the new entry in ECCN
9A004.
III.

Clarification of “Mobile Launcher Mechanisms”
If DDTC amends the ITAR or otherwise confirms that air-launch platforms such as those
discussed above are not subject to the ITAR, we ask DDTC to confirm that any mechanisms
that would be used to hold and drop a space launch vehicle, spacecraft, or space vehicle from
such vehicles are not within the scope of USML Category IV(b) as a “mobile launcher
mechanism.” The basis for our request is that the scope of this entry is limited to such articles
“for” a system in USML IV(a)(1) or IV(a)(2). If the vehicle containing such a mechanism is
controlled under USML Category XV or is subject to the EAR (e.g., in a new 9A004 entry),
then the mechanism would not be, we submit, covered by USML IV(b).
a. Proposed Change to USML: Add a Note 4 to paragraph (b) in Category IV, which
says, “This paragraph does not control mechanisms attached to aircraft subject to the
Virgin Galactic
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CCL, which are specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space
launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles.”
b. In the alternative, we ask DDTC to create a note to USML IV(b) that tracks the policy
and content of the Note 2 to paragraph (e) of USML Category XV. That note states that
articles that, as stand-alone items, are subject to the ITAR under Category XV(e) are not
subject to the ITAR when integrated into and included as an integral part of the item
subject to the EAR. This note, thus, prevents the possibility that an ITAR-controlled
component will “taint” the jurisdiction of an otherwise EAR-controlled item. The policy
justification for our request here is identical to the policy justification for Note 2. Thus, a
suggested note to USML Category IV(b) would be:
“A launcher mechanism described in this paragraph is subject to the EAR
when, prior to export, reexport, retransfer, or temporary import, it is integrated
into and included as an integral part of an item subject to the EAR. Such
articles do not become subject to the EAR until integrated into the item
subject to the EAR. Export, reexport, retransfer, or temporary import of, and
technical data and defense services directly related to defense articles
intended to be integrated remain subject to the ITAR.”
IV.

Application of MTCR Exclusion for Manned Aircraft
The MTCR categorically excludes manned aircraft from control under the regime.
Therefore, manned aircraft -- even those that are specially designed or modified to be airlaunch platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles -- should not be
subject to MT control. Moreover, by extension, manned spacecraft or space vehicles
should not be subject to MT control.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a

Note to Category XV that manned spacecraft or space vehicles are not subject to MT
control because they are manned vehicles.
b. Proposed Change to CCL: Technical amendment to the CCL in the form of a Note to

the new 9A004 entry for air-launch platforms, confirming that such aircraft -including the spacecraft or space vehicles they carry -- are not subject to MT control.
V.

Clarification of Controls Applicable to Manned Space Vehicle Flight Simulators
Flight training simulators for manned space vehicles controlled under Category XV and
manned aircraft that are specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for
space vehicles have common parts, components, accessories, attachments, and systems.
Therefore, the Note to USML Category XV(b) should clarify that its application extends
to aircraft simulators, too, not just spacecraft simulators.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the Note to USML Category

XV(b) adding the text, “space vehicles or other vehicles,” so as to read: “…systems
that are common to ground control systems or training simulators controlled in this
Virgin Galactic
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paragraph and those that are used for spacecraft, space vehicles or other vehicles (e.g.,
aircraft) not controlled in paragraph (a) of this category are subject to the EAR.”
VI.

Clarification of Controls Applicable to Spaceports
The definition of “technical data” in USML Category XV(f) includes information
required for the design, development, production, manufacture, assembly, operation,
repair, testing, maintenance or modification of the items in Category XV(a) through (e).
The scope of this definition can be read broadly to capture information relevant to
commercial spaceports that serve as facilities for Category XV(a) space vehicles,
including information which is similar to facilities requirements for airports and civil
aviation operations.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a

Note to Category XV(f) that basic facility-related information for spaceports is not
subject to the ITAR or the EAR. Such information should include hangar size and
building requirements, apron and runway specifications, general requirements for
ground support equipment, vehicle processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and
loading, chemical handling and storage, air traffic management operations, and
similar requirements and activities common to civil aviation operations.
VII.

Clarification of Spaceflight Passenger Experience Note
Companies offering manned spaceflight opportunities are also allowing their customers
to bring various payloads on board whether for scientific research or commercial
purposes. It should be made clear that this activity involving Category XV or ECCN
9A515 space vehicles is within the scope of the passenger experience note and not, for
example, the type of payload integration activity that could otherwise be a defense service
if a Category IV launch vehicle was involved.
a.

Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to Note 2 to USML Category
XV(f), adding another type of activity to the spaceflight passenger experience that
is not subject to the USML: “integrating payloads into the cabin of a manned space
vehicle and monitoring, managing, or completing tasks related to those payloads
before, during, and after flight.”

VIII. Further Clarification to Spacecraft Propulsion Systems
DDTC has clarified that Category IV(d) does not control thrusters for spacecraft.
However, some ambiguity remains on the classification of “rocket engines” and “rocket
motors” that may be considered “thrusters” under Category XV(e)(12). In particular,
Category XV(a)(11) references Category IV(d) rocket engines/motors as a type of
propulsion system that may be incorporated into a Category XV item.
a. Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the form of a
Note to Category XV(a)(11) to make clear that propulsion systems incorporated into
such items, even if meeting the technical parameters of Category IV(d), are
controlled under XV(e)(12).
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Should the agencies have any questions relative to this submission, they may contact the
undersigned via email at Vanessa.chandler@virgingalactic.com or via telephone at (575) 9154418.
Sincerely,

Vanessa Y. Chandler
General Counsel and Export Compliance Officer
Virgin Galactic, LLC

Virgin Galactic
16555 Spaceship Landing Way
Mojave CA 93501
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ID Numbers: BIS-2018-0029 / RIN 0694-AH66
DOS-2018-0048 I RIN 1400-AE73
The Department of State and the Department of Commerce published
Advanced Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRMs) in the Federal Register, Vol.
84, No. 46, on March 8, 2019 seeking public comments regarding review of U.S.
Munitions List (USML) Categories IV and XV and the Commerce Control List (CCL)
for items transferred from those USML categories.
The ANPRMs are seeking comments on ways to "streamline export control
regulations for both the U.S. commercial space industry and [its] international
partners to lower administrative burden, decrease regulatory compliance costs as
well as increase exports thereby bolstering the U.S. space commercial sector and
industrial base."
Virgin Orbit (www.virginorbit.com) is a sister company to Virgin Galactic and
The Spaceship Company Orbit within Sir Richard Branson's Virgin Group of
companies. We have expertise in the design, development, manufacture, and
operation of a commercial, small satellite launch vehicle called LauncherOne which
is launched from a modified Being 747-400 aircraft. Virgin Orbit offers a highly
flexible horizontal air-launch service which can provide for delivery to any orbit or
inclination; responsive and resilient launch services; schedule flexibility; high flight
cadence; and, launch from any spaceport. Our corporate headquarters and state-ofthe-art manufacturing facilities are located in in Long Beach, California, and our test
site is located at Mojave Air and Space Port in Mojave, California.
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In tandem with our sister companies, Virgin Orbit continues to engage with
current and potential international partners in ways that require or could require
exports of its technology and other items. However, Virgin Orbit and its sister
companies often encounter questions and uncertainty from current and potential
international partners related to U.S. export controls, which oftentimes delay or
preclude certain opportunities. Virgin Orbit, therefore, respectfully submits the
following comments to the ANPRMs, which could reduce regulatory uncertainty and
facilitate its business with international partners if addressed:
I.

Implementation of Wassenaar Arrangement Controls on Air-Launch
Platforms

The Wassenaar Arrangement does not account for the unilateral controls the
United States maintains through USML Category XV. In implementing the new
Wassenaar entry for air-launch platforms, DDTC and BIS should ensure that U.S.
companies with aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms
for USML Category XV items also receive the benefit of the new Wassenaar entry.
a.
Proposed Change to CCL: Amendment to the CCL to create a specific
entry in ECCN 9A004 conforming to the Wassenaar Arrangement's newly added
9.A.4.g, "Aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch platforms for space
launch vehicles." (Reference: Wassenaar Arrangement, Rev. Dec. 2018, Pg. 157.) In
implementing this update, BIS should clarify the scope of the new entry in ECCN
9A004 consistent with the United States' unilateral controls on spacecraft and space
vehicles, so that it includes aircraft specially designed or modified to be air-launch
platforms for "spacecraft" and "space vehicles," too -- not just "space launch
vehicles."
b.
Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the
form of notes to Categories IV and XV that aircraft specially designed or modified to
be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles are
not subject to the ITAR, but rather subject to the EAR and controlled under the new
entry in ECCN 9A004.

II.

Clarification of "Mobile Launcher Mechanisms"

If DDTC amends the ITAR or otherwise confirms that air-launch platforms
such as those discussed above are not subject to the ITAR, we ask DDTC to confirm
that any mechanisms that would be used to hold and drop a space launch vehicle,
spacecraft, or space vehicle from such vehicles are not within the scope of USML
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Category IV(b) as a "mobile launcher mechanism." The basis for our request is that
the scope of this entry is limited to such articles "for" a system in USML IV(a)(l) or
IV(a)(2). If the vehicle containing such a mechanism is controlled under USML
Category XV or is subject to the EAR (e.g., in a new 9A004 entry), then the
mechanism would not be, we submit, covered by USML IV(b).
a.
Proposed Change to USML: Add a Note 4 to paragraph (b) in Category
IV, which says, "This paragraph does not control mechanisms attached to aircraft
subject to the CCL, which are specially designed or modified to be air-launch
platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space vehicles."
b.
In the alternative, we ask DDTC to create a note to USML IV(b) that
tracks the policy and content of the Note 2 to paragraph (e) of USML Category XV.
That note states that articles that, as stand-alone items, are subject to the ITAR
under Category XV(e) are not subject to the ITAR when integrated into and included
as an integral part of the item subject to the EAR. This note, thus, prevents the
possibility that an ITAR-controlled component will "taint" the jurisdiction of an
otherwise EAR-controlled item. The policy justification for our request here is
identical to the policy justification for Note 2. Thus, a suggested note to USML
Category IV(b) would be:
"A launcher mechanism described in this paragraph is subject to the EAR when, prior
to export, reexport, retransfer, or temporary import, it is integrated into and included
as an integral part of an item subject to the EAR. Such articles do not become subject
to the EAR until integrated into the item subject to the EAR. Export, reexport,
retransfer, or temporary import of, and technical data and defense services directly
related to defense articles intended to be integrated remain subject to the ITAR."

III.

Application of MTCR Exclusion for Manned Aircraft

The MTCR categorically excludes manned aircraft from control under the
regime. Therefore, manned aircraft -- even those that are specially designed or
modified to be air-launch platforms for space launch vehicles, spacecraft, or space
vehicles -- should not be subject to MT control. Moreover, by extension, manned
spacecraft or space vehicles should not be subject to MT control.
a.
Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the
form of a Note to Category XV that manned spacecraft or space vehicles are not
subject to MT control because they are manned vehicles.
3
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b.
Proposed Change to CCL: Technical amendment to the CCL in the form
of a Note to the new 9A004 entry for air-launch platforms, confirming that such
aircraft -- including the spacecraft or space vehicles they carry -- are not subject to
MT control.

IV.

Clarification of Controls Applicable to Spaceports

The definition of "technical data" in USML Category XV(t) includes
information required for the design, development, production, manufacture,
assembly, operation, repair, testing, maintenance or modification of the items in
Category XV(a) through (e). The scope of this definition can be read broadly to
capture information relevant to commercial spaceports that serve as facilities for
Category XV(a) space vehicles, including information which is similar to facilities
requirements for airports and civil aviation operations.
a.
Proposed Change to USML: Technical amendment to the USML in the
form of a Note to Category XV(t) that basic facility-related information for
spaceports is not subject to the ITAR or the EAR. Such information should include
information such as hangar size and building requirements, apron and runway
specifications, general requirements for ground support equipment, vehicle
processing and fueling, nitrous oxide storage and loading, chemical handling and
storage, air traffic management operations, and similar activities common to civil
aviation operations.
Should the agencies have any questions relative to this submission, they may
contact the undersigned via email at neil.ray@virginorbit.com or via telephone at
(562) 708-5297.
Yours Sincerely,

N~r
Neil Ray
Compliance Counsel
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